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t’s hard to believe that the Angular 

framework has been with us for four 

years already. And now with Angular 2 

on the horizon, the framework looks set 

to reach new heights. Our lead feature 

takes a look at the complete Angular 

sphere. We talk to Angular creator 

Miško Hevery about the how and why 

of Angular 2, and ask if there will be an Angular 3. 

This is a man who knows what’s happening with 

Angular so make sure you read his exclusive 

interview. Plus, there is a host of tips and 

techniques on using and testing Angular 2. But, it 

is worth remembering that Angular 1 is going to 

still be here for a while yet. Find out what skills you can 

transfer from 1 to 2, and keeping you on your toes is 

plenty of direction on how to build test and deploy with 

the framework for now. 

Elsewhere we look at building apps with the skills you 

already have at your disposal: HTML, CSS and JavaScript. 

We look at the di� erent options out there, the best tools 

and weigh up the pros and cons for each approach. 

New to Ruby on Rails? Want some must-know tips on 

using the framework? We got a couple of experts from 

web dev bootcamp Makers Academy to put a collection 

together just for you. 

Plus, we have some great CSS animation tutorials to 

help add class to your projects. As always enjoy the issue. 

Welcome
to the issue

THE WEB DESIGNER MISSION
To be the most accessible and

inspiring voice for the industry, 
offering cutting-edge features

and techniques vital to
building future-proof

online content
Steve
Jenkins

“ The way we 
operate is special. We 
wanted a minimum 
of middlemen 
between the client 
and creative team ”French agency Sweet Punk 
reveals how it understands the 
digital space. Page 30

“ Angular 2 is built 
for large apps as 
well as large teams. 
To that end, we 
have focused on 
toolability, and 
maintainability of 
the codebase ”Follow us on Twitter for all the news & conversation         @WebDesignerMag

Visit our blog for opinion, freebies & more         www.webdesignermag.co.uk
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Daniel Jenkins
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engineer based in 
Stockholm. Working in an 
agile environment he uses 
Angular and Node.js on a 
daily basis. This issue he 
shows how to use AngularJS 
to build an asset 
management tool. Page 84

Leon Brown
Leon is a freelance web 
developer and trainer who 
assists web developers in 
creating efficient code for 
web projects. This issue he 
looks at how to create a 
zoom-in/out navigation 
effect with CSS and 
JavaScript. Page 60

Sean Tracey
Sean is a creative 
technologist who makes and 
breaks things for a living. This 
issue he shows how to use 
Webpack to bundle up a 
client-side app and all of its 
dependencies into one nice, 
asynchronously deliverable 
package. Page 78

Mark Shufflebottom 
Mark is a professor of 
Interaction Design at 
Sheridan College of 
Advanced Learning near 
Toronto. In this tutorial he is 
creating progress bars with 
CSS and SVG images in 
order to preload single-page 
sites. Page 48

Neil Pearce
Neil is a passionate 
designer and he loves 
nothing more than playing 
around with CSS. He is 
back this issue with a 
tutorial on CSS animations 
and teaches you to create 
two CSS user interface 
animations. Page 56

Ralph Saunders
Ralph delivers front-end 
excellence for global 
creative communications 
agency, Crowd. In this issue 
he walks through 
constructing simple and 
effective 3D animations in 
CSS with a little bit of 
JavaScript. Page 52

Tan Hanna
Tam’s career has seen him 
wrestle with a variety of 
stacks ranging from the 
commonly used to the 
more archaic. This issue he 
delves into web apps and 
picks the best tools and 
frameworks for creating the 
app you want. Page 64

Leo Allen & Sam Morgan
Leo Allen and Sam Morgan 
are both experienced web 
developers and senior 
coaches at web dev 
bootcamp Makers Academy. 
This issue they unveil their 
collection of 15 must-know 
Ruby on Rails tips, tricks and 
techniques. Page 72

This issue’s panel of experts

“ Angular 2 is 
currently in beta but is 
well worth 
experimenting with 
today as it 
encompasses many 
features of ES2015 that 
may not be familiar ”

Welcome to that 
bit of the mag 
where we learn 
more about the 
featured writers 
and contributors… 

Tim Stone

Tim is a front-end developer at Lush and has over four years experience 

working with digital agencies. In this issue he takes a look at the current 

state of Angular and how you can get ready for Angular 2. Plus, he points 

out transferable skills from 1 to 2 and a host of must-know tips. Page 36
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nyone working under the 

digital/creative banner will 

undoubtedly know what 

Adobe is. At some point in a 

creative career Photoshop and/or Illustrator 

would have been on the radar. InDesign 

might have even got in on the act. For 

those with a longer history, Fireworks 

would have been there as well. 

Numerous iterations finally kissed 

goodbye to the ‘disc’ as Adobe went online 

back in 2012 with CC. The old favourites 

happily made the transition but a host of 

newcomers have been coming to the 

Adobe party, slowly and surely. The latest in 

a long line-up is Project Comet, a tool aimed 

at UX designers. 

The general consensus around the 

industry has been that while Photoshop 

and Illustrator are powerful packages they 

only serve a specific purpose. Both have 

been utilised in many ways but they are not 

a dedicated design tool aimed at giving 

designers the right tool combination. 

It’s been a while coming, and while 

designers have been waiting, Sketch has 

jumped in and filled a gap. Does Adobe’s 

late arrival to the party mean that it has 

missed an opportunity? We think the 

answer has to be both yes and no. Sketch is 

a great tool and one that many designers 

and agencies have happily adopted with 

positive results. So what does it o� er that 

Project Comet doesn’t? They both have a 

similar toolset, so if you already own Sketch 

why would you swap to Comet? There 

could be a few reasons. 

First Sketch is a Mac app, which means 

that those who use Windows won’t be able 

to take advantage of Sketch. We know most 

designers are Mac-based, but there will be 

plenty out there who use Windows as well, 

honestly, we are one of them. However, the 

price of the Sketch app means that it comes 

at a price point that makes it very a� ordable 

and almost an impulse buy. Mac owners will 

be torn between spending money on 

another tool that is very similar to one that 

they already own. There has been 

speculation that Adobe could buy 

Bohemian Coding, the company behind 

Sketch. But this purchase seems 

increasingly unlikely, especially for the 

immediate future anyway. Adobe could buy 

up the competition but it has its very own 

tool that it believes could/will overtake 

Sketch, so why splash out now? 

As we have already mentioned Sketch is 

Mac only, while Adobe products are 

available to all. This immediately gives it a 

bigger pool to draw from. Or should we say 

it has more opportunity to make money. 

Plus, Adobe has an impressive ecosystem 

should designers want to get their hands 

on a companion product. Photoshop and 

Illustrator are the two key products that will 

integrate perfectly into a workflow. 

What do you think? Are you a Sketch 

user? Will you be getting your hands on 

Comet? Will you be sticking with Sketch? 

Will you be using both?

On a di� erent note, the thinking behind 

any product is key to its success and 

Project Comet is no di� erent. To find out 

more about the process Adobe has put 

together, read this fascinating insight from 

three designers who contributed to the 

project. (adobe.ly/21e6rfL).
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Project Comet is Adobe’s answer to Sketch. But will designers 
want to splash out again and make the switch?

Is Adobe going to 
kill off Sketch?
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collection is the third volume of 

10 Amazing Websites and how to 

build them. We cherry-pick a 

collection of the ten best sites and 

pick out the core build process  for 

the best techniques. 

Don’t forget CSS Style Secrets 

and jQuery Genius Guide. Get to 

grips with the core API, find out 

how jQuery works with ES6, learn 

advanced jQuery methods

Plus, check out Advanced 

Angular, 225 Best Web Tools and 

Resources and Amazing Websites 

and How to Build them Vol 02. 

How can you get your hands on a 

Web Designer digital edition? Head 

to bit.ly/1hsGYgl to download the 

free Web Designer app and you 

will find them waiting for you as an 

in-app purchase.

“ Sketch is a great tool and one 
that many designers and agencies 
have happily adopted ”

A
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Header The tools, trends and news to 
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Get your hands 
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contemporary 
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project. (adobe.ly/21e6rfL).

“I don’t want to say I won’t move to Comet, but in six 
months our team has developed a love of the 
underdog (Sketch). Adobe, with all its muscle, often 
feels like it has less focus on users. Sketch is led by 
community, it’s more collaborative – something Adobe 
will forever struggle to achieve in any authentic way. ”
TOM WITTLIN
CREATIVE DIRECTOR AT FOLK
wearefolk.com

together, read this fascinating insight from 

in-app purchase.
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t’s no secret that social networking has had 

a massive impact on our lives. Facebook is 

used by over a billion people, LinkedIn has 

been hugely successful as a business tool 

and Twitter has gone some way towards providing a 

platform where individuals and businesses can connect 

and coexist. The problem is none of them seem to quite 

fit the bill for the creative industries. 

The creative industry fuels innovation across almost 

every sector, and is a massive driver in creating 

economic demand for products and services and 

long-term growth for entire economies. It has a unique 

set of needs that cannot be fulfilled by mainstream 

platforms. At the heart of the industry are B2B 

relationships – and the current crop of social networks 

struggle to fulfil this need. 

What our sector needs is a place where individuals, 

brands and agencies can come together to network, 

share ideas, showcase their work and connect through 

the work they collaborate on. 

It’s all about the work – sort of. A creative network 

has the potential to completely redefine how individuals 

and companies interact online, not only through the 

work that they create but also through conversations 

and articles that they write and publish. Imagine a space 

that not only holds the best of the industry’s creative 

work, from apps to adverts, from interior design 

projects, websites and video shorts, but also is a place 

where you can go to read the thoughts of the most 

creative and innovative companies and individuals. 

Seeing is believing – and the popularity of online 

galleries is proven by the likes of Pinterest and Flickr, but 

what if we could take this one step further? What if not 

only seeing the work, you could also read text written 

directly by the creators – their thoughts, their processes 

and their vision for the future? Them telling you why 

this campaign or product worked, why they went this 

route, why they created what they did.

The creative industries are unique. No other industry 

has so many di�erent people and organisations 

involved in a project with such varied skills. Creative 

businesses and companies are the ones that a�ect 

change. They touch every sector and every process. 

This brings both challenges and opportunity. A true 

creative network is not just a way for individuals and 

Header
Comment

Michael Tomes Founder of Creativepool creativepool.com

brands to showcase their work; it’s a platform where you 

can go on a journey of discovery and it’s to see all the 

people and companies who were involved in a project and 

for that journey to continue – to help you find and connect 

with people and companies you did not know before, 

whether to hire, be inspired by or to collaborate with.

A creative network makes this possible; building an 

online encyclopedia of creativity and providing the means 

to link people to projects from day one through to the 

final result. What if, for every piece of creative work you 

see, you could find out the individuals behind it, view 

their portfolio of creative work and connect with them 

directly? What if you could look back through a brand’s 

back catalogue of creative work? Imagine how it would 

look for the first Apple iPod or Nike trainers.

Contrary to popular thought – ideas are very social, 

ideas rarely do well in a vacuum. Take this column for 

example – hopefully you’ve read a number of things 

that have started to make you think – whether 

positively or negatively it doesn’t really matter. Ideas 

need debate so that others can dissect and digest, 

whether to make the idea better or to put forward 

challenges and opinion. A dedicated creative network 

can fulfil this need; as a place for the creative sector to 

unleash its thoughts to talk to peers, mentors and the 

community as a whole.

The internet is a great leveller. Through a creative 

network, boundaries are removed and what is left is a 

living portfolio connecting thousands of people to 

their work and to each other. By putting your work out 

there it stands to be seen by not only the ‘great and 

the good’ of the industry but other talented individuals 

that work in di�erent sectors who will be able to see 

the solution in a very di�erent way. 

The concept of a creative network has far-reaching 

implications, which aren’t limited to our industry. This 

format goes back to the basic principles of the web – 

creating a place where we can all have our voices 

heard, take pride in the work that we do, interact with 

what we like and the people behind it. Whether you are 

designing a website, armchair, new car, videogame or 

housing complex – the network can help! 

And why is this useful? Many moons ago I did a 

degree in the economics of innovation. One of the 

most striking and founding principals of innovation is 

that it is an iterative process. The next big thing is built 

on thousands of other innovations that have 

happened before. It is only when you start to share 

what you do that you are not only helping yourself but 

helping to stretch the boundaries, to push an idea 

further and come up with a new idea. Having access to 

these people is paramount to your success whether as 

a brand, a junior artist or an adversity agency.

I

“ Ideas are very 
social, ideas rarely do 
well in a vaccuum ”

Michael Tomes discusses how the creative industry stands to pioneer social networking

The need of a 
creative network
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f I’ve learnt anything in my ten-year career as 

a designer, it’s how beneficial a great 

portfolio can be. It can open so many doors in 

ways you least expected and ultimately create 

opportunities that can really make your dreams and 

aspirations come true.

The way you present your work is as important as 

the work you’re presenting, and it’s a delicate balance 

between design and content to help the user paint the 

perfect picture of who you are and what you’re capable 

of. Your work should speak for itself but that’s no excuse 

for why your website has to be plain and box standard.

The website is just another example to show o� to 

your users. Remember that agencies see so many 

portfolios on a daily basis, so it’s key to make yours 

stand out, otherwise you run the risk of blending in with 

others and disappearing o� the radar. 

Sometimes branding yourself can be a nice way to 

combat this because an identity embodies your 

personal traits, foibles and obsessions that all play a hand in 

forming your creative style and approach.

I’ve always found that custom websites are the ones that 

capture people’s eye and regularly get picked up by the 

blogs and win awards. It illuminates your skillset by showing 

o� your ability to execute something from design to 

development, with great attention to detail towards 

interaction and user experience. Try to create a good 

balance of client-based work vs personal projects because 

it’s good to show your audience what you’re capable of in 

addition to knowing that you can deliver client work to a 

high standard.

In addition to that, it’s crucial that you use the project 

pages as a way to explain your process and rationale 

behind the finished result. It brings the concept to life and 

ultimately makes that project feel like everything was 

carefully considered.

Try to incorporate a variety of di�erent types of projects 

as well as styles of design, so that people can see the 

breadth of experience you have designed for in 

di�erent scenarios.

Make sure your website is carefully designed and 

tested for use across mobile, tablet and TV as well as for 

various browsers. You will find that people will view your 

site on all of these touchpoints, so it’s a subtle detail that 

goes a long way. 

When creating welovenoise.com, the developer and 

I really thought about how the desktop experience 

would translate across other devices, therefore a slightly 

di�erent interaction appears on all of them to ensure 

the experience is optimal.

If I could leave you with a few lasting thoughts, it 

would be that having an original portfolio has really 

changed my life. It’s given me the opportunity to travel 

the world, be featured in publications and participate in 

events but more importantly, it’s created the 

opportunities to work on projects that I’ve always 

dreamt of.

Make a portfolio great

I
Luke Finch Founder and Designer welovenoise.com

Design director Luke Finch tells us what it takes to make your work stand out in a crowd

12 ______________________________________________________________________header

Header
Opinion
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“ Cycle Tracks is an innovative 
web experience that takes your 
Strava cycle data and transforms 
it into a bespoke music track ”Development technologies HTML5, ASP.NET, three.js, Web Audio API

Strava Cycle Tracks
amplifon.co.uk/strava-cycle-tracks 
Designer: Epiphany – epiphanysearch.co.uk
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Above

The Butler font by Fabian De Smet provides the modern 
poster-like serif styling in Medium and Extra Bold

Above

Open Sans is a more functional fallback font available via 
Google Fonts, designed by Steve Matteson

#E23650 #171A49

#561641 #3D3976
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LightBox
Strava Cycle Tracks

Epiphany’s Stephen Griffin and Thomas Nadin show us how to produce reactive wind sounds

Generate sounds using the Web 
Audio API and WAD library
1. Create the sound source 

To create the wind noise within Cycle Tracks, a source 

sound is manipulated as the ride speeds up or slows 

down. If you listen to the sound of air rushing past as you 

cycle on a bicycle, it sounds like a hissing sound not too 

dissimilar to radio static or a detuned TV. By leveraging 

the Web Audio API the site re-creates that sound e�ect to 

add to the immersion.  

2. Work with WAD 

A third-party JavaScript library called WAD mostly 

handles the Web Audio API code used within Cycle 

Tracks, simplifying things significantly. You can find WAD 

on GitHub by visiting github.com/rserota/wad where 

you’ll need to download the library ZIP, locate the main 

wad.min.js file and link to it in the head of your page.  

<script src="wad.min.js"></script>

3. Play white noise 

The WAD library has a white noise generator already built 

in, which we can access in just a few lines. Once ready to 

play, we simply trigger it by calling play(). This plays the 

white noise for 3.14 seconds, the default length of a note 

for any WAD sound if you do not explicitly declare values. 

<script>

var wind = new Wad({

source: 'noise'

});

wind.play();

<script>

4. Configure note lengths 

We can however change the default note length by 

assigning values to the audio envelope when we create 

our sound. To illustrate this, in this example we are 

declaring that we want to play at full volume (sustain: 1), 

for one second (hold: 1) and with a one second fade at 

the end (release: 1):  

var wind = new Wad({

source: 'noise',

env: {

attack: 0,

decay: 0,

sustain: 1,

hold: 1,

release: 1

}

});

5. Apply low-pass filters 

To mimic wind getting louder the faster you cycle, we 

crucially coupled volume with the frequency filter within 

Web Audio API’s BiquadFilterNode. If we use a low-pass 

frequency filter to cut o� the hertz (Hz) frequency value 

to something quite low, like 100 Hz, then the wind sounds 

mu�led. Conversely if we set it to a high value like 2,000 

Hz, then it sounds brighter as the filter will be ‘open’ and 

all frequencies heard.  

6. Dynamic frequency control  
In Cycle Tracks we use the velocity data coming from 

Strava to dynamically control the cut o� value for the 

low-pass filter. These frequency values are set on a 

note-by-note basis, so we set up the filter when we create 

the initial WAD, but then set the frequency value every 

time we play a note: 

var wind = new Wad({

source: 'noise',

env: {

attack: 0,

decay: 0,

sustain: 1,

hold: 1,

release: 1

},

filter: {

type: 'lowpass',

frequency: 200

}

});

wind.play({

filter: {

frequency: 1000

}

}); 

7. Doing more with oscillators  
Hopefully this shows how easy it is to generate dynamic 

sounds using the Web Audio API and the WAD library, 

and how audio envelopes and filters work. The same 

principles apply when generating more musical tones, 

the only di�erence being that you would set your sound 

source to one of the OscillatorNode.type values, such as 

sawtooth, that are available as part of the Web Audio API 

and WAD. Visit mzl.la/21SYejg for more. 

var wind = new Wad({

source: 'sawtooth'

});

BiquadFilterNode
To read more about the underlying 
BiquadFilterNode interface found within the Web 
Audio API, referenced in Step 5, you can find full 
documentation at mzl.la/1W0GE9f.
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“ This elegant candy-coloured 
experience blends a bright palette 
with on-scroll animations to 
stunning effect ”Development technologies HTML5, CSS3, jQuery, GSAP

Publicis90
publicis90.com 
Designer: Benjamin Guedj – oursroux.com
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Left

Super Grotesk is published by FontFont and 
was made by Svend Smital. Super Grotesk 
handles the style of all of the headings and 
paragraph text throughout.

#22886C #7AC5CE

#F8E2D5 #000000

LightBox
Publicis90
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“  Around the World in 12 Dishes 
is a private initiative by Imogen 
Wells and Elespacio, who gave 
birth to the original concept ”Development technologies HTML5, jQuery, GSAP, PSP

12 Dishes
12dishes.com 
Designer: Elespacio – elespacio.net
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Above

Majesti Banner by Joe Prince and available from Lost Type 
provides main heading styling in bold and italic typefaces

Above

Fira Sans by Carrois and Edenspiekermann, available 
via Google Fonts, styles subheadings and links

#ECECEC #F5D452

#90CCF4 #F38585

LightBox
12 Dishes
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LightBox
12 Dishes

Jacek Zakowicz, describes the principle coding techniques behind the site’s recipe sliding menu

Re-create the sliding panel 
recipe menu on 12dishes.com 
1. The sliding recipe menu 

One of the most distinctive UI elements on 12dishes.com 

is the panelled, sliding menu found within the main 

recipes section. As you navigate this element left and 

right by clicking the arrowed rollover links, the panels or 

slides shu�le elegantly into view. You can view this in 

action by visiting 12dishes.com/recipes.  

2. Add the libraries 

In this technique we’ll re-create the recipe sliding menu 

from the site, building a simplified demo version using 

HTML, CSS/SCSS, GSAP’s TweenMax and jQuery. So to 

start, create a basic HTML document and place the latest 

TweenMax and jQuery libraries into the <head> of the 

page, linking to the CDN versions. 

<head>

<script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/

ajax/libs/gsap/1.18.2/TweenMax.min.js"></

script>

<script src="https://code.jquery.com/

jquery-2.1.4.js"></script>

...

</head>

3. Structure the page 

Our HTML content markup almost wholly consists of a 

series of nested <div> elements, starting with a main 

container wrapper. Inside we place a pair of buttons for 

moving the menu left (prev) and right (next). Lastly we 

add a group wrapper containing three slides-wrapper 

collections of four slide <a> links. 

4. Group and slide styles 

In our CSS, we crucially ensure that each group of slides 

takes a third of the width and full height of the container, 

while overflow is set to hidden so that they can work as 

masks for the wrapped lists. Each slide then needs to 

match the exact size of the containing group, alternating 

background colours with nth-child(n) selectors.

.group {

width: 33.3333%;

height: 100%;

border: solid 1px rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);

overflow: hidden;

float: left;

position: relative;

}

.slide {

position: absolute;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

}

.group .slide:nth-child(1) {

background-color: #FAD74E;

}

.group .slide:nth-child(2) {

background-color: #92D2FC;

}

.group .slide:nth-child(3) {

background-color: #FF8989;

}

.group .slide:nth-child(4) {

background-color: #74F2B4;

}

5. Add setup scripts 

Our JS (jQuery) code begins by storing crucial references 

and positions the slides inside of groups. Slides should be 

placed next to each other in order to ensure the content 

shifts left to right and the opposite. This will reveal the 

next or previous content piece.  

6. Add listeners with handlers  
On button click, code needs to change the page. Here 

we add listeners to call a changePage() function with a 

parameter defining the direction. Essentially this function 

prevents moving out of range while ensuring that we are 

not trying to show the next page before the last one 

finishes animating.  

$('#prev').on('click', prevClickHandler);

$('#next').on('click', nextClickHandler);

function prevClickHandler(){

changePage(-1);

}

function nextClickHandler(){

changePage(1);

}

function changePage(dir) {

if(!animating) {

if(currentPage > 0 && dir == -1 || 

currentPage < pagesCount ¡ 1 && dir == 1) {

animating = true;

shiftSlides(

'dir':dir,

'time': duration,

'delay': delay,

'ease': ease

});

currentPage += dir;

}}} 

7. Code the animated switch  
The animation code utilises TweenMax to move the 

slides inside of the masking containers. It uses the x 

property that is available only in the newer versions of 

the library and accepts translation properties in 

percentages instead of pixels. This avoids recalculating 

the amount of shift for every resolution change.   

function shiftSlides(params) {

var that = this, defaults = {

'time': 0.5,

'delay': 0.1,

'ease': null},

shift = -currentPage*100 + (params.dir > 0 ? 

-100 : 100);

$.extend(defaults, params);

$slidesWrappers.each(function(i, item) {

TweenMax.to(item, defaults.time, {

css:{

'x': shift + '%'},

'onComplete': animationCompleteHandler

});

});

}

function animationCompleteHandler() {

animating = false;}

8. Add delay 

Adding easing and delay to the animation code (at line 

75) creates the final e�ect. Depending on the direction of 

change, di�ering amounts of delay are being applied to 

the element animation. Be sure to view the live example 

or supplied project files on FileSilo to observe the final 

result as well as the full code. 

TweenMax.to(item, defaults.time, {

...

'delay': (defaults.dir > 0 ? i : 

(groupsCount-i)) * defaults.delay,

'ease': defaults.ease,

...

}); 

Seeing it in action
You can view the full code and example live at 
jsfiddle.net/xjyhpmn0/4/ or open the supplied 
demo page. Please note that the jsfiddle version 
uses SCSS, while the demo page uses CSS. 
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Grapple took the red square in Red Square Vodka as 
their inspiration and kicked off a campaign that made 

the brand a symbol of the sociable

 Project Red Square Vodka
 Web redsquarevodka.co.uk

 Agency Grapple
 Web grapple.co.uk

 Duration 8 Weeks
  Total hours 400
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square, it doesn’t get much simpler 

than that when it comes to creative 

ideas. But, this is where it all started 

for Grapple and Red Square Vodka.

In 2015, Red Square Vodka 

relaunched itself into the market as part of a £1 million 

investment: new recipe, new flavours and new creative 

campaign created by the Ponderosa Group. Their 

motto was simple: ‘Life. Live it. Join it. Make it. Share it. 

Square it’ – there’s that square connection again. 

Grapple began to map out a user journey across 

cocktails, social flavours and lifestyle. The square 

sparked the idea for the initial user interaction. A visit 

to the Red Square site will reveal what happens when a 

user hits the homepage. After the initial ‘Click it’ 

command, the engagement will take the user on their 

own journey.

For Grapple, user journeys are always a key part of 

its process and Red Square was no di� erent. Grapple 

wanted the journey through the site to be a fluid 

experience, with no dead ends, continually changing 

and shifting content, so the user can fully experience 

all that the Red Square Vodka brand has to o� er.

Its in-house team of strategists, designers and 

developers, is always looking to create the perfect 

digital experience. An e� ective solution is the end 

goal, but Grapple want, and know, to engage an 

audience, understand behaviour and analyse activity. 

This is exactly what Grapple was looking to do for 

Red Square but as any experienced digital agency 

knows, it all starts with the brief as Grapple managing 

director Liam Dawson reveals: “When a brief for a 

project like this lands, we all get very excited. Whilst 

we get to create sites for many corporate and 

eCommerce clients and are trusted to push the 

boundaries of their industry, the sites still have to have 

some functional measures of conversions or 

transactions. However, with a site such as Red Square, 

where the site is purely a brand awareness tool, we are 

only limited by our imaginations (and client buy-in). 

“As Red Square has invested in a new campaign 

creative, we were approached by Ponderosa, whom 

we had previously worked with on Crabbie’s Alcoholic 

Ginger Beer and Lamb’s Navy Rum. 

“Paul Alexander, Ponderosa’s creative director, had 

a number of di� erent campaign concepts across press 

ads, brand films and collateral, having already 

established ‘Life. Live it. Join it. Make it. Share it. 

Square it.’

“These were discussed in depth with myself, Jo�  

Lumb (head of Digital Creative) and Sam Smyth (senior 

web developer) before an internal workshop with the 

wider Grapple team.

“For us, process, approach and culture, are one and 

the same – they are core to our business and are our 

foundation for digital success, [and enable us to 

approach] the Red Square brief like all others. [This 

includes] collaborate – we are in this together, us as a 

team and the client, we all want to design a site that 

will create impact and deliver a unique online 

destination; solve and improve – good design solves 

problems and improves lives, delivering a site that will 

project the Red Square brand and engages with its 

audience and wins awards; and disrupt – we want to 

shake up, make waves and disrupt the drinks industry 

so users and competitors can’t help but take notice.”

Two is said to be better than one, so on that 

assumption, three is better than two. Shunning the 

usual two-party project process, Grapple not only 

A

MAKING THE GOOD TIMES GREAT
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The planning process is different for every agency. MD Liam Dawson 

gives an insight into the process utilised at Grapple, “Our projects are 

based on the deployment of a strong UX strategy. Without it, you work 

blind. First up is the key stage of planning.”

Let’s talk
It starts with fully understanding a client’s needs, their business and 

their brand. Knowing what excites, challenges and makes them tick.

All about people
Who will be using the website? We define exactly who they are and what 

they ‘must’, ‘should’, and ‘could’ get from their online experience.

User flows
We explore how the user will move through the site, the architecture and 

user goals.

Blueprint
We end with the wireframe process. Allowing us to create the message 

hierarchy and page content.

 

FOLLOWING PLANNING, 
COMES CREATIVE 
DESIGN STAGE

Brand
This is the client. It must shine though extraordinary design and 

be vibrant, unique and proud.

Good lookin’
The aesthetics of the site are overwhelmingly important to us. 

Brand-led, modern and beautifully crafted.

Don’t use it. Feel it
The site doesn’t just need to look good. It needs to move well too. The 

satisfaction of the user depends on it. We create ‘oooh’.

Once that everyone is on board through planning and creative, we turn 

to build it.

Developed with love
We approach development with the same care and love as we do the UX 

and design. It’s vital to ensure the user experience is as good as it can be.

Responsive
Websites need to not only look great on tablet and mobile devices but 

feel fast, slick and natural to use.

Word
Being able to manage every element of the website should be just as easy 

and intuitive for the client as the site is to users. We use WordPress as a 

framework so they are in control.

THE KEY TO PLANNING

FOLLOWING PLANNING, 

This is the client. It must shine though extraordinary design and 

The aesthetics of the site are overwhelmingly important to us. 

The site doesn’t just need to look good. It needs to move well too. The 

Once that everyone is on board through planning and creative, we turn 

We approach development with the same care and love as we do the UX 

and design. It’s vital to ensure the user experience is as good as it can be.

This is the client. It must shine though extraordinary design and 

The site doesn’t just need to look good. It needs to move well too. The 

“Oh! did I mention testing? Testing is the lifeblood that 

runs through our whole process. From user journeys to 

prototypes, from people to browsers. It’s how we create 

impact and deliver that unique online destination.”
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“ for us, successful 
projects have always 
been the result of a 
team effort ”

worked with Red Square Vodka but teamed up with 

the talent at Ponderosa as Hollie Phimister, account 

exec, explains: “Unlike most typical projects, this 

involved three parties not just two: us, Red Square and 

Ponderosa. Given the influence and vision of Paul, the 

initial communication was between the two agency 

teams, presenting first concepts, mood boards and 

loose creatively treated prototypes. 

“A particular route emerged as a clear favourite, not 

just with the client but everyone involved. For us, 

successful projects have always been the result of a 

team e� ort. Our processes ensure all stakeholders of a 

project are involved: through planning, wireframe 

prototypes, digital creative and testing. 

“What we create and build is the result of fully 

understanding the clients thinking behind a brief; what 

it is they want to achieve and why, what do they like, 

and equally don’t, what are the commercial 

challenges? In addition to this is audience insight; who 

are they, what they look for in a brand, how do they 

engage and interact and with what other brands? 

Finally we need insight into competitors and industry 

knowledge, otherwise how else can we push 

boundaries? Not only in what we deliver technically, 

but in creating ‘best in class’ work.

“Now we can try and do this in isolation but 

experience has proven that working closely together 

throughout delivers the right solution. Besides – what 

we do is fun, clients enjoy being part of the process.”

And where did the initial ideas come from? Head of 

digital creative, Jo�  Lumb holds the answers: “The 

idea can from one of the initial o� line press ads. At the 

very early stage of the project, creative direction of the 

campaign was yet to be defined, but plenty of ideas 

existed. Upon seeing the striped back, minimal design 

using a contemporary square, we decided to explore a 

route digitally in a similar style. 

“We began by running several workshops within the 

project team, discussing possible navigation elements 

and interaction design. Alongside this we defined the 

site architecture and content throughout the site.

“The project then began to grow and develop as we 

conceptualised initial conversations. We then had 

ongoing meetings and prototypes, where we would 

discuss further ideas and feedback. 

Design>feedback>design>feedback – a collaborative 

and iterative approach. Only through the close 

collaborating between creative and development 

could the final product have been so successfully 

brought to life.”

MAKING THE GOOD TIMES GREAT
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With all the key components ready, it’s over to the 

launch phase. A seemingly simple process, but in 

reality there are a host of challenges as MD Dawson 

explains: “We were fortunate with Red Square in that 

the website formed part of a wider campaign launch 

so we saw immediate uplift in tra�ic from a variety or 

sources and activity. This however, created more 

challenges for us, the first of which being timings.

“From the initial conversations and outline brief to 

project launch we roughly had two months, now, 

given our processes that’s a lot of activity to organise 

in an eight-week window, we had to consider 

people’s diaries across three companies, internal 

GET READY TO LAUNCH

Integral to the Red Square’s look and feel is the grid 

system design. The squares flip out from underneath 

each other, and then slightly rise above the grid when 

hovered over, using CSS3 3D transforms to add a real 

sense of depth. Looks good but what challenges did 

this present to the development team? Senior web 

developer Sam Smyth unveils the secrets behind the 

build: “The biggest challenge for this build was 

obviously the grid system used throughout. Masonry/

Pinterest layouts have been around for ages now and 

there are tons of plugins you can lean on to get those 

layouts done easily, but we couldn’t find any that 

flowed outwards from the middle of the screen, so we 

had to start from scratch.

“There were a few failed attempts. Just literally 

spiralling the squares outwards resulted in a very 

square grid, slightly weighted toward whichever side 

we finished on. So, we wrote some code that worked 

out the size of the grid taking into account the aspect 

ratio of the screen. Positioning the squares randomly 

on that grid didn’t work great, and it didn’t help when 

we tried to weight the random factor to the centre.

“In the end we went for a combination approach, 

which positions the squares in a spiral formation 

provided that they fit within a certain aspect ratio and 

there’s not another square (or randomly positioned 

blank space) already there. The squares on the 

homepage are all in a fixed position as that required a 

more designed layout.

“So once all the squares were positioned, 

everything around there fell into place pretty easily. 

For example, having the squares flip in is just a little 

CSS nowadays, and thanks to having laid everything 

out programmatically, we already know how far each 

one is from the centre and in which direction, which 

tells us when it should flip and from which axis.”

The final handover gives final control to the client or 

does it? It depends very much on the agency and the 

client and what is agreed. For Grapple it was a 

relatively painless process as MD Dawson explains: 

“The process we follow means that the site handover 

is not too much of a major event. We have agreed 

service-level agreements with all clients and all 

content areas are fully manageable. 

“Following launch we monitor all site activity using 

tools such as Google Analytics and Crazy Egg, so that 

we can report on how the site is being used and 

understand where tra�ic is coming from. This not only 

informs us of improvements that can be made, but 

feeds into a clients wider campaign reporting.”

resources and scope of what we want to deliver vs 

what we can actually deliver in the time frame.

“Often there is some flexibility in client deadlines, 

which is discussed in the initial planning stages, but 

with a campaign launch there is no movement. The 

deadline is the deadline.

“This created our second challenge, what can we 

actually deliver in the time frame? It was clear from 

initial concepts it was not going to be a simple brand 

site, we all wanted to create a brand experience 

online and to do that would push us creatively and 

technically. We had to ensure that everyone was 

aware of key timings, stakeholders were available to 

feedback and our team were ready to work round 

the clock.

“With the complexities of the build, the obvious 

responsive nature of the site and the way we wanted 

users to navigate we took the decision to soft launch 

a week before the campaign launch. The site had 

been fully browser and device tested, and there had 

been some user testing throughout the process, 

however, we wanted to see how users naturally 

behaved when they encountered the site, giving us a 

small window to tweak should we need to.

“Since its launch, comments and feedback have 

been great from [the] client, peers, industry and 

users. Engagement and time on site is high and we 

feel that we have created a site that reflects Red 

Square Vodka as a symbol of the sociable – bringing 

people together, making the good times great.”
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WHICH RED SQUARE VODKA COCKTAIL GETS 
YOUR RECOMMENDATION? 

MAKING THE GOOD TIMES GREAT

Managing director

Liam Dawson
“It’s not on the site, but if it’s 

Vodka, it’s a Bloody Mary – good 

any time of the day!”

Senior web developer
Sam Smyth

“Generally prefer a nice pint of 

Leeds Pale, but if we have to do 

cocktails, I’d keep it simple and go 

with a To�ee and Cola”

Account executive
Hollie Phimister

“I’d go for the Passion Fruit 

Caiproska because it’s fruity, 

refreshing and because it 

reminds me of Summer.”

Head of digital 
creative
Jo� Lumb

“Original and Cranberry. 

Keep it simple.”
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SWEET 
DESIGN

Crafting digital experiences is the core driver behind everything 

Sweet Punk creates for its clients. With expertise across multiple 

communication channels, this agency understands digital space
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WHO Sweet Punk 
WHAT Web and media design for 

specialist brand content
WHERE 63 rue de Lancry, 

75010 Paris
WEB sweetpunk.com

 

Société Générale
1001 Salles

La Grande Parade Métèque 
Fenwick  

Jean-Philippe Nuel 

KEY CLIENTS
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ven as a relatively young agency, Sweet 
Punk has become one of the leading 
digital design spaces in France. Sweet 
Punk was created in 2012 by Alexandre 

Castaing and Stéphane Pointin. They met in 2008 
through an agency specialising in video 
production and web TV. 

At the time Stéphane Pointin, a graduate in 
marketing from ESA (a French business school in 
Lille), was head of communications for 
Monabanq (a French online bank) and required 
videos for his future website. Alexandre Castaing, 
who has a creative background, was the agency’s 
art director. They hit it o� and Pointin ended up 
joining the agency to become its project director. 

Four years later, after several trips together 
and a few lengthy discussions on the importance 
of concept in the digital framework, they decided 
to create an agency. They wanted to focus more 
on the creative side and reduce the number of 
middlemen as much as possible between the 
creative team and the end clients. 

Castaing explained how this path started for 
him: “When I was younger, I was as much a fan of 
Disney and Pixar as I was of technology. 
Originally, I was supposed to do a course in 3D, 
but as chance would have it I ended up with a 
qualification in visual communication and 
multimedia design. I worked for the big players in 
eCommerce before moving to agency work, 
particularly with the arrival of video on the web. I 
never wanted to work for the big companies. I 
hate being put in a box and given a label.”

Naming your agency is something that is 
either decided quickly or agonised over for long 
periods of time, so how is a name finally chosen? 

E
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“The agency name came first,” said Castaing. “We 

did not want a name with ‘web’ or ‘digital’ in it, or 

with a cliché or a play on words. We wanted a 

name that would make sense and stand out.

“The communication world is full of 

contradictions and we wanted to express this 

contrast and make it our strength. The name Sweet 

Punk came by chance in a text conversation and 

there was no question that it would be the name. 

The main aim was to respond fully to the client’s 

concerns but also to create a culture where we 

would be constantly attentive and sensitive to the 

client’s requirements – that is the ‘Sweet’ part. For 

the ‘Punk’ part, the message is clearly to remember 

that a good idea is a powerful one with an ability to 

make things happen. Too frequently ideas fail to 

see the light of day.”

As a calling card the website of a digital agency 

is often the first point of contact a client will have. 

Pointin explained their approach: “The agency 

website is crucial on every level: recruiting 

competent sta�, finding quality-conscious partners, 

attracting new clients and demonstrating a 

commitment to the highest standard of service. 

“The development of the [company] website is 

also extremely stimulating for the team. For us, it is 

both an outlet for creativity and a source of pride. It 

is a fabulous opportunity to demonstrate what we 

are capable of and to share our universe. 

“The website was redesigned in 2015 and it was 

launched on 1 September. A little over a year’s work 

and a million discussions later and here we are with 

our first Awwwards. We work on it practically every 

month, enriching it with tailor-made case studies.”

For every agency, the method in which how new 

clients are attracted can take many forms. “It is 

mainly word of mouth that brings us new clients; 

we do very little business development at present,” 

said Castaing. “We have also won several prizes 

recently and some contacts come to us through 

websites such as Awwwards or CSS Design Awards. 

Our objective in 2016 is to diversify 

across sectors with which we have an 

a�inity and that correspond to the spirit 

of the agency. We are particularly 

interested in the sectors of culture, 

tourism, the clothing industry or the 

environment, for example.”

The ‘business’ of running an agency 

often means choosing the right clients 

to work with that not only enable the 

agency to survive, but also become 

involved in work that pushes the 

agency itself forward. Pointin outlined 

how they choose their clients: “Our 

selection criteria depends rather on the 

creative aspect of the project. For us, it 

is the project itself that sparks interest 

rather than the brand behind it. Our 

preference would always be to design 

and build a provocative digital strategy 

for an advertiser that isn’t so 

provocative, rather than a less 

provocative strategy for an advertiser 

that is very much so. 

“The development of the [company] website is also 
extremely stimulating for the team. For us, it is both 
an outlet for creativity and a source of pride”
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Each discipline needed to create 
ground-breaking experiences 

work side by side at Sweet Punk
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This project – our most important at the time – is one of the best examples of how we 
work and of our creative approach. It blends digital, video, social strategy, participatory 
approach and makes way for innovations such as 3D printing.

But above all it is a concept that can be summed up in one sentence and that 
corresponds perfectly with the expectations and needs of the client. It is the reason 
why our agency was selected. 

The brief was to address students and the issues related to their studies and getting 
set up: we offered them the opportunity to win a one-year all-inclusive box, which 
involved them putting together the box themselves with the items they needed.

In this project we brought together the expertise of our art directors and our video 
department. This resulted, notably, in the birth of Alex, the character who would 
announce the prize draw in a Facebook campaign and who would also hand-deliver the 
lucky winner’s box, contacted on live radio by the biggest French radio station for 
young audiences (Fun Radio).

The interactive gaming module was an important challenge. How would we create a 
fun, interactive experience while providing easy access to the greatest number of 
people? How would we design the mobile experience? We had to make choices based 
on user experience and not on hi-tech one-upmanship – without being deceptive. 

And the result was an extremely high rate of participation with 100,000 boxes 
created, which is substantial for this kind of campaign where the time invested by the 
web user is more than three minutes.

THE ALL-INCLUSIVE BOX COMPETITION
sweetpunk.com/case-study/all-inclusive

“As a result, we can potentially accept all kinds of 

projects as long as there is creative potential.”

As an agency grows it can become associated 

with a certain type of work or sector. Is there an 

account that illustrates the ethos within Sweet 

Punk? “Most probably the ‘All-Inclusive Box’ 

competition,” Pointin continued, “as it is a powerful 

concept, born nonetheless from a scribble on a 

Post-it [which said] ‘win a compose-your-own 

one-year all-inclusive Box’.”

“The principle was simple: a prize draw where 

the students chose what they wanted to win 

among 43 possible prizes (a year’s worth of 

grocery shopping, a year’s worth of fuel, a 

computer and so on), that they subsequently put in 

a box, which is limited in terms of space.

“This project incorporates everything we love: a 

site with original gameplay features where the 

student puts together their own box according to 

the size and shape of the prize and therefore have 

to optimise the space like in Tetris, a series of 

real-time funny videos with a layer of 2D animation, 

3D modelling, printing, even 3D printing as the 

figurines in the boxes were modelled, as well as a 

little bit of artistic flourish as we set up a hidden 
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Traditional graphics tools are used 
alongside the latest frameworks to 

develop unique workflows
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camera to record the hand-delivery of the first box, 

which was played out to great fanfare with Brazilian 

dancers in a bank.”

Sweet Punk works hard to create a di�erent, less 

traditional, kind of structure within its business, as 

Castaing explains: “The way we operate is quite 

special. We wanted a minimum of middlemen 

between the client and the creative team to avoid 

interpretations and loss of information. As a result, 

the creative team is present from the start of the 

brief and throughout the whole process. In a way 

they are the project leaders. 

“When we receive a brief, we put two members 

of creative on it to come up with the concept. This 

ping-pong strategy always works better than 

coming up with the concept on your own. Once 

the concept has been found we name one of the 

two creative members to be the group project 

leader, based on its dominant aspect [for example 

depending on if it’s] more illustration, more motion, 

more video, more fun or luxury. 

“We build a project team around him or her with 

a motion designer, a front-end developer and/or a 

project manager according to the proposed 

concept. The most time-consuming part is 

unquestionably the front development of the site 

and the system validation phase. Since the 

multiplication of devices and browsers, it has been 

a real challenge to render content on all platforms 

under di�erent conditions.”

The tools that digital agencies now use have 

changed out of all recognition from a few years 

ago. Pointin revealed their approach: “Over the last 

few years, it was di�icult to be impressed by 

HTML5 as Flash boasts such exceptional standards 

with respect to user experience and interface. 

Today, these technologies are opening up 

genuinely new horizons and it is really exciting. On 

the other hand, HTML constraints have compelled 

web designers to become increasingly meticulous. 

Today, digital design is reaching a level of maturity 

that was once unique to print. In this respect, 

HTML, CSS and so on, must support and 

encourage the work of designers.

“Generally, it is the concept that pushes us 

towards the technology; it’s the idea that makes us 

look closer at how the strategy works in respect to 

the technological components. 

“WebGL continues to thrive and is breaking out 

of its experimental straitjacket. It makes it possible 

to bring ideas to life beyond the simple 

Photoshopped layout and standard CSS animation. 

It is great to see mobile experiences 

reaching a new level thanks to [the use 

of this] technology. 

“Virtual reality is also an exciting field; 

2016 should be a pivotal year. User 

reaction and the rate of use will define 

the importance of this medium. But there 

can be no question that agencies and 

creative teams will know how to make 

good use of it.”

An agency is e�ectively only as good 

as the people it employs. What qualities 

does Sweet Punk look for in a prospective 

employee and what advice would the 

company give to anyone who may be 

looking to take a step into the industry? 

Castaing o�ered this advice to aspiring 

designers: “Our unusual paths as 

founders, which do not conform to the 

traditional paths taken by ‘award-winning 

agencies’, have not had the slightest 

impact on our desire to make Sweet Punk 

an extremely ambitious agency. 

“The first piece of advice is to always 

put the human factor first, with co-worker 

but also with clients – that is the 

cornerstone. Thereafter it is a virtuous 

circle: the more you work, the more you 

progress and the more you attract talent. 

People also evolve and change paths. It is 

therefore very important that the agency 

remains focused on its values in order to 

remain strong.”

And what does the future hold for 

Sweet Punk? Castaing reveals some of 

the plans that are currently in place for the agency: 

“We have always wanted to be and to remain a 

small outfit. At present, this vision is represented by 

our team of 23 people. What is important is always 

to be moving forward, progressing. This may result 

in expansion, if it is controlled and justified, but we 

are mainly concerned with improving our quality 

standards, which, as far as we are concerned, is the 

best way to ‘grow’.”

There is little doubt that the approach that Sweet 

Punk take to design and communications makes it 

stand out in a crowded digital design marketplace. 

Its unique methods and attention to the human 

factor of design ensures it will continue to attract 

the world’s largest brands that want to partner with 

an agency that can help it break new ground, as 

they communicate with its customers.“The way we operate is quite special. We 
wanted a minimum of middlemen 

between the client and the creative team 
to avoid interpretations and loss of 

information. As a result, the creative team 
is present from the start of the brief and 
throughout the whole process. In a way 

they are the project leaders”

“Virtual reality is also an exciting field; 
2016 should be a pivotal year. User 

reaction and the rate of use will define 
the importance of this medium. But there 

can be no question that agencies and 
creative teams will know how to make 

good use of it”

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

Alexandre Castaing, 
Creative director/cofounder

Stéphane Pointin, 
Project director/cofounder

“WebGL continues to thrive and is breaking out of its 
experimental straitjacket. It makes it possible to bring 
ideas to life beyond the simple Photoshopped layout”
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This is not one project but several. This is a universe we have been expanding for three 
years now. Originally, our client contacted us for a simple campaign featuring ladybird 
characters drawn by an external illustrator. 

We immediately saw the potential to create them in 3D and the client accepted. At 
the time, this required our little agency to spend valuable time and money. But it was 
also one of our best ideas.

The result was such a success that we subsequently developed other campaigns, for 
Easter, Halloween and Christmas. We developed other characters and scenery in order 
to bring the universe of Coxylune to life. 

Where three years ago we made a fixed export to dress up a product page, today we 
develop, several times a year, award-winning minisites including 3D video production, 
sound design and cutting-edge interactive storytelling.

Obviously the work of a company such as Pixar has always fascinated us and at the 
agency, when we work on these projects, it is almost as if our childhood dreams are 
coming true.

COX & NEL
sweetpunk.com/case-study/cox-and-nel

Sweet Punk is 
founded by 

Alexandre Castaing 
and Stéphane Pointin.

Cox & Nel’s 3D 
characters and their 

world of Coxylune  
is developed.

The agency’s first 
web documentary is 

created alongside 
Vue du Phare.

Redesign of Sweet 
Punk’s identity and 
new website. Won 

first Awwwards.

First ever giant form 
interactive experience 

in Montpellier using 
participant mocap.

Sweet Punk win a 
new Awwward for 

the Cox & Nel site ‘La 
Chasse aux Rêves’.

TIMELINE
Year
2012

Year
2013

Year
2014

Year
2015

Year
2015

Year
2016

no. of employees

3
no. of employees

8
no. of employees

12
no. of employees

19
no. of employees

21
no. of employees

23
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WEB ........................................................................................ sweetpunk.com

FOUNDERS  Alexandre Castaing, Stéphane Pointin

YEAR FOUNDED..................................................................................... 2012

CURRENT EMPLOYEES ......................................................................23

LOCATION .......................................................................................................Paris

SERVICES
 

>Design
>Digital strategy
>Video shoots 

>Motion design
>3D

Sweet Punk work tirelessly to 
develop new communication 

channels for clients
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GET A HOST OF ANGULAR 2 TIPS, TECHNIQUES AND ADVICE. 
PLUS, READ OUR EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH ANGULAR 

CREATOR MIŠKO HEVERY

ANGULAR 2
GET READY FOR

DISCOVER THE FUTURE OF THE FRAMEWORK
GET A HOST OF ANGULAR 2 TIPS, TECHNIQUES AND ADVICE. 

PLUS, READ OUR EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH ANGULAR 
KO HEVERY

ANGULAR 2
GET READY FOR

DISCOVER THE FUTURE OF THE FRAMEWORK
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GET READY FOR ANGULAR 2

Q. Angular 1 is a robust and popular language. How 

long do you think it will be before developers finally 

say goodbye to Angular 1? 

A. Angular 1 is very popular and will be supported for 

as long as there is a significant user base still using it. 

We currently get about 1.3 million unique monthly 

visitors to the Angular 1 website and about 300,000 

unique monthly visitors to Angular 2. We are 

pleasantly surprised by the speed of adoption even 

before we are out of beta.

 

Q. Angular 2 is a not a progressive update from 

Angular 1. It is almost a completely new variation on 

the first version. What was the thinking behind 

Angular 2?

A. Angular 2 follows the philosophy of Angular 1. With 

Angular 2 we set out to make it broader (native 

mobile) and faster, toolable, standards-inclusive, 

future-proof, and suitable for large teams and for large 

codebases. While Angular 1 was a framework, Angular 

2 is a platform. To achieve such ambitious goals, we 

had to start from scratch, but you can see that the 

spirit of Angular 1 lives on in Angular 2. We think that 

ngUpgrade gives people a nice way to migrate from 

Angular 1 to Angular 2.

 

Q. What do you think are the key benefits of using 

Angular 2 for developers?

A. Angular 2 is built for large apps as well as large 

teams and to that end, we have focused on toolability 

ANGULAR CREATOR MIŠKO HEVERY GIVES THE LOWDOWN ON THE 
THINKING BEHIND ANGULAR 2 ALONG WITH A PEEK INTO THE FUTURE

WHAT LIES AHEAD FOR ANGULAR?

and maintainability of the codebase. Support of 

TypeScript enables a large number of developers to 

work on the same codebase and it enables refactoring, 

which promotes code health. More consistent 

templating rules allow tool vendors to build better 

IDEs and support. Finally, we have focused on speed 

and memory footprint, which will make even complex 

desktop apps fast and mobile apps possible.

 

Q. What key features, that may not be available (or 

perhaps are in the pipeline and are planned for a 

later release), can we expect to see added to Angular 

2 in the near future?

A. We have already done some work on Web Workers, 

native renderers and built some compelling demos. 

The goal is to bring these from Labs to the masses in 

the near future. Web Workers will allow you to get 

more out of your browser by utilising multiple CPU 

cores, which will allow building richer, more 

performant and interactive applications. The native 

renderer will allow for targeting native apps on 

multiple platforms with a single codebase as well as 

targeting native desktop apps. 

 

Q. Angular 2 is currently still in beta, are there any 

hints on the release date? And looking to the future is 

their going to be a third incarnation of the 

framework? Is this new version of Angular already 

being worked on? 

A. I think Angular 2 is built in a way which will allow us 

to grow the framework for many years without the 

need to do another major rewrite, so it is unlikely that 

there will be a third incarnation, as of now there are no 

such plans. As Angular 2 is toolable both in templates 

as well as in TypeScript, going forward we expect to 

accompany any incremental breaking changes with an 

automatic script which will migrate the application 

code on the behalf of the developers. This will let us 

grow the framework for years without major rewrites.

“While Angular 1 was a 
framework, Angular 2 
is a platform”
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Angular started gaining popularity during 2012, 

there were a few main drivers that contributed to 

its success. It started as a side project of Google 

employee Miško Hevery so from the outset it had the 

Google brand behind it, which gives the project a level of 

prestige. It also has a dedicated team developing it and 

collaborating with the community so there’s a clear 

direction for the framework; this is partially why Angular 

2 has been talked about so much despite being in beta. 

Cleverly, the homepage for Angular has included 

some simple tutorials that show o�  how easy it makes 

iterating over lists and showing o�  two-way binding. 

Simply being able to update data without manipulating 

the DOM yourself is something every front-end 

developer has had to do. It usually ends up as a bunch of 

nested functions that heavily lean on jQuery; Angular 

promised to fix this. 

Angular has three release streams: 1.2, which supports 

IE8 and up; 1.5, which has the latest features and 

performance improvements; and 2.0, which is a 

complete rewrite of the framework. The reason for this 

fundamental shift in version 2 is that since Angular was 

originally written in 2009, JavaScript frameworks have 

come a long way. Competing frameworks have pushed 

what is possible with JavaScript and tooling. The core 

THERE ARE MANY VERSIONS OF ANGULAR IN DEVELOPMENT AND 
SUPPORTED, SO WHERE SHOULD YOU START?

WHY YOU NEED ANGULAR 2
Angular team decided that a rewrite was needed to learn 

from design decisions made in the original codebase.

Both Angular 1 and 2 tests against IE9 to 11, Chrome, 

Firefox and Safari. Angular 2 additionally tests against 

Edge and Android 4.1 and up. This gives you confidence 

that the code you additionally write should be supported 

by these browsers if you do things ‘the Angular way’.

Choosing between using Angular 1.2 or 1.5 is a matter 

of developing for what your users use. If a good 

percentage are still on IE8 (despite not being o� icially 

supported) it’s probably a good idea to use 1.2, if not then 

1.5 is the way to go until 2 is released. Version 2 is 

currently in beta but is well worth experimenting with as 

it encompasses many features of ES2015.

Deciding to use Angular is not a light decision. 

Working in a large team of front-end developers on large 

websites you need a framework to be dependable, 

predictable and easy to learn. Angular lets you build 

directives of common functionality and reuse it across 

projects speeding up your development process. It also 

brings more complexity and a steeper learning curve but 

these are trade-o� s you have to consider as part of your 

decision process. Using an MVC framework can also 

prove that FEDs didn’t just ‘make things pretty’, FEDs are 

a key component in building the functionality of the site.

BENEFITS OF ANGULAR 2
ANGULAR 2’S SEISMIC CHANGES BRING A 
HOST OF PROS

MOBILE OPTIMISATIONS 
Angular 2 has been released from the shackles of 

the DOM and is now fully independent. This 

means that it can be optimised for platforms that 

it wasn’t capable of reaching before. NativeScript 

and Ionic 2 can both enable you to build both 

native and hybrid mobile apps with Angular 2.

SERVER-SIDE RENDERING 
Using Angular Universal, Angular 2 can be run 

with Node.js or within Web Workers. This can 

drastically speed up the user interface and 

should end cases of FOUC and initial page-

loading spinners. This feature is still in flux but 

when it’s finalised will lead to a much fuller and 

faster experience.

THE FUTURE TODAY 
Adopting Angular 2 today could speed up your 

team’s adoption of ES2015 or simply encourage 

them to use a more modern workflow. ES2015 is 

completely backwards compatible so you can 

still write code the same way as you currently do, 

but the new features that are available should 

make your code much more understandable and 

less prone to error.

SPEED
With features like template pre-compilation, 

faster bootstrap time and the improved digest 

cycle, Angular 2 is built with speed in mind. We’re 

yet to see how noticeable this increase will be 

though, however a lot of the early indications 

show that there is better memory management, 

smarter DOM updates and speed increases of 

just below 50 per cent for updating large 

amounts of rows.

REDUCED LEARNING CURVE 
With less new concepts to learn, a clearer design 

and the promise of a better ecosystem, Angular 2 

aims to be simpler to learn for beginners. Once 

you get over the strange-looking syntax and 

become used to exporting and importing 

modules it becomes far easier. This will improve 

maintainability and collaborating on projects.

ELVIS OPERATOR 
The Elvis operator isn’t unique to Angular 2 but 

its introduction greatly simplifies handling 

optional fields. In practice, the Elvis operator 

looks like {{user?.age}}. Here, user may or may 

not be defined, if it’s not then the rest of the 

expression is ignored.
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WHAT KNOWLEDGE FROM 
ANGULAR 1 CAN I USE IN 2?
Despite the large amount of changes there are 

some core concepts that can be transferred from 

Angular 1 to 2. Features like dependency 

injection have changed how they’re written, but 

the concept remains the same and brings with it 

the same advantages such as testability. The aim 

in Angular 2 was to make it simpler and more 

powerful. Instead of just accepting a string you 

can inject a class too. 

It’s still a MV* framework so all the learning of 

model-view-controller still applies. Keeping your 

data separate from your functions separate from 

your views is still key to working with Angular. 

Components play the role of controller/

view-model, which is similar to how many people 

treat Angular 1 controllers. With Angular 2’s 

increased modularity this is even more apparent.

The double brace {{ }} has been kept for 

template expressions and it works in the same 

way. It now comes with some guidelines to keep 

your app speedy: no visible side e� ects, quick 

execution, simplicity and idempotence. Saying 

something is idempotent means that it will 

always return the same result until one of the 

inputs change.

You can migrate your application to version 2 

at your own pace by mixing in Angular 2 

components and directives using ngUpgrade. 

This allows you to include both versions of the 

framework, but obviously this is suboptimal and 

you don’t want to be doing this for long. It’s 

easier to take this approach if you’ve structured 

your app by feature rather than type. Another 

project called ngForward can be used in tandem 

with ngUpgrade to include Angular 2 decorators 

in Angular 1 code. For an in-depth look at 

migrating your Angular 1 code see angular.io/

docs/ts/latest/guide/upgrade.html.

Angular 2 was first announced back in October 2014 at 

the ngEurope – Angular’s European – conference. As a 

community, we’ve spent a lot of time learning Angular 1 

and the radical changes proposed had a lot of 

developers concerned about the future of Angular. Since 

then a lot has been done to keep the web community 

informed with a transparent design process. Many notes 

surrounding Angular 2 are kept in a public Google Drive 

to keep everyone up to date.

Since Angular 1 was first released in 2009 the web has 

changed immensely. We now have a multitude of build 

systems, modular loading and Web Components 

available to use. JavaScript development has also come 

on leaps and bounds. All of these changes haven’t been 

reflected in Angular 1 though, so it’s no surprise that 

version 1 is not as performant as some of the other 

frameworks that are available due to its current digest 

cycle. The digest cycle is key to how Angular operates 

and drives the ‘magic’ that leads to data changes 

a� ecting the DOM. 

Version 2 looks to rectify this by changing some 

fundamentals. In Angular 2 change detection can be 

imagined as a tree working in one direction from the root 

to its leaves, so that it’s both faster and more predictable. 

TIME 
Angular 1 has had the time to evolve over four years and 

has reached a level of maturity that brings with it a 

number of advantages. Developers love consistency and 

Angular aims to be a developer-friendly framework. 

Declaring controllers, modules, directives all follow 

predictable patterns and they all lend themselves to a 

certain structure too.

DOCUMENTATION 
The project’s longevity has brought with it extensive 

documentation, countless blog posts, screencasts, as 

well as over 153,600 StackOverflow posts. These are 

largely community-driven posts but o� icial events like 

ng-conf can inspire knowledge sharing. The benefit of 

this kind of mass sharing is that if you have any issues, 

chances are someone else has had it, blogged about it, 

and written a way to work around it.

ALL-IN-ONE 
As a framework Angular 1 includes data-binding, routing, 

templates and so on. This is in contrast to some 

competitors, like Durandal, which use separate libraries 

THE REASONS BEHIND THE BIG VERSION REWRITE 

ANGULAR IS VERY USEFUL AND HAS SEEN SUCCESS FOR GOOD REASON

WHY THE BIG DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 1 AND 2?

BENEFITS OF ANGULAR 1

“Angular 1 is very complicated to learn. In contrast, 
Angular 2 looks to reduce a lot of complexity”

It has observable and immutable objects and these can 

greatly speed up how many properties are checked. 

Observable objects are only triggered if an input that 

they rely on emits an event. Immutable objects are only 

checked if one of their input properties has changed. In 

most cases though, these two types of objects don’t 

have to be checked meaning that your whole application 

will be sped up.

Angular can now be used with TypeScript (preferred), 

JavaScript or Dart. It’s installed via NPM and it also has a 

few dependencies, one of which is Zone.js. In Angular 1 

you often had to manually invoke $scope.$apply() or 

$scope.$digest() and decide which of these to use if you 

wanted to see a change from an event that wasn’t in 

Angular, say from a click handler. With Zone.js though, 

this entire process becomes a thing of the past as 

Angular will transparently pick up these changes. 

The other big complaint is that Angular 1 is very 

complicated to learn. In contrast, Angular 2 looks to 

reduce a lot of complexity as many of the concepts 

introduced are actually part of ES2015 or TypeScript 

anyway, it just capitalises on them. Angular version 2 also 

reduces the amount of ‘magic’ by making its internal 

workings more transparent.

(jQuery, Knockout and RequireJS) to achieve similar 

functionality. Usually we prefer small modules that do 

one thing well, but in this case we’ve collectively opted 

for a larger framework with fewer moving parts. 

TURBOCHARGED HTML 
Making advanced filtering pages and single-page sites 

are two of Angular’s greatest strengths. Its relationship 

with HTML and being able to manipulate the DOM and 

keep it in sync with data is invaluable. Coupled with 

directives like ng-repeat and its built-in extensible filtering, 

Angular makes surfacing data straightforward.

DEVELOPER HAPPINESS 
Frameworks shouldn’t solely be focused on the 

happiness of the developer but rather it should focus on 

improving the overall front-end experience. Angular 

hasn’t always had the best reputation in this regard 

though, as failing to load or while booting can cause 

either a FOUC (flash of unstyled content) or {{object.

property}} littered across the page. Angular provides 

ways to mitigate this but users still have to wait until it’s 

initialised before using anything.
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USING UNIT-TESTING FRAMEWORKS
Web designers can deploy a large selection of tools 

which test AngularJS code automatically. Using 

these tools is very beneficial to us for a multitude of 

reasons: tester work can be used more e�iciently 

elsewhere, while the improved precision of machines 

(which, incidentially, don’t need breaks) means that a 

test will continue giving value forever once it has 

been written. Due to the high complexity of 

AngularJS code, developers must choose from an 

even large variety of di�erent testing techniques to 

utilise and get familiar with.

We will focus on the use of unit-testing 

frameworks that verify code on a per-method level 

– other techniques will involve complete test 

runners. Running tests by hand is only one solution. 

Dedicated runners, like Karma, can save time by 

running tests automatically in a variety of browsers.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE NEW VERSION? DELVE THROUGH THIS COLLECTION 
TO GET THE LOWDON ON THE LATEST VERSION AND HOW TO TEST YOUR CREATIONS

ANGULAR 2 MUST-KNOW TIPS AND TECHNIQUES

GET KARMA.CONF.JS
Karma’s configuration is set up in the 

config file. Ensure that the current 
working directory of the terminal used 
to run the unit test program contains a 

karma.conf.js file – testing can’t 
commence if it is not present.

START TESTS
Running a test in Karma can not be 
accomplished by opening a file in a 
browser. Instead, enter karma start in 
order to start the test cycle: be careful 
that the Terminal window must remain 
open during the entire execution of 
the test process.

CHECK AND CHANGE
Karma starts out by running all tests it 

can find: if errors are found, they are 
emitted into the console. Careful 

onlookers can see a line informing 
about a file change which leads to a 

test failure. Karma permanentely 
checks all files, and reruns any 

changed ones on the fly.

CLOSE KARMA
Karma will keep its browser window 
open during its entire lifetime: closing 
the window leads to an immediate 
respawn. The only way to close Karma 
is sending it the terminate character. 
Developers working on an Unix 
workstation can do this by clicking the 
console window and pressing Ctrl+C.

Testing something requires the presence of a 

device under test. We will simplify our job by 

using Google’s batch of interesting unit tests. 

Deploy it by entering the commands shown into 

a command line:

$ git clone https://github.com/angular/

angular-seed.git

Cloning into ‘angular-seed’...

. . .

$ cd angular-seed

$ npm install

By default, Google’s example runs its tests via the 

Karma test runner. This approach is sensible as 

Angular.js is quite complex – karma.conf.js uses 

wild cards to load the needed files in a more 

e�ective fashion:

files : [

‘app/bower_components/angular/angular.js’,

‘app/bower_components/angular-route/

angular-route.js’,

‘app/bower_components/angular-mocks/

angular-mocks.js’,

‘app/components/**/*.js’,

‘app/view*/**/*.js’

],

THIS CRUCIAL PROCESS IS MORE SIMPLE THAN YOU THINK
LET’S GET TESTING CONFIGURE KARMA

RUNNING TESTS BY HAND IS TOTALLY OLD SCHOOL. KARMA SOLVES 
THIS PROBLEM BY DOING IT ALL AUTOMATICALLY
Karma is dedicated to running a bunch of unit tests 

in a variety of browsers. The first step to Karma bliss 

involves the global installation of the runner. Next, 

switch to the folder containing the karma.conf.js file. 

Finally, enter the karma start command to run the 

test battery described in the config file – Google’s 

default tests run fast and pass within a second or 

two. By default, Karma runs its tests inside Chrome 

– an instance of Chrome will pop up automatically. 

USE ADVANCED MATCHERS
JASMINE PROVIDES A NICE SET OF METHODS ENABLING YOU TO 
CUSTOMISE SYSTEM BEHAVIOUR
Simply comparing results to one another is a small 

part of the Jasmine feature set. The framework can 

also be used to hunt down specific expected errors 

and can be made to analyse method invocations via 

a feature known as Spies. Developers who plan to 

use Jasmine must consult jasmine.github.io/2.4/

introduction.html first. It provides an easy-to-read 

overview of interesting topics, and can really save 

time when used right. 

ADD A TEST
RESTRICTING YOURSELF TO THE PROVIDED TESTS IS BORING. LET’S 
ADD ONE MORE
Open the folder angular-seed/app/components/

version and create a file called tams_test.js. Populate 

it with the code for this tip on FileSilo. This simple 

test suite consists of one case, which attempts to 

compare 2 to 1. Rerun Karma after saving the file. 

Your unit test will fail. Karma’s file-watching 

capabilities can be tested by changing the contents 

of tams_test – pressing Save in gedit is enough to 

trigger a rerun of tests.

TESTING DEPTH
DESIGNING TEST CASES CORRECTLY IS AN ART OF ITS OWN 
In the past, code coverage was recommended as a 

metric to judge testing e�iciency: it measures the 

amount of lines touched by the unit test suite during 

execution. As code became larger, achieving 100 

per cent coverage has become impossible. A more 

sensible approach involves analysis of elements 

– think about e�iciency. The goal of your unit tests is 

to return a precise indication of the subassembly 

responsible for the error: taking a too wide-level 

view is as ine�ective as testing on a parameter level.
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GUIDE TO TYPESCRIPT 
MICROSOFT’S TYPESCRIPT IS ANGULAR 2’S 
PREFERRED LANGUAGE
One of the biggest changes to the use of version 2 

lies in getting to grips with the language, whether 

this is with TypeScript, ES5 or Dart. TypeScript has 

great support with editors such as WebStorm and 

Visual Studio Code, and these will assist you when 

you are importing modules and autocompleting 

intelligent suggestions.

 As TypeScript is a typed language, the hints that 

it can provide are far more in-depth than JavaScript 

intellisense. JavaScript is valid TypeScript so you 

can use as much or as little of its added functionality 

as you’re comfortable with. Areas that will help with 

Angular 2 are interfaces, typed arguments, 

constructors, public variables and classes.

LOOKING INTO BOOTSTRAP 
THE BOOTSTRAP METHOD PLAYS A BIGGER 
ROLE IN ANGULAR 2
In Angular 1 we would have to bootstrap an 

application with ng-app in the markup and, less 

commonly, bootstrap through JavaScript. In Angular 

2 though, the process of bootstrapping applications 

is now solely performed within the JavaScript. Part 

of this move for the bootstrapping in version 2 is 

because of a desire to break away from the DOM for 

Angular Universal, but partly also because of 

security reasons. Bootstrapping from the browser 

module will cause the following process to take 

place: it finds the selector in the DOM, creates a new 

child injector, creates a zone, loads the template into 

the selector via the shadow DOM, instantiates the 

component and performs change detection to set 

any initial values. 

RUN BUILDS WITH NPM SCRIPTS 
BUILD SCRIPTS DON’T HAVE TO BE 
COMPLEX AT ALL
The five-minute quick-start guide on angular.io/

docs/ts/latest/quickstart.html includes a package.

json file which is very useful. As well as including 

Angular 2’s dependencies it also includes some 

NPM scripts. These scripts can be used from the 

command line or alternatively they can be 

integrated into an IDE to compile your TypeScript 

into JavaScript, which is runnable in the browser. It 

also includes ‘typing’ installation, this adds 

TypeScript definition management meaning 

autocompletion and documentation for many 

libraries can be included. Finally, it also includes an 

HTTP server so you can view it on your local 

network and mobile devices.

WHERE TO LEARN 
KNOWING WHERE TO START WILL HELP 
YOU GRASP IT QUICKER
To help you while you learn Angular 2, the o�icial 

website includes a cheat sheet for reference: 

angular.io/docs/ts/latest/guide/cheatsheet.html. 

It’s kept up to date with the latest changes so it’s 

very helpful in keeping up with the changing API. 

There’s also a cookbook on the o�icial Angular 2 site 

which houses “a particular Angular 2 feature or 

application challenge” per chapter. These 

challenges will cover generic patterns that are 

common to many uses for Angular 2, which should 

make it easier to get started. There’s already a host 

of Angular 2 resources from the community, and a 

curated list can be found at github.com/timjacobi/

angular2-education.

DEPENDENCY INJECTION 
PASSING DEPENDENCIES TO YOUR APP IS 
AS IMPORTANT AS EVER
Dependency injection has been a feature that has 

separated Angular from similar frameworks since its 

very beginning. Essentially, dependency injection 

means passing in the component’s dependencies 

rather than creating and managing them within the 

same component. Dependency injection in Angular 

2 maintains these same principles, however the way 

that you do it is di�erent. Components are made up 

of properties and some of these properties are 

arrays of dependencies: they’re things like pipes, 

directives, inputs and so on. This makes finding and 

maintaining dependencies that much easier, as well 

as making them much simpler for us to test too. 

These can be references to the actual imported 

classes or a string. 

THE NEW TEMPLATE SYNTAX 
NEW SYMBOLS CAN INITIALLY LOOK MORE 
COMPLICATED THAN THEY ARE
On the face of it, the new template syntax looks 

more confusing and slightly arcane, but if you 

remember some very simple rules then it will all be 

a fairly painless a�air. Events are now wrapped in 

parentheses, so ng-click becomes (click), the double 

bracket syntax {{target}} is one-way from the data 

source, one-way binding from the view to data is 

(target) – to enable two-way binding use [(target)]. 

Attributes are bound in [], for example ng-src is now 

[src] or [style.color] = “isSpecial ? ‘red’ : ‘green’”. 

Meanwhile, directives that change HTML are 

prefixed with *, for example by using *ngIf or *ngFor 

and expanding these tags with extra template tags 

behind the scenes.

CREATE COMMONLY USED PIPES 
PIPES ARE A KEY CONCEPT IN ANGULAR 2
Some pipes that are currently used with ngRepeat 

are no longer included by default, pipes like 

orderBy. Knowing how to create your own pipes will 

be invaluable for transforming data.

import { Pipe } from "angular2/core";

@Pipe({

name: "orderBy"

})

export class OrderByPipe {

transform(array: Array<any>, args): 

Array<string> {

// logic  

return array;

}

}

SCOPE YOUR STYLES 
ANGULAR 2 EVEN GIVES CSS A LOOK-IN BY 
MAKING USE OF VIEW ENCAPSULATION
One of the main considerations as a front-end 

developer in a large project is to make sure that any 

CSS changes that occur don’t also accidentally 

a�ect other components. Angular aims to solve this 

problem by making use of scoped styles. Native 

scoped styles have been around for around four 

years, however they aren’t very well-known. By 

adding a scoped attribute to a style tag it’ll sandbox 

the styles making it more useful for components. In 

Angular 2 this process is known as view 

encapsulation. You can configure three types of 

view encapsulation and these are none, emulated 

and finally, native. Native utilises the shadow DOM, 

emulated adds a custom class and none doesn’t 

scope the styles.

EXECUTION WITH ZONES 
A NEW CONCEPT INTRODUCED FROM THE 
WORLD OF DART
Zones can create new execution contexts. An 

execution context is the context in which JavaScript 

is run, it controls things like the value of ‘this’. 

Working with asynchronous tasks like 

XMLHttpRequest, events, setTimeout and so on can 

change the execution context in very subtle ways. 

Angular 2 uses Zone.js so that it can know exactly 

when an async event has occurred and so it can act 

accordingly to the situation. Bye $scope.$apply!
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“Once scaffolded a simple Angular 
application with tests can be 
between 44 to 55 MB in size”
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Genius.com aims to be the world’s biggest public 

knowledge sharing project since Wikipedia. 

Currently, it’s a great site to find lyrics and 

interpretations of those lyrics where people can 

log in and add their own annotations to each line 

or view others. Its site makes heavy use of the 

latest stable Angular version, 1.5. Despite this 

reliance on Angular, it still uses graceful 

degradation to provide a good experience if 

JavaScript isn’t enabled. This is a challenge when 

building an Angular site as it can be a lot of e� ort 

to provide a comparative experience. 

The Genius frontend makes heavy use of 

directives so functionality is distinct and 

maintainable. Their directives use custom tags 

like <header-menu-item>, which isn’t valid HTML 

but can add human readability. Everything is 

bundled into a single 420KB JavaScript file. It 

includes Pusher integration so immediate 

updates can be sent to the user via WebSockets 

(like how many users are viewing a page). For 

fast page loading they preload data into directive 

attributes. This is a great idea as long as it doesn’t 

increase page-load time too much as it saves 

making additional requests after page load for 

critical information.

GOOD DIRECTIVE
“One of the most interesting 

directives Genius uses is ‘kb’ for 
easily mapping keyboard 

shortcuts to triggering actions. 
Good directives are simple, easy 
to understand and don’t make 

too many assumptions.
<kb shortcut="shift+a" 
action="song_ctrl.show_
metadata_form_sections = 
{title_and_artists: true}"

></kb>”
TIM STONE

FRONT-END DEVELOPER
fetimo.com

CASE STUDY: GENIUS.COM

ARCHITECTURE 
Deciding how you structure an Angular 

app is an important decision as once it’s 

in place it can be time-consuming to 

refactor. It’s also a subjective process so 

what works for one project 

may not be right for 

another. Sca� olding 

tools like Yeoman do 

this job for you, but 

have their own 

opinions on how to 

structure and can 

be quite large out of 

the box. Once 

sca� olded, a simple 

Angular application with 

tests can be between 44 to 55 

MB in size. 

Having a consistent structure is 

beneficial for many reasons. It means 

that your code and naming conventions 

are predictable, which helps when 

working on a long-term project or 

debugging code. This has the side e� ect 

DELVE INTO THE LIFECYCLE OF AN ANGULAR APP, FROM STRUCTURING ITS INITIAL STAGES TO DEPLOYING
WORKING WITH ANGULAR

of potentially helping build processes. It 

means that new people coming to your 

code can quickly grasp what’s going on 

without a large on boarding process. 

Lastly, it can also help you reason about 

the code better. 

A common structure 

that works well is to 

place your code in an 

app folder and inside 

that, you can have a 

folder for each of 

the following: 

controllers, modules, 

templates, filters, 

services and directives. 

Dependencies sit alongside 

the app folder, in a folder called 

either vendor, third-party, deps or 

something along those lines.

The next thing to do is declare your 

modules and their dependencies. It helps 

to follow a consistent naming convention 

like moduleName.type.name, for example 

testApp.controllers.testController. For 

modular applications it can be helpful to 

declare each directive and controller as its 

own module. This way you have a lot of 

flexibility to include files when and where 

they’re needed. Alternatively, if you’re 

fairly certain that you know what will be 

needed on which page then you can 

create a module per page or per major 

section and declare controllers and 

directives from this.

If you know which pages some 

directives are going to be used on it can 

be helpful to subdivide the templates 

folder into subfolders, with the page 

name and a generic folder called ‘shared’ 

which would be included on each page.

When you have a structure that you’re 

comfortable works for your project, use 

Slush to easily replicate this over many 

projects. This ensures consistency, speeds 

up setup and encourages best practices 

within the team.

TESTING 
Testing code can be a divisive subject. 

Some people swear by them, some like 

the idea of tests but are mystified by 

them and others think they’re a waste of 

time. Generally, developers specialising in 

server-side languages believe that tests 

are extremely useful. With JavaScript, it’s 

harder as the setup and maintainability of 

tests isn’t straightforward. Angular tries to 

make testing easier by including many 

examples. Many sca� olding frameworks, 

like Yeoman, include tests by default. 

There are two distinct types of testing 

that you can use with Angular: end-to-end 

ALL ABOUT 
ANGULAR 2

The o� icial site has plenty of info, 

but the community at large is 

producing a host of resources, 

opinion and advice. Check 

angular2.com for more
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that Angular.TemplateRender if dealing 

with .NET. 

Many sites serve Angular from a CDN 

(content delivery network) like CloudFlare 

or Google. This will mean that there’s a 

good chance Angular will already be in 

your user’s cache so all you have to do to 

take advantage of this is include Angular 

from a popular CDN. A CDN will also find 

the server that can deliver the fastest 

connection to the connected user. 

After this, the deploying 

process should be simple 

as, generally, you would 

serve everything from a 

dist or distribution 

folder, which is the only 

folder that actually 

needs deploying. 

Bundling techniques 

like the ones that have been 

mentioned above will hopefully 

become obsolete as HTTP/2 will 

introduce multiplexing, which is the ability 

to mix many requests on the same 

connection. It will also likely be a couple 

of years before there are enough servers 

and clients support HTTP/2 for them to 

make the switch from optimising for 

HTTP/1.1 to 2.

feature_____________________________________________________________________43feature __________________________________________ 43

Plunker (plnkr.co) is an online community for 

creating, collaborating on and sharing your web 

development ideas. It’s essentially a text editor 

that runs in your browser. It allows creation of 

files that you can immediately run and see the 

output in a separate pane. 

Plunker has a variety of templates for setting 

up Angular projects and is one of the most 

popular for sharing Angular snippets for this 

reason. It has many useful and advanced 

features which make the most of modern 

browsers’ capabilities and this can include 

features like file creation, session restoration and 

syntax highlighting.

It’s built with a much older version of Angular, 

1.0.8, the last release before 1.2 in 2013. Its source 

code is available at github.com/filearts/

plunker_www and is written in Co� eeScript. 

Despite this being in an older version and being 

written in a di� erent language it’s still easy to see 

how the app is structured. This is because 

Angular applications lend themselves to a certain 

hierarchy and predictable relationships. When 

you are writing a large, open-source application 

this is an important element for other developers 

who are wanting to contribute to your code. 

LARGE APP
“Plunker shows how to structure 
a large Angular application in a 
language di� erent to JavaScript. 
Similar to Genius, it uses custom 

tags with directives. The 
templates are declared within the 

directives, not as separate files. 
This can then decrease the 

number of requests that have to 
be made.”

TIM STONE
FRONT-END DEVELOPER
twitter.com/timofetimo

CASE STUDY: PLUNKER

and unit tests. End-to-end tests are tests 

that can be run autonomously, which 

open up a browser window and perform 

a series of actions. These can be 

extremely useful as you could write tests 

for key user journeys and make sure that 

new code doesn’t cause regressions. Of 

course, sometimes code changes (eg 

with extra markup) so it’s important that 

these changes are reflected in the 

end-to-end tests. 

In Angular, end-to-end tests are run 

with a tool called Protractor, which in turn 

is based on a tool called Selenium. The 

tests are written in JavaScript so it’s often 

the developer’s responsibility to write and 

maintain these tests. It’d be time-

consuming to always run end-to-end tests 

but typically they’re run at the end of a 

build process to the development or 

staging server.

Unit tests are used to test your code 

and the output of functions. Angular uses 

the Jasmine test framework and runs 

tests with Karma. At its simplest level the 

tests look like:

describe('length filter', 

function() {

var $filter;

beforeEach(inject(function(_$filt

er_){

$filter = _$filter_;

}));

it('returns the correct value when 

given a string of chars', 

function() {

var length = $filter('length');

expect(length('abc')).toEqual(3);

});

});

Since these tests are just testing the 

output of code they could be run when 

you save a file or run a build on 

development, or even before you commit 

code back to the codebase. You can also 

‘mock’ data with ngMock; this can do 

things like simulate AJAX requests and 

return dummy data. For more information 

see docs.angularjs.org/guide/

unit-testing and docs.angularjs.org/

guide/e2e-testing.

BUNDLING AND DEPLOYING 
Angular is just JavaScript so you can use 

a number of bundling techniques which 

suit your development toolchain. The 

main thing to keep in mind is that you 

must include dependency injection 

annotations. This can be done 

automatically with ng-annotate; it 

supports just about all build tools (Grunt, 

gulp and so on). Many platforms o� er 

their own form of JavaScript minification, 

and includes bundling and minification 

via BundleCollection for CSS and 

JavaScript. These tools have good 

intentions but ultimately do things a 

specific way which may not be how you 

need files to be output. Or worse they 

could have hard-to-spot bugs. For 

that reason it can be 

beneficial to move away 

from these types of 

concatenation and 

minification to 

build tools like 

Grunt, gulp and 

Webpack where 

you can have 

much more 

granular control. 

If you have view 

templates in separate HTML 

files it’s a good idea to have an 

automated process to inline these in the 

outputted markup. It’s ideal if your build 

process can work with the server to do 

this as we’re rarely dealing with just 

HTML. Plugins like gulp-angular-

templatecache work very well, or failing 

GOT A 
QUESTION?

Nobody has all of the answers, 

however StackOverflow is a great 

place for you to start. So why not 

pay a visit to stackoverflow.com/

questions/tagged/angular2 

and get answers now?

GET READY FOR ANGULAR 2
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PRACTICAL TIPS AND TECHNIQUES 
KNOWING WHEN TO UPGRADE
When deciding whether to upgrade your 

current version of Angular it’s a good idea 

to consult the release notes (bit.

ly/1RSXLIZ). These follow a consistent 

format which details exactly what is fixed, 

if there are performance enhancements, 

security fixes and, crucially, if there are 

any breaking changes. If there are 

breaking changes you’ll have to evaluate 

their impact on your codebase. However, 

don’t be afraid of upgrading after you’ve 

started a project!  

 

DIRECTIVE TRANSCLUSION
A transcluded directive simply means that 

the HTML content of the directive will 

wrap any content that you pass to it. This 

is useful for creating reuseable 

components. When you create the 

directive definition set transclude to true 

and in the directive’s HTML add 

ng-transclude as an attribute to the 

element you want the content to be 

inserted in. For example, 

<my-dialog class="ng-isolate-

scope">

<div class="alert" data-ng-

transclude="">

<span class="ng-binding ng-

scope">This is any HTML that is 

passed</span>

</div>

</my-dialog> 

MIŠKO HEVERY
@MHEVERY

JOHN PAPA
@JOHN_PAPA

MARCY SUTTON
@MARCYSUTTON

PETE BACON DARWIN
@PETEBD

‘Father’ of AngularJS and Google 

employee focusing on Angular 2. If 

you want to know about upcoming 

changes he’s the one to follow.

John is well-known in the JS 

community and part of the Angular 

Community team. He’s a frequent 

speaker and very knowledgeable.

Marcy is a developer at Adobe, a 

Angular Community member and 

primary contributor to ngAria – an 

essential Angular module. 

Pete is the lead developer for 

Angular 1 and organises the 

AngularConnect conference that is 

held in Europe.

COMMUNICATION AND SHARING 
BETWEEN CONTROLLERS
Picture the situation: you’ve been building up your 

Angular-driven site and everything has been going 

swimmingly. You’ve split distinct functionality into 

directives, your controllers control the flow of data 

between services and the view. That is, until you 

realise that your next bit of functionality requires 

sharing data between two controllers or the actions of 

one controller need to a�ect another. This is a fairly 

common use case but it’s not entirely obvious what 

you should do. The answer’s not too complex though.

STEP 1
All Angular apps start with a module declaration. This 

consists of the name of the module and an array of 

dependencies. We’ll leave the HTML to you and focus 

on the JavaScript. Just remember to declare ng-app 

and the two separate controllers. The following code 

works in both Angular 1.2 and 1.5: 

angular.module('test-comms', []);

STEP 2
The first controller’s purpose is simply to set a value 

visible to the view called data. We’ll set it to A to 

represent the first controller. We’ve also set up an 

event subscription with $on. This is attached to the 

root scope, which is available to all controllers. When 

the event is detected we’ll assign the new data. 

STEP 3
The second controller is very similar but we define 

data as B to di�erentiate the two. We then immediately 

use $emit on the root scope to trigger the event called 

newData. Do note that it’s important that we use root 

scope to do this, as the local scope isn’t shared 

between the two.

GET READY FOR ANGULAR 2

KIRI EDGINGTON
FRONT-END DEVELOPER
redweb.com

“Despite its initial steep 
learning curve, I love 
working with Angular. It has 
so much flexibility and can 
be as simple or complex as 
you’d like it to be. I like the 
structure that it gives your 
code and how easy it is to 
reuse components by using 
a directive.”

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN $APPLY 
AND $DIGEST
The magic of Angular, namely two-way 

binding, sometimes doesn’t work the way 

you expect it to. This is usually because 

the event that has triggered the change 

has come from a source that Angular 

doesn’t know about, so we need to 

manually tell Angular to detect changes. 

There are two ways to do this, either by 

calling $scope.$apply or $scope.$digest. 

Running $apply will call 

$rootScope.$digest, which will trigger 

change detection throughout the app. 

If a subsequent run of the change 

detection changes something else, then 

the digest cycle will keep running until it 

detects no other changes and when it’s 

finally ‘stable’. This is an expensive 

operation and it is also one of the primary 

reasons that Angular applications can 

slow down. 

Running $scope.$digest will perform 

the same operation but only for the 

current scope and its children. The use of 

$digest can be more specific and 

therefore more performant if you know 

exactly what the change in question is 

going to a�ect. 

However, Angular’s own 

documentation warns against using it 

within controllers and to use $apply 

instead to force the digest from the top 

down. Digests can also be useful in unit 

tests to mimic the scope lifecycle. 

“One of the great things about AngularJS 

was that testability was built into the 

framework from the start. With Angular 2, 

we’re working to make testing even better. 

If you choose to use TypeScript, you’ll be 

able to find many bugs statically. Whatever 

language you choose, Angular 2 will 

provide a test bed and tooling with Karma 

and Protractor.

“We’re particularly excited about 

Angular 2’s use of Zones. The task tracking 

in Zones means that Angular 2 tests will be 

able to complete automatically or make 

sure a test stays synchronous. Protractor 

already uses this to determine when your 

application is stable.”

JULIE RALPH
CREATOR OF PROTRACTOR
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angular.module('test-comms')

.controller('test-comms.controllers.

controller2', ['$scope', '$rootScope', 

'service', function($scope, $rootScope, 

getData) {

$scope.data = 'B';   

$rootScope.$emit('newData', $scope.data);

}]);

STEP 4
Finally, we’ll create a service that will replicate a 

response from the server. $timeout wraps setTimeout 

in a promise API and it will also automatically tell 

Angular when the promise is resolved so that we don’t 

have to manually trigger with the use of $apply. In our 

case, we’ll be returning C after two seconds to 

distinguish it from the controllers.

angular.module('test-comms')

.factory('service', ['$timeout', function 

($timeout) {

return $timeout(function () {

return 'C';

}, 2000);

}]);

STEP 5
Let’s go back in our controllers now so that we can 

add the code that follows this step, which will get the 

‘new data’ from the service. When the promise is 

resolved, it’ll then trigger the then function to be run 

where we have set the new value to the scope’s data 

property. As we have made use of Angular’s own 

promise system for this, it will know when to update 

the view by itself.

getData.then(function (value) {

$scope.data = value;

});

SET RESPECTIVE CONTROLLERS
The text in black shows that the initial values are 
correct, with A and B being set by their respective 
controllers. This proves that the scopes are distinct 
and, at the moment, there’s no cross-pollination of 
data. In our use case we’re aiming to make them the 
same value to share the same data between them.

RETURN THE SAME
The blue text initially shows A and B and then 
changes to C after two seconds. Subscribing 
controllers to a service actually shares a reference to 
exactly the same object. If you did a strict comparison 
(===) of the two then it’d be true as the service simply 
returns the same. 

EMITTING DATA
The text in red shows that emitting the data in 
controller 2 can be picked up by controller 1. Emitting 
can be useful but it can introduce a level of 
complexity to your controller that makes it a bit 
harder to understand where data is coming from.

EVENT LISTENER
We’ve used very simple data here (a string), but the 
same principles can work for any sort of data 
structure, objects, arrays, numbers – whatever you 
need to pass! The $on event listener also gives you 
direct access to the event data so you can gain insight 
into where it came from.

SIMPLER COMMUNICATION
To recap, the best way to share data between 
controllers is with a service that they both depend on. 
To communicate between controllers use root scope 
and Angular’s event system to send messages to one 
other. Angular 2 makes this simpler as 
communication is unidirectional, from the top down.

GET READY FOR ANGULAR 2

SHARING DATA WITH 
CONTROLLERS
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web workshop
Expand multiple 
images on hover
As seen on  astateofwar.org.au/#home

Photo sections
When the user rolls over 
sections that have photos 
the photos separate 
outwards, spreading out 
further in the design.

Scrapbook e� ect
The page is designed to 
look like a scrapbook of 
war memorabilia, 
vignette e� ects also give 
the content an aged look.

Rollover hover
Each content panel has an 
elaborate rollover, in its 
simplest form the 
background scales up to 
highlight that section.

46

Animated parts
As the user rolls over 
sections, animated lines 
appear giving immediate 
feedback to the title of 
each section.

Page preload
After preloading, users 
are prompted to hit an 
explore button which 
scrolls the page down to 
the first section’s content.
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SA, an Australian agency based in Brisbane, 

were charged with the task of bringing 

thousands of state-owned photographs 

and memorabilia from World War I and 

presenting them in a meaningful and memorable 

format for the 21st century. What they came up with 

was the website A State of War. 

This website serves as an archive to bring to life stories 

from World War I, and the design reflects the idea that 

this has been preserved in a digital scrapbook. The 

design obviously contains many sepia-toned images and 

so these colours provide the warm backdrop for the site 

to sit over. The design takes the form of contrasting 

bright whites, warm tints and yellow highlights. Clicking 

through enables users to read original hand-written 

letters that have been preserved, but also usability has 

been well-thought-through, with the useful addition of 

being able to listen to audio of the letters being read. 

The site features an impressive design and it also 

scales down beautifully to work responsively. When on 

the smaller devices, swipe gestures are used extensively 

to enable users to browse and navigate through the 

content in a way that feels like a native app, tapping into 

the natural mental mode of users on those devices.

1. Create the expanding images 

In A State of War there is a panel of images that expand 

as the mouse rolls over them, in order to create the same 

e�ect add the div content from FileSilo to your page. You 

can place images inside the expander divs.

2. Start the CSS 

To position the elements correctly add the CSS from 

FileSilo for this step for the container that will hold the 

array of images for expanding outwards. This places it in 

the middle of the page both horizontally and vertically.

3. The rollover trigger 

The next CSS is almost the same as the container. The 

di�erence here is that this is positioned at a higher 

z-index. This will trigger the rollover e�ect on the images, 

in this case it will simply be grey coloured panels.

#over {

height: 300px;

width: 300px;

position: absolute;

margin: 0 auto;

transform: translate(-50%, -50%);

top: 50%;

left: 50%;

z-index: 300;}

4. Each image holder 

The expander class just makes grey coloured panels, but 

if you’ve put images in there then there is no need to add 

the background colour and the likelihood is that the 

width and height might be di�erent. These will be 

positioned in a slight circle with JavaScript later.

.expander {

background: #333;

width: 200px;

height: 200px;

position: absolute;}

5. Start the JavaScript  
Before the closing body tag, add the following code 

which links up the CDN version of jQuery library, and 

then in the script tag that follows a number of variables 

are declared. The r value holds the radius of the panels at 

the start, the hover holds the radius when rollover occurs. 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/

libs/jquery/2.2.0/jquery.min.js"></script>

<script>

var theta = 0;

var r = 100;

var hover = 200;

var photos = [];

6. Circular layout  
The panels are arranged in a circular layout by targeting 

each class of expander on the page. The position on the 

x and y axis is worked out using Pythagoras’ theorem for 

both the initial position and the hover. The panel is 

positioned and an object stores both positions.

$(".expander").each(function () {

var posx = Math.round(r * (Math.cos(theta)));

var posy = Math.round(r * (Math.sin(theta)));

var nx = Math.round(hover * (Math.

cos(theta)));

var ny = Math.round(hover * (Math.

sin(theta)));

theta++;

var out = { top: posy + 'px', left: posx + 

'px'};

$(this).css(out);

var p = new Photo($(this), posx, posy, nx, 

ny);

photos.push(p);

}); 

Technique

EXPERT ADVICE
Bringing the past to life 
One of the most impressive parts of the A State of War 
website is the interactive timeline. When the page 
opens there is an expanding World War I logo and as 
you move your mouse around the page, graphical 
elements move around in response to your mouse. This 
section of the site enables you to explore some of the 
key events of World War I.

Because the timeline is interactive, there is a little 
tutorial that runs before you can access the rest of the 
page content. This is a great addition because the 
whole page is faded out except the part of the interface 
that you are being told about. As you progress through 
the tutorial the highlight box animates to fit the new 
section of interface being shown.

Each month of the year can be explored but to keep 
navigation minimal, it only expands to give each month 
of the year that you happen to be within. This prevents 
it becoming overbearing. Relevant headlines are 
displayed on the screen and each year is split up onto 
di�erent AJAX loaders so that the content is not too 
heavy to load in any one viewing. This is a great way to 
explore in-depth content, presented in an easy-to-
understand manner.

Emotive digital experience 
“A State of War juxtaposes the elegance of modern design with wartime 
resources, delivering an emotive experience with a focus on interactivity. The 
art direction demanded a nostalgic feel, using a dark palette to convey the 
gravity of the subject and the prominence of the curated histories.”  
Gavin Campbell-Wilson, lead digital designer at JSAcreative

<comment>
What our 

experts think 
of the site

J

7. Roll over the panels 

When the mouse rolls over the panel that’s over the top, 

the for loop will loop through each panel and animate to 

its new position by calling its end x and y position. This is 

done over a duration of half a second.

$("#over").mouseover(function () {

for (i = 0; i < photos.length; i++) {

photos[i].obj.animate({

top: photos[i].endy + 'px',

left: photos[i].endx + 'px'

}, 500);}

8. Roll out 

Similar to the previous code, when the mouse rolls out a 

for loop will loop through each of the panels and animate 

the panels back to the original starting position. Again 

this is done over the duration of half a second.

}).mouseout(function () {

for (i = 0; i < photos.length; i++) {

photos[i].obj.animate({

top: photos[i].starty + 'px',

left: photos[i].startx + 'px'

}, 500);}

});

9. Store positions 

The photo function is an object that many new instances 

are made from, one for each panel. The unique starting 

and ending positions are stored here as a reference to 

which panel these belong to. Save the code and test this 

in the browser to see the rollover e�ect in action. 

function Photo(obj, startx, starty, endx, 

endy) {

this.startx = startx;

this.starty = starty;

this.endx = endx;

this.endy = endy;

this.obj = obj;} </script>
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Show how much of your website has loaded by making three 
different progress bars techniques with CSS, jQuery and JS 

Create contemporary 
preloaders with CSS
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he rise of the one-page website can 

cause a problem for many web 

designers, with so many HTTP requests 

for CSS, libraries, full-screen images, 

logos and videos, pretty soon content at the top of the 

page might take a while to show up and be visible. 

Smaller content at the bottom of the page can easily load 

quickly, yet it isn’t as important as what you want users to 

see at the top. Preloading content is a method that’s often 

employed and sometimes a holding logo or spinning GIF 

is placed on the screen, hiding content until it’s loaded. 

A more sophisticated approach is to show how much 

of the content has loaded with a progress bar, giving your 

users exact feedback on what is happening with the site. 

In this tutorial we will discover how to load content with 

three di� erent methods. The first way will simply preload 

the entire page and wait for everything to load with the 

progress bar giving feedback. The second method will 

target specific selectors. The reason for doing this is that 

you might just want content at the top of the page to 

load, so you can target these with a selector. Finally the 

last method will look at preloading content from an AJAX 

call. This will load content into the current page and give 

progress feedback on that. We will use CSS and an SVG to 

create our own custom preloader bar.

1. Create the stencil
In Illustrator, or a similar app, draw out your vector logo 

shape on the screen. If you’ve got any text, convert this to 

outlines. Make sure your document is 1280 by 800 pixels. 

You will need to ensure that you have a bar that stretches 

across the full width of the screen size.

2. Background reversal
Grab your logo and bar over the top and unite this into 

one shape. Draw a rectangle that stretches to the full 

width and height of your document and send this to the 

back. Then select everything and minus your logo from 

the front so that you have cut your logo out of the 

rectangle. Make the shape have a white fill.

 

3. Export as SVG
From File choose Export and then select SVG as the file 

type. Click OK and on the next screen deselect the 

‘responsive’ option. Save this in the img folder in the start 

folder of the project files. The loading colour will move 

across the screen behind this image. 

4. Create the preload design
We are using Pace.js, which can be downloaded from 

github.com/HubSpot/pace. Create a new CSS file and 

name it ‘preload.css’, saving it into the CSS folder in the 

start folder. Add in the code that will style up the HTML 

and body to have no margin or padding, while using the 

full width and height of the browser.

html,

body {

margin: 0;

padding: 0;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

}

5. Position the preloader
A div element with the class of pace is injected into the 

page as soon as the JavaScript part loads, so this code 

just ensures that it is in a fixed position and that it takes 

up the full width and height of the screen. The code also 

ensures that pointer and user selections are set to none 

while preloading content.

.pace {

position: fixed;

T -webkit-pointer-events: none;

pointer-events: none;

-webkit-user-select: none;

-moz-user-select: none;

user-select: none;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

}

6. Remove the preloader
Once the preloader has finished, the JavaScript library 

changes the class to pace-inactive. This means that this 

CSS is called and this turns o�  the visibility of the div tag. 

While that may seem a little harsh, later the body content 

will be faded in to give a subtle transition e� ect. 

.pace-inactive {

display: none;

}

7. Add the progress bar 
The main reason we are using a prebuilt library such as 

Pace.js is so that we can show the current state of the 

page and how much of it is loaded using a progress bar. 

Here the progress bar fills the entire screen, it’s not very 

subtle but later the SVG image from Step 3 will be added 

on top of this to show only the transparent sections.

Left 

SVGs make very small file sizes but can be blown up huge. 
Use Illustrator or a similar app to add your logo for the 
preloader bar

Top left

Make sure you have a bar going all the way across your 
page and then cut out your foreground graphics from the 
background rectangle

Top right

Export your final image as an SVG and place this in the 
img folder of the project so that you are ready to use this 
to mask out the preloader bar

Waiting for video
The code is set to wait until video elements have 
preloaded, but the browser will rarely load the 
entire video. Di� erent browsers may respond 
di� erently in testing.

49
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.pace .pace-progress {

background-color: #706687;

position: fixed;

z-index: 200;

top: 0;

right: 100%;

bottom: 0;

width: 100%;

}

8. Add your site’s logo  
Using the :after pseudo-selector the design can have a 

background image added that will fill the full screen and 

be set to cover it all. This first section of code positions it 

absolutely in the top left-hand corner to fill the screen. 

The z-index places it above other content.

.pace:after {

position: absolute;

top: 0;

left: 0;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

z-index: 300;  

 

9. Cover the screen 

Now the large SVG logo from Step 3 is set to fill the 

screen. It’s large in dimensions but not in file size as it is 

Tutorials
Create contemporary preloaders with CSS

an SVG image. The areas that are transparent will allow 

the loading bar to show through. The background size 

property ensures it will fill any devices screen. 

background: url(../img/bg.svg) no-repeat 

center center fixed;

-webkit-background-size: cover;

-moz-background-size: cover;

-o-background-size: cover;

background-size: cover;

content: "";

}

 

10. Set the transition 

This code targets the body section of the page and is 

applied to the entire body except for the pace class. It 

adds an almost half a second transition to the opacity 

property using an ease-in-out easing method. This 

method will be used to fade the body content in after the 

page has loaded.

body >:not(.pace),

body:before,

body:after {

-webkit-transition: opacity .4s ease-in-out;

-moz-transition: opacity .4s ease-in-out;

-o-transition: opacity .4s ease-in-out;

-ms-transition: opacity .4s ease-in-out;

transition: opacity .4s ease-in-out;

}

11. Change opacity 

This code looks at the body tag and checks that the 

pace-done class has not been added to the body tag. If it 

hasn’t then the opacity of the body, where all the content 

loads, is set to zero. Once all content is loaded the 

pace-done class is added so this rule ceases to apply and 

the body content fades in.  

body:not(.pace-done) >:not(.pace),

body:not(.pace-done):before,

body:not(.pace-done):after {

opacity: 0

}

 

12. Link up the preload.css file 

Save the preload.css file and open the index.html file. In 

the head section above the title, add in the link to load 

the preload.css stylesheet. This has to be loaded as near 

to the top of the page as possible so that the preloader 

can kick in and hide the content on the screen.

<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/preload.

css" />

13. Add the JavaScript
The JavaScript file has already been downloaded and 

placed in the js folder so link up to this just under the 

CSS. Again it is important that this is as close to the top of 

the document as possible so that the preloader can run 

immediately. The file size for this is incredibly small at 

only 12KB. 

<script src="js/pace.min.js"></script>

14. Add the page design 

The CSS for the page design should go in the body tag. 

This will validate as HTML5 if the property element is 

included as shown. The reason it goes here is because if 

it was in the head it would load before the preloader gets 

a chance to kick in. Save the page and run it on a server 

to see the e�ect.

Top left

Now as the SVG is placed over the top of the preload bar 
the image is stretched to fill the browser and it becomes 
a mask so that the preload bar shows up under the image
 
Top right

Once the preloader has finished showing the progress of 
the page load, the entire page fades in with a soft 
transition, shown half way in this image
 
Right 

The page fully transitions in, showing off the main page 
design underneath the preloader that the user can then 
navigate through

Preloading video
Adding the option preload=”auto” to the video 
tag will leave it to the browser to try and get as 
much of the video as possible before the page 
fires a DOMContentLoaded event. 
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update the page with new content, and so the preloader 

will fire when this happens to show the progress of this 

content. There is an empty content div at line 20 in the 

code, so add the code below inside, which displays an 

image of the movie that will be loaded.

<div id="mediaWindow">

<a href="big_buck_bunny.mp4" 

class="video"><img src="img/bbb.jpg" 

alt="Watch Big Buck Bunny Movie"></a>

</div>

18. Use jQuery for the AJAX  
In order to load via AJAX the jQuery library will be used 

as this makes the AJAX call incredibly simple. Before the 

closing body tag add the script tag below that will link up 

to the jQuery CDN (content delivery network) to load the 

hosted jQuery library.

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/

ajax/libs/jquery/2.2.0/jquery.min.js"></

script>

 

19. Add the script 
Below the link to the jQuery library open a script tag and 

add the following code. This checks for the document to 

be loaded and then it finds the link with the class of 

video. A click event is added to this with the prevent 

default command called to stop the link from trying to 

load the external file through HTTP – instead it will use 

AJAX. The video’s URL is grabbed from the link.  

<script>

$(document).ready(function () {

<link rel="stylesheet" property="stylesheet" 

href="css/design.css">

15. Target just specific elements 

Close index.html and open elements.html now. This is 

identical to the index page but will demonstrate a 

di�erent technique. Instead of preloading the whole page 

it is possible to just preload specific classes. Add the 

script tags just inside the closing head tag. 

<script>

paceOptions = {

elements: {

selectors: ['.loadThis']

}

};

</script>

16. Add the class 

The script targets just elements that have the class 

loadThis attached to them. In the body tag find the 

source tag of the video and add the class of loadThis. 

Pace.js will wait until these have preloaded before the 

page is displayed. There will be two of these to add to the 

page, save the page and test this on a server to see Pace.

js target just these elements.

<source src="movie.mp4" type="video/mp4" 

class="loadThis">

17. Update page with AJAX 

Close elements.html down and open ajax.html. The third 

way to explore using a preloader is to use AJAX to 

Pace.js automatic 
load detection
Pace.js works on a variety 
of di�erent loading 
methods because it 
automatically detects any 
loading progress. It will 
automatically kick in and 
call the preloader graphic 
that you have designated 
in the CSS with the .pace 
classes. It is even smart 
enough to kick in if there 
is an event loop lag and 
monitor what is holding up 
progress. If there are 
multiple AJAX requests 
these will each trigger the 
preloader to display, and 
Pace will monitor exactly 
how much content is to 
come so that an accurate 
progress bar can be 
displayed. Pace has no 
dependencies so no need 
for jQuery or any other 
libraries if you are not 
using those on your page. 
Pace is designed to 
support IE8 and upwards, 
and works on modern 
browsers including mobile.

Tutorials
Create contemporary preloaders with CSS

$(".video").click(function (�) {

.preventDefault();

var url = this.href;

20. Call AJAX 
The AJAX call is then added to load the URL from the 

previous step. When this is successfully loaded the video 

is added into the document and this replaces the image 

that was there previously. Meanwhile Pace.js listens for 

AJAX calls, so when this is fired the preloader is placed 

over the screen. 

$.ajax({

url: url,

success: function (result) {

$("#mediaWindow").html('<video width="100%" 

height="auto" autoplay="auto" preload 

controls><source src="' + url + '" 

type="video/mp4" /></video>');

}

});

21. Closing code 
Now finish o� the code by adding the closing brackets 

and script tag. As the AJAX call has loaded the content, 

Pace.js has hidden the screen and now it removes the 

preloading bar to reveal the updated page with the new 

content loaded in. Save the page and test this from a 

server to see it fully working.  

});

});

</script>
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Learn to construct stunning 3D animations with these 
foundational techniques and concepts

Unleash CSS & JS  
for dynamic 3D
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nimating 3D doesn’t have to involve 

WebGL and a bunch of JavaScript 

libraries before getting down to the 

business of actually crafting an exciting 

animation. CSS, with a little bit of JavaScript, can do the 

job for simple, e� ective animation, with the added benefit 

that it’s DOM based – meaning HTML elements galore 

and established practices for managing interaction.

Though this tutorial chooses to implement coloured 

faces on the cube, it’s possible to put any content within 

those face elements. It could become the foundation for 

an unusual carousel, or even a full-page transition.

This tutorial introduces 3D transforms, perspective and 

preserve-3d, keyframe animation, managing animation 

states with JavaScript.

More importantly though, is the thought that goes into 

motion design. You’ll be designing animation which 

brings a realness to objects on a page – an element will 

have heft and its movement will feel natural.

In addition, thinking about the sequence of motion or 

motions on a page, and how they’re introduced is crucial 

for taking a full-page experience to the next level. The big 

action sequences in a film like 300 are shot in that 

fast-slow-fast way, and there’s no reason that this e� ect 

can’t be brought to the web.

1. Download the starter kit
The starter kit has necessary boilerplate code that is 

required to achieve the end product in this tutorial, but is 

also common knowledge. Head over to our dedicated 

FileSilo pages to download the kit and the full source. 

2. Set up viewport
The viewport is the HTML element that holds the cube 

and its faces. While it has a width and height, which is 

ultimately how large the cube will be, the most important 

property is perspective. This property is similar to how 

wide a camera’s lens is.

.viewport {

width: 50vh;

height: 50vh;

position: relative;

perspective: 100vh;

}

 

3. Set up the cube
The cube must fill the viewport. The absolute positioning 

isn’t required, although browsers are generally faster at 

animating absolutely positioned elements as they’re 

isolated from the rest of the document. 

.cube {

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

position: absolute;

transform-style: preserve-3d;

transform: translateZ(-25vh);

} 

4. Set up cube faces
Adding these transforms to the faces of the cube move 

them into the corresponding places, relative to the cube 

parent. The X and Y values are important – they must be 

done this way so content within the faces is oriented the 

correct way.

      .cube .back {transform: rotateX(180deg)}

.cube .right {transform: rotateY( 90deg)}

.cube .left {transform: rotateY(-90deg)}

.cube .top {transform: rotateX( 90deg)}

.cube .bottom {transform: rotateX(-90deg)}

A 5. Add a shadow
It’s easy to cheat a shadow in this animation as the 

bottom edges are never seen in this animation. Move the 

bottom out from the cube using translateY. Then add 

translateZ to all of the cube’s faces after the rotation 

transform, moving them away from the cube’s centre.

.cube .bottom { 

transform: translateY(5vh)

rotateX(-90deg)

translateZ(25vh)

}

.cube .front {

transform: translateZ(25vh)

}

Left 

The default state of the starter kit should look like this. All 
of the boring HTML, CSS and JavaScript has been written 
so it’s now time for the fun stuff

Top left

Step 5 viewed from a top angle shows how the bottom 
face is detached from the rest of the cube. This will 
become a shadow later

Top right

Step 7 viewed from a top angle shows how the faces look 
with solid colours applied. Here it’s clearer how the 
shadow effect is achieved with the bottom face

Order of transforms
The order of transform properties is important. 
Rotating an element and then translating it will 
yield di� erent results from translating an element 
then rotating it.
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6. Add to transform
At this point it’s useful to understand the geometry of the 

cube by having a play in dev tools. Adding rotate3D to 

the cube’s transform will change the rotation of the entire 

cube and its faces. Here it’s easier to see how the bottom 

isn’t attached like the other faces.

.cube {

transform: translateZ(-25vh) rotate3d(1, 1, 

0, 45deg);

}

7. Add favourite colours 
Colour each face di� erently so it’s easier to distinguish 

back from front from left and so on when animating the 

cube later on. Keep the bottom face a darker colour than 

the background for the shadow later on.

8. Animate spins 
The cube is going to spin from left to right using the 

same property used to temporarily change the rotation 

of the cube in Step 6. This time the cube is only being 

rotated along its y axis, rather than the x and y axis at the 

same time.

@keyframes spin {

from {

transform: translateZ(-25vh)

Tutorials
Unleash CSS & JS for dynamic 3D

rotate3d(0, 1, 0, 0deg);

}

to {

transform: translateZ(-25vh)

rotate3d(0, 1, 0, 360deg);

}

} 

9. Update translateZ
Between the from and to keyframes, add a half-way 

point. This additional keyframe modifies the translateZ of 

the cube, which moves the entire cube further away 

during the animation. Moving the cube further away 

dynamically like this gives the scene a sense of depth.

50% {

transform: translateZ(-50vh)

rotate3d(0, 1, 0, 180deg);

}

10. Hook up the animation
Applying the animation like this will cause the element to 

animate when a class of next is added to the cube. The 

easing will apply to each keyframe, so the cube will 

ease-in-out to the half-way point and ease-in-out back.

.cube.next {

animation: spin 3s ease-in-out;

}

11. Add a little JS
Replace the empty next function with this code, which 

adds the next class and then removes it again after three 

seconds. The class needs to be removed so the 

animation can play again later on and three Seconds is 

the length of the animation defined in Step 10.

function next(e) {

cube.classList.add('next');

setTimeout(function() {

cube.classList.remove('next');

}, 3000);

}

12. Analyse tools
Now is a good point to open up dev tools, take a 

recording of the page and have a dig around at what’s 

actually going on to achieve this animation. The 

JavaScript is minimal, so Chrome can get on with actually 

rendering and compositing the scene, which is 

necessary for high-performance animation.

13. The opposite direction
Implementing a previous animation that does the same 

thing as the next animation but in reverse doesn’t mean 

that you’ll have to write an entirely new set of keyframes. 

The animation-direction property enables developers to 

reverse animations.

.cube.prev {

animation: spin 3s reverse ease-in-out;

}

Top left

Here the animation has been applied manually and 
looped infinitely. This presents the opportunity to tweak 
the easing with dev tools

Top right

An exploded view of the cube mid-animation reveals more 
about the geometry and how it’s being distorted by the 
CSS transforms

Right

Notice there are no ‘paints’ happening, just compositing. 
There are no parts of the page that are having to be 
redrawn and then rasterised

Use DevTools
Chrome DevTools (developer.chrome.com/
devtools) is better than ever, providing designers 
with a powerful toolkit for designing in browser. 
Try the easing palette to get perfect motion.
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completely o�  screen to the centre of the screen using 

translateX – a really big movement. 

from {

transform: translateX(-100vw) 

translateZ(-25vh)

rotate3d(0, 1, 0, 0deg);

}

to {

transform: translateX(0)

translateZ(-25vh)

rotate3d(0, 1, 0, 360deg);

}

18. Hook up CSS 
Just like the next and prev animations, the spinIn 

keyframes need to be applied to the element, but only 

when the element has a specific class. The temporary 

linear easing should highlight how robotic big 

movements are without design thought.

.cube.spin {

animation: spinIn 3s linear;

}

19. Hook in JS
Below the initial spin comment add in this JS. Just like the 

previous and next functions, the spin class needs to be 

removed when the animation is complete so subsequent 

animations can take place. 

// Initial spin goes here

cube.classList.add('spin');

setTimeout(function() {

14. Opposite direction JS
The prev function is just like the next function, but 

adding and removing a di� erent class. Consider writing 

some additional code to disable both of the buttons until 

the current animation has finished.

function prev(e) {

cube.classList.add('prev');

setTimeout(function() {

cube.classList.remove('prev');

}, 3000);

}

15. Check it’s working
At this point both next and previous buttons should be 

hooked up and working. While this is good, the next 

steps will focus on making it obvious that this is an 

interactive element and also implement some more 

dynamic and exiting animation.

16. Introduce interactive elements
Designing how elements come onto a page is becoming 

a more common task in contemporary web practice. 

This element is the hero element on a page, so it’s worth 

introducing it in a way that’s befitting while also making it 

clear that it’s an interactive feature.

@keyframes spinIn {

}

17. Add spinIn keyframes
The intro animation is really simple. The cube is still 

rotating an entire turn once. It’s also going to move from 

Movement and 
inertia
The spin animation that’s 
hooked up to the next and 
previous buttons is very 
controlled. It isn’t just 
linear though – there is 
also some basic easing 
applied but it doesn’t 
exactly feel like natural 
movement either.

There are some things 
that can be done with 
easing to make motion 
that doesn’t have human 
input feel more natural 
though. First, you need to 
think about the object 
that’s being animated as a 
physical object.

The cube is very big in 
proportion to the page, so 
it should probably be 
heavy. This could mean 
that the cube is slow to 
accelerate and decelerate. 
It’s also very important 
that the animation doesn’t 
make it move sluggishly 
though, so the animation 
is going to play with the 
concept of inertia.

Tutorials
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cube.classList.remove('spin');

}, 3000);

20. Play animation
With that all hooked up, refresh the page and watch the 

animation happen a few times. It feels quite odd – as if 

the cube is just floating in at a weird pace and then 

suddenly comes to a dead stop. It feels weightless, 

despite the large movement.

21. Bounce easing
Bounce easing is an e� ect that’s all over the web in 

demos but rarely used, however this is the perfect use 

case for it. Applying it here means the cube does the 

fast-slow motion often seen in action sequences in films. 

The cube also interacts with other content on the page 

and feels more weighty. 

.cube.spin {

animation: spinIn 3s cubic-bezier(0.18, 

0.89, 0.32, 1.28);

}
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n the modern web, more and more websites 

are using animated elements, whether that be 

GIFs, SVGs, background video and so on. 

These animations really help bring life and 

interactivity to our webpages and enhance the user 

experience. Not that long ago, we would have had to 

heavily rely on JavaScript to give us our desired e� ects, 

with the jQuery library being our preferred choice. But 

now most front-end developers and designers would 

certainly turn straight to CSS3 for most (if not all) of their 

animations – and rightly so, as it’s a joy to use. 

CSS animations consist of two components: a style 

describing the CSS animation and a set of keyframes that 

indicate the start and end states of the animation’s style, 

as well as possible intermediate waypoints.

So in this tutorial, we will be creating two di� erent UI 

animations that you could use in your websites today. 

The first UI animation will be a page loader. This 

animation is very handy for when you may have the 

backend loading up information before the webpage can 

be viewed. And then the second animation will be a 

modal, which is a pop-up box that displays content, while 

temporally blocking any interactions with the main view 

of the webpage until closed. After this tutorial, you should 

be able to apply these techniques to your own projects 

and create your own animations with ease. 

1. The page loader HTML
Open up your favorite text editor (eg Brackets or Sublime) 

and add in the HTML shown. The loader class will be for 

our spinning circle, which will sit just above the loading 

text. The loading text will have three animated dots that 

will fade in one at a time, but feel free to add additional 

ones if you feel they’re needed.

<div class="wrapper">

<div class="loader"></div>

<h1 class="loading">LOADING<span class="dot_

one"> .</span><span class="dot_two"> .</

span><span class="dot_three"> .</span></h1>

</div>

2. Put in CSS default styles
Once the HTML has been added, go ahead and create a 

new CSS file so we can start adding in our styles. The 

first few CSS rules will just be our default styles that 

control the text and page styles. The one thing to note is 

that we will be using rem (root em) for some of our unit 

of measurements.

* {

box-sizing: border-box;

}

body {

font-family: Verdana, Arial;

line-height: 1.618em;

background: #99cc99; color: #fff;

}

.wrapper {

max-width: 50rem;

width: 100%;

margin: 5rem auto; text-align: center;

}

 

3. Add CSS to loading text
Give our loading text (h1) some styles and make sure it’s 

a nice size and weight for the viewer to read. Then we 

will be having three dots appear just after it, but firstly we 

need to make them disappear by targeting all class 

names that start with dot_ and setting opacity to zero. 

h1.loading {

font-size: 3em;

font-weight: 400;

}

I span[class^='dot_']{

opacity: 0;

} 

4. Define the dots
The animation of our dots will be defined by these three 

rules. Firstly we target that specific class name and then 

specify that the animation should last two seconds and 

infinitely. Then we specify that the whole animation 

process be a linear type animation. In the next step, we 

will start animating these dots onto the screen.

.dot_one {

animation: dot_one 2s infinite

linear;

}

.dot_two {

animation: dot_two 2s infinite

linear;

}

.dot_three {

animation: dot_three 2s infinite

linear;

}

5. Animate the dots
To animate the dots we need to add in the @keyframes 

rule and its identifier, which in this case is our class 

Left 

The background is now set to green and our loading text 
is centred to the webpage. It is also ready for us to start 
adding animations

Top left

Now that we finally have the dots animating, one after 
another, the next thing that we will be doing is adding our 
loader to the page

Top right

Our loader animation has now been added to the page, 
which sits nicely above our loading text and is spinning in 
all its glory

The rem (root em) unit
The rem unit is relative to the root – or the HTML 
element. That means that we can define a single 
font size on the HTML element and define all rem 
units to be a percentage of that.
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names dot_. So at the start of our animation, we want our 

dot to stay invisible, and then at 25% of the way through 

we want our dot to become visible. Then after 100% the 

animation process will start again. 

@keyframes dot_one {

0%{

opacity: 0;

}15%{

opacity: 0;

}25% {

opacity: 1;

}100%{

opacity: 1;

}}

6. Animate the second dot 

Our dot_two class will be very similar to the first 

keyframe we specified in the last step. But instead of 

specifying that at 25 per cent into our animation we see 

our dot, we will start it from halfway through the 

animation process. Then once it reaches 100 per cent, it 

starts all over again because we specified it as an infinite 

animation in Step 4. 

7. Finish off the dots  
Because this dot will be our last one, we need to make 

sure it stays invisible until the other two have appeared. 

Tutorials
Animate your UI with modals and loaders

So again we use percentages to specify when the 

animation begins – which is at 75 per cent. So as a 

reminder, we specified the animation speed in Step 4 

(two seconds) and looped it using the infinite property. 

8. Position the loader  
The loader is going to be a spinning circle that helps to 

indicate something is loading. The shape will be defined 

by a series of borders that, when carefully positioned, will 

give us our desired e�ect. Firstly we need to make sure 

the loader is positioned relative, with a width, height and 

margin defined.

 

9. Create the loader 

Inside the loader class, we are going to position several 

border properties to create our loader. To make the 

loader more interesting, we will give it two colours – 

green and white. Then we can transform negative 50% 

and animate the loader so it spins infinitely at 1.5 seconds. 

.loader:before, .loader:after {

position: absolute;

top: 50%; left: 30%;

border-radius: 50%;

border-style: solid;

border-top-color: white;

border-right-color: #669966;

border-bottom-color: white;

border-left-color: #669966;

content: '';

transform: translate(-50%, -50%);

animation: rotate 1.5s infinite ease-in-

out;}

 

10. Specify loader circle sizes 

Using the vh (viewpoint height) unit, we can specify the 

heights of our circles. So by using the :before selector we 

can set the size of the inner circle to 3vh and then 

animate it the opposite direction to the outer circle by 

using animation-direction property.

11. Animate the loader 

So now this is the fun part, where we can add the @

keyframe rule to animate the circles. We’ve already 

added the keyframe name rotate in Step 9, so all we 

need to do is add the transform and rotate properties to 

give us the rotation we need.  

@keyframes rotate {

0% {

transform: translate(-50%, -50%) rotate(0);

}

100% {

transform: translate(-50%, -50%) 

rotate(360deg); }}

 

12. The modal and HTML 

The next UI animation we’re going to do is the modal 

pop-up box. The idea here is to display a link for visitors 

to click on and then a pop-up box will open up 

containing more information. So before we get into the 

CSS, we need to create some basic HTML with whatever 

content you want added to the <p> tags.

13. CSS default styles
The default CSS for our new UI animation will be as 

simple as when we started a new stylesheet last time. So 

with the box model all set from our use of the box-sizing 

property, we can then finish up giving our page a nice 

dark blue background. 

* {

box-sizing: border-box;

}

body {

Top left

The main page has now been styled and the green link is 
positioned between our paragraphs. We can now style 
the modal box
 
Top right

Before the modal box is styled, we can see how the 
content is positioned top left. This will of course be 
different when we add the next CSS rule
 
Right 

After adding the styles to our modal box, we can see the 
effect is exactly what we want. We’ve also added the 
closed bottom, offset to the top left

The calc() Funtion
The CSS3 calc() function is primarily used to 
calculate numbers, angles, transition/animation 
and more. It also enables you to mix 
measurement types — a powerful concept in CSS.
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16. Reveal the modal 

To reveal our modal content, we specify when a box with 

a class of modal_box is the target (which will be our link), 

then set the background colour to a dark opaque grey 

and spread this 100% of the page. To make this more 

appealing, we will transition the background from our 

default colour, through to our opaque grey.

.modal_box:target {

background: rgba(0,0,0,0.80);

position: absolute;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

top: 0;

right: 0;

bottom: 0;

left: 0;

transition: background 0.35s;}

17. Style the modal box 

Our next bit of CSS is going to target our .content class. 

The modal box will have a white background with 

rounded corners and we’re also going to use box-

shadow to create a semitransparent border around the 

box. And to position the box centre to the screen, we will 

use the calc() function. 

.modal_box:target .content {

background: #fff;

border-radius: 0.5rem;

box-shadow: rgba(255,255,255,0.25) 0 0 0 

0.5rem;

width: 30rem;

padding: 2rem;

font-family: "Verdana, Arial";

line-height: 1.618em;

color: #555;

background: #314558;

}

14. Set the wrapper 

There’s only going to be one link shown on our page, 

and we will give that a nice green colour. Then we’re 

going to give our wrapper class a maximum width using 

the rem unit, and finish up giving our page a solid border 

to give it a bit more appeal.

a {

color: #99cc99;

}

.wrapper {

max-width: 50rem;

width: 100%;

margin: 2rem auto;

padding: 5rem;

background: #fff;

border: 0.5rem solid #2a3a49;}

15. Position the modal box 

The modal box is going to be positioned absolute, which 

will enable us to position it right in the centre of our 

layout using 50 per cent on all sides. And then to begin 

with, we are going to make it invisible by giving it no 

width and height. We can make sure everything is 

completely invisible by using overflow hidden and a 

transparent background. 

Why use the ‘rem’ 
unit over ‘em’
A lot of us today have 
come to terms with how 
useful flexible units of 
measurement are in CSS. 
So let us gain a bit more 
understanding of rem.

The rem unit is similar 
to the em unit. The 
di�erence is that rem is 
relative only to the root 
element of the page (root 
em), ie the <html> element. 
So that root font size is 
multiplied by whatever 
number you’re using with 
your rem unit, eg if the 
root element font size is 
16px, then 10rem would be 
equivalent to 160px = 10 x 
16.

The most obvious use 
for rem is replacing em to 
protect inner element font 
sizes from being changed 
by outer elements, thus 
avoiding the nested em 
scaling problem. Rem 
operates as a custom 
adjustable unit, so it can 
be quite useful too.
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position: absolute;

top: 20%;

left: calc(50% � 15rem);}

18. Close the modal box  
Once our modal box is open, we obviously need a clear 

indication of how to close it. So firstly we’re going to 

position our close button top right, using absolute 

positioning. Now we don’t want the close button to be 

positioned inside our box, so we pull it slightly outside 

using -1rem.

.modal_box:target .close {

position: absolute;

top: -1rem;

right: -1rem;} 

19. Style the close button 
We have a close link, but not yet a button. With the next 

CSS rule, we are going to create a green button to 

replace our close link. So we target the link and hide the 

text by using text-indent. Then we’re setting overflow to 

hidden. To finish o� the button, we can add a white 

border around it.  

20. Add the X 
Just having a green circle as a button is all good and 

probably will do the trick. But if we were to add the letter 

X to it, then the viewer would understand more that this 

button closes the modal box. So let’s give our X a nice 

bold look and then we can position it in the centre of our 

green button.
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web workshop
Implement a content 
zoom effect
As seen on  graphene.manchester.ac.uk

Normal navigation
Having a standard 
navigation component 
ensures that users can 
always access something 
to navigate to.

Vector images
SVG vector images are 
used for shapes within the 
navigation and content to 
ensure presentation 
never becomes pixelated.

Fallback controls
Controls to zoom are 
available as buttons for 
visitors who are not using 
a touch-based device like 
a smartphone or tablet.

Normal navigation

60

HUD-style UI
A head-up-display-style 
UI keep navigation and 
controls visible, 
regardless of the state of 
the zoomable navigation.

Content pages
Pages are managed 
separately, avoiding 
content presentation 
being obstructed by the 
zoom state.
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ou may have heard of graphene – the 

wonder material created at the 

University of Manchester that promises 

to benefit everything, from water 

purification to energy storage and flexible displays 

used in mobile computing devices. The research 

programme’s website was created by the 

Manchester-based university with a view to engaging 

industry by attracting commercial organisation interest in 

order to fund collaborative research projects.

The website has been strategically designed to 

present visitors with three distinct options of interest to 

select from – explore, collaborate and discover. Each 

option in this first navigation takes the visitor to a more 

specialised navigation for access to information on the 

selected area of interest. Users can swipe and zoom out 

to explore the di� erent navigation groups, with the zoom 

feature letting them see navigation groups at a glance.

This tutorial looks specifically at how animated zoom 

functionality can be implemented with just a small 

amount of JavaScript and CSS. As usual, we look to keep 

JavaScript functionality limited to detecting user 

interactions, with the main visual presentation rules 

defined through CSS.

1. Initiate webpage
Start by defining the HTML page document, which 

contains the <head> and <body> sections. The <head> 

section will include external CSS and JavaScript files that 

will define the page presentation and functionality.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<title>Zoom Effect</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

href="styles.css" />

<script src="code.js"></script>

</head>

<body>

*** STEP 2 HERE

</body>

</html>

2. Prepare body content
The <body> section is used to store the visible HTML 

content. Our example includes a set of buttons, a section 

container and a content box that will be used for zoom 

functionality. The <h1> element is our example content.

<button id="zoomIn">+</button>

<button id="zoomOut">-</button>

<section>

<div id="box">

<h1>A</h1>

</div>

</section>

3. Style body 
With the HTML content now complete, you need to 

create a new file called ‘styles.css’ to enter your styling 

rules. We start this file by defining the main HTML 

<body> to have a dark background with white text.

body {

background: #222;

padding: 1em;

color: #fff;

}

4. Put in a sample element
The visible element we will use to demonstrate the zoom 

e� ect will be a <h1> text element. Use the stylesheet to 

define the font style and size presentation for this.

h1{

font-family: serif;

font-size: 4em;

text-align: center;

}

5. Confine content
A <section> element is used to keep the zoom content 

confined to the assigned space. This avoids the resizing 

content causing problems when its size grows to conflict 

with the positions of other elements on the page.

section{

width: 50%;

height: 50%;

border: 1px solid #fff;

overflow: hidden;

}

6. Use zoom container 
A box container is the element that the zoom e� ect is 

applied to. This enables its inner content to be resized for 

the zoom e� ect by simply adjusting the transform scale 

attribute. Animation can be applied to the transform scale 

by also setting a transition rule to the box container.

#box{

transform: scale(1);

transition: all .2s ease-in-out;

}

Technique

EXPERT ADVICE
Size matters
The ability to zoom into content opens new possibilities 
for user experience design, but they are not without 
their risks! Considerations that should come to mind 
include the purpose of the zooming functionality – how 
the use of this e� ect will help the website achieve its 
objectives; how zooming will a� ect content layout – 
this consideration is similar to thinking about 
responsive design for di� erent screen sizes; and the 
images used – how to avoid them becoming pixelated if 
this is a concern.

Zoom functionality should add value to how a 
website allows information to be accessed and 
inspected. One such example of this is to allow users to 
focus on a specific section of the information 
presented, making it easier for them to ignore content 
that isn’t relevant to their interests. At the same time, 
users are able to zoom out to see other related content.

Zoom functionality is not restricted to magnifying 
entire webpages – it can be used to magnify individual 
elements or sections of a page. This is useful for 
providing functionality related to allowing users to 
inspect content in more detail, such as picture 
elements that reveal more detail when magnified.

Pixel-perfect images 
“Providing the ability to zoom into content provides the obstacle of 
bitmap-based images becoming blurry or pixelated. Consider using SVGs 
where possible, allowing for clear presentation at any size. Alternatively, bitmap-
based images can be created at the maximum size they are to be presented.” 
Leon Brown, freelance web developer and trainer

<comment>
What our 

experts think 
of the site

Y

7. Initiate JavaScript
With the styling rules now complete, it is time to create 

the third file – ‘code.js’. We start this file by defining a 

variable that keeps track of the current zoom level and 

also an event listener that is triggered when the webpage 

has actually loaded.

var zoom = 1;

window.addEventListener("load", function(){

*** Step 8 here

*** Step 9 here

});

8. Add zoom-in button
The style of the zoom container can be changed, when 

the HTML button element with an ID of zoomIn is clicked, 

by adding a click event listener – this triggers an addition 

to the zoom variable. The updated variable is applied to 

the zoom container’s styling to update the presentation.

document.getElementById("zoomIn").addEventList

ener("click",function(){

zoom += 0.2;

document.getElementById("box").style.transform 

= "scale("+zoom+")";

});

9. Add zoom-out button
The zoom-out button’s functionality is almost exactly the 

same as the zoom-in button. The main di� erences are 

that the zoom amount is decreased and a rule is added 

to stop the zoom calculation reaching a negative value.

document.getElementById("zoomOut").addEventLis

tener("click",function(){

if(zoom > 0.2){

zoom -= 0.2;

document.getElementById("box").style.transform 

= "scale("+zoom+")";

}

});
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U T I L I S E  C S S ,  J A V A S C R I P T 
A N D  H T M L  T O  B U I L D  W I T H  T H E 

B E S T  T O O L S  F O R  T H E  J O B

apps

Web

for
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Web skills for web apps

When users switch from one platform to another, 

they tend to long after everything that gives them 

security during this transitional period. If a well-known 

application is also available for the new operating system, 

then users are also very likely to repurchase it just for 

habitual reasons.

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
This, of course, is one reason to go cross-platform. Even 

though the demise of Apple and/or Google are unlikely, 

the same was thought about Nokia’s Symbian platform in 

2008 or 2009. This does not mean that going 

cross-platform is completely illogical. 

Taking one look at the market share figures shown in 

the image to the right should convince even the most 

BUILDING APPS FOR CROSS-
PLATFORM IS MORE IMPORTANT 
THAN EVER BEFORE

The current state of web apps

paranoid of developers about how supporting both 

Android and iOS makes economic sense – especially if it 

can be accomplished without the dreaded task of having 

to juggle two codebases simultaneously.

DO IT ONE PLATFORM AT A TIME
Smartphone vendors can’t resist the urge to try their 

hand at releasing a new operating system: Samsung’s 

Tizen is one great example. New platforms tend to be 

accompanied with generous o�ers for developers 

seeking to embrace them.

Collecting cash prizes is much easier if the main 

application logic does not need to be ported: if your 

cross-platform tool supports a new operating system, 

deploying your product to it tends to be simplified.

Furthermore, losses caused by API changes (see 

Tizen) and platform discontinuations are less painful if 

the amount of invested hours is low: throwing away a lot 

of code hurts more than throwing away a little bit.

Finally, special-interest applications should also be 

made available in a cross-platform fashion. Authors of 

books and articles alike want to maximise value to their 

readers: if a specific story is valid only for one platform, a 

lot of customers will have to lose out.

QUESTIONS TO ASK BEFORE BUILDING AN APP
HINDSIGHT ALWAYS IS 20/20 SO WHY NOT ENSURE THAT YOU 
MAKE SENSIBLE DECISIONS ABOUT YOUR PROJECT BEFORE A 
SINGLE LINE OF CODE IS WRITTEN?

IS THIS A SYSTEM APP?
Applications that integrate themselves into the 

host OS must be written using completely native 

techniques. A good example for that would be a 

file system driver or a similar utility: attempting to 

create it with plugins is a sure-fire way to ask for 

pain and grief.

IS THIS A GAME WITH HIGH-QUALITY VISUAL FX?
Even though PhoneGap can create basic 2D games, displaying high-performance 3D visuals with 

competitive looks tend to require the use of a native or at least a semi-native technology such as Qt. In 

such products, the performance penalty imposed by an interpreting runtime is unacceptable.

DOES IT RUN ON THE WEB?
Reinventing the wheel is not a productive 

allocation of resources. If your product already 

exists as a JavaScript-based web application, using 

a JavaScript-based system tends to be best as it 

allows for code reuse. This reduces both 

development time and error potential.

WHAT DO I KNOW ALREADY?
Learning a new technology as a project runs is a 

sure-fire recipe for a disaster. If you are an expert 

at Android’s API, a product with an urgent 

deadline must be tackled using your existing 

knowledge if at all possible, rather than diving 

into something new.

WHERE CAN I FIND HELP?
Admitting when one is in need of assistance is a 

badge of honour for programmers and 

designers alike. Assume that something will go 

wrong: think about where you can find help. 

Think about who is skilled in that area and the 

kinds of contacts they have.

WHAT DOES HYBRID OFFER?
RUNNING JS IN BROWSERS IS 
NOT NEW. HYBRID APPS TAKE 
THIS ONE STEP FURTHER

Creating a mobile web app requires the design of 

a website that is already optimised for small 

screens. Once you distribute this website’s URL 

to your users, you will be able to enjoy them 

interacting with the fruits of your labour.

In practice however, this very same blissful 

and simple concept rarely works out the way that 

we think it will. Tunnels, garages and cellars all 

ensure that mobile network connections are 

unreliable for such user interactions. 

Furthermore, websites not being located in an 

app store makes the task of customer acquisition 

quite di�icult.

The use of hybrid applications can solve this 

problem by providing an embedded web 

browser. In turn this embed can then be bundled 

with the application files. The result is the yield of 

an application that feels like a native one, and 

this can then be uploaded into the relevant app 

stores with ease.

At runtime, the OS sees a form containing a 

WebView control which gets populated with 

resources from inside the application binary.

5

1 2

3 4

5
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THE JS OPTIONS
DOES JAVASCRIPT ALWAYS NEED TO RUN IN A 
BROWSER? THESE PRODUCTS SAY NO!

Interpreted languages have been around since the glory days of 

ROM basic: most home computer owners did not know that games 

were not compiled but rather run dynamically. JavaScript-based 

systems combine such a runtime with a set of bindings to native APIs. 

This means that developers can call native APIs directly with minimal 

e�ort – once the ways to handle pointers and similar idiosyncrasies of 

non-JS languages are out of the way, coding tends to proceed swiftly.

NATIVE HELPERS
Most JS interpreters provide a variety of comfort features. One classic is 

a binding to the native GUI stack – it takes in a GUI layout description in 

an XML-type language and turns it into a UI. Another staple is a set of 

abstraction classes simplifying access to commonly used features; 

snapping pictures and collecting location or accelerometer information 

can be done without messing with native APIs.

FEELS NATIVE
Furthermore, most interpreters come with a packing solution which 

creates a native-looking package suitable for distribution in the store. 

This means that an app can be shipped with minimal e�ort.

THE WEB OPTION
HTML, CSS AND FRIENDS WILL ALWAYS DO 
THE JOB WELL THOUGH

When deploying code for small and sedentary user groups, going the 

route of HTML and CSS can be a quick and cost-e�ective solution. If 

your web app is designed according to the principles of responsive 

design then it can run on smartphones, tablets and workstations out 

of one codebase. Hosting can be accomplished with minimal e�ort, 

thereby freeing you from the hassles of deploying mobile apps.

CONTROLS EN MASSE
By default, HTML5 does not provide attractive-looking widgets. This 

problem can be mitigated by using a GUI framework – they might 

not wire themselves to native controls directly, but can provide 

great-looking analogies fooling all but the most experienced of users.

NATIVE ISLANDS
Packing code with PhoneGap lets you mobilise your app: if all 

relevant libraries are embedded, the product can work o�line. 

Prepared API bindings lets you access various hardware features 

such as the camera in a platform-agnostic fashion. The plugin facility 

lets you deploy modules providing access to native features – this is 

well-suited to situations where one or two native APIs are needed.

Tam  
Hanna
CEO,
Tamoggemon.com

“Though Qt might 
have a quite steep 
learning curve at 
first glance, the 
innovative 
compilation 
technique ensures 
that your 
applications will 
be extremely fast. 
Furthermore, 
native code can be 
embedded with 
minimal effort.”

THE JAVASCRIPT OPTIONS

THIS FRAMEWORK IS FACEBOOK’S 
ATTEMPT AT MOBILISATION

React Native di�ers from other projects and frameworks as it lives 

inside the NPM environment. Getting started involves the 

downloading of the packages watchman, flow and react-native-cli, 

all of which are available in NPM’s default repositories.

In the next step, a project must be generated by 

using the command-line tool:

react-native init ImagineSample

When the generator has done its work, look at 

the /android/ subfolder which contains a 

complete Android Studio project to be loaded 

with Google’s native IDE. This is necessary 

because the back-end code can be studied this 

way and developers can extend the project 

skeleton with additional classes and elements not 

implemented in the stock version of React Native.

REACT NATIVE

React Native is completely free to use and does not 
require licence fees.

At the time of writing, React Native still is full of bugs 
due to the early development process.

GO AND GO!

One of NativeScript’s biggest strengths is its ability to embed 

native GUI elements with minimal e�ort. Android developers 

accomplish this by implementing the SimpleViewManager class. 

Another interesting aspect concerns the handling of user 

interfaces. Their generation is accomplished by implementing the 

render() function, which returns a string containing XML markup.

The returned string can contain both embedded and 

self-created controls. React Native’s parser digs through the result 

at runtime, replacing the individual control declarations with 

instances of the corresponding controls. Note that React Native 

ships with about two dozen ready-to-use widgets; not every 

element needs to be created by implementing the  

above-mentioned SimpleViewManager.

DIFFICULT DEPLOYMENT

React Native deploys app asserts via a web server hosted on the 

local workstation: the mobile phone receives a small client app 

that downloads the required resources when invoked.

As of this writing, deploying a React Native 

application to a smartphone can best be 

described as an exercise in frustration. This is due 

to a variety of problems related to idiosyncrasies in 

the toolchain – Googling the individual errors 

tends to lead to solutions.

Nevertheless, the ‘ripeness’ degree of React 

Native cannot be compared to the one of 

NativeScript. Deploying applications based on 

React Native is and remains a gamble so do keep 

this in mind,

USE A MAC!
Facebook considers 
Linux and Windows 
second-class target 

platforms. Developers 
who want to use React 
Native should evaluate 
the purchase of a Mac 

OS X workstation.

PRO

CON
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Web skills for web apps

THE CROSS-PLATFORM OPTION
.NET AND QT ARE READY AND WAITING TO 
SAVE YOU TIME

Microsoft’s .net framework and its open source sibling Mono work via 

a common runtime language (CIL) run on various platforms. As long 

as the runtime environment and supporting services are available, 

apps can be ported with ease.

BEWARE THE GUI
In practice, this architecture leads to problems. Microsoft’s GUI stacks 

are not available for other OSs: this means that developers need to 

maintain multiple versions of the presentation part of their codebase.

GO THE OTHER WAY
C++ is the language of computing: a compiler is available for all 

platforms. Qt is a batch of libraries along with supporting tools – if the 

toolchain is ported to a target platform, apps can be recompiled with 

minimal e� ort. The main benefit of Qt is that its usage results in 

completely native programs run at an amazing speed level. Native 

APIs can be accessed with minimal e� ort by simply embedding code 

into your existing C++ file. This is made possible due to the native 

toolchain: once Qt’s moc tool has done its magic, the code looks like 

a native app written with the C++ SDK of the relevant platform.

Annette 
Bosbach
Coordinating Officer,
Tamoggemon.com

“Recruiting 
web-experienced 
developers is very 
simple. Foregoing 
more complex 
solutions such as 
Qt or native 
development 
widens the 
candidate pool 
and provides 
more negotiation 
for the company 
concerned.”

BEING DEVELOPED BY TELERIK, 
NATIVESCRIPT IS A PRODUCT TO WATCH

Made by Telerik, NativeScript is a combination of a JavaScript 

runtime, a GUI stack, an abstraction layer and a set of bindings 

which permit the JavaScript code e� ortless access to the native 

operating system’s API.

Even though NativeScript can also be used with a command-

line development interface, getting started is best accomplished 

via the Telerik platform which is o� ered for a free 

trial via telerik.com/platform#overview. Next, 

start a new NativeScript project via the Apps tab.

Change into the Code tab in order to open 

homeview.xml. Its structure looks like the one 

shown in the code on FileSilo – experienced XML 

heads will find relatively little out of the ordinary.

The Telerik platform has recently seen 

significant extensions: changes in the WYSIWYG 

part of the app propagate to the code. These 

changes can be accomplished by declaring 

NATIVESCRIPT

editor-owned islands of code – if you change something outside of 

the CUSTOM_CODE segments though, then all kinds of weird 

issues will occur.

Event handlers can be declared as normal functions. At 

runtime, the GUI stack searches the content of the exports object; 

if the corresponding function cannot be found, an error is raised.

HOW TO DEBUG?

Sending code to the phone is accomplished via a 

deployment assistant dedicated to the Telerik 

platform. The process works by scanning a QR 

code provided by the web browser – scanning it 

with your phone’s camera connects the handset 

to the currently opened project. 

After that, the content refreshes can be handled 

via an on-screen notification – this is definitely one 

of the more comfortable debugging solutions.

NOTE CHANGES
Telerik’s developer 

team has shown itself 
very willing to make 
breaking changes: 

staying on the sideline 
until the dust settles 

might be a more 
sensible approach.

 NativeScript separates XML and JS elements into 
separate file group.

 Using React Native with Telerik’s recommended 
online IDE is a relatively pricey option.

PRO

CON
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WHAT DOES NATIVE OFFER?

EASY DEBUGS
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As platform vendors want to entice developers to work for their OS, 

provided IDEs tend to be top notch. Also most platform vendors tend 

to favour native apps to web-based ones. When trying to get the 

all-important featured app store spaces, working with native IDE tends 

to give you a head start.

TIME-CONSUMING CODING
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Targeting the four most widely used mobile platforms means that 

each and every feature needs to be written four times – as time goes 

by, the hours used tend to add up.

STAYING NATIVE WITH THE BIG OPERATING 
SYSTEMS HAS ITS BENEFITS

Android, iOS and Windows provide developers with native APIs. Apple’s 

UIs are based on Objective-C and/or Swift, while Google does most of its 

work in Java. Developers targeting Windows can choose from a variety of 

languages via the Universal Windows Platform.
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APP SHOWCASE
BROWSERQUEST
phonegap.com/app/browserquest

--------------------------------------------------------------------

This Windows Phone-based 2D game shows 

that PhoneGap can also be used to create 

nonbusiness applications.

SWORKIT
phonegap.com/app/sworkit

--------------------------------------------------------------------

The number-one competitor to Christian Kaar’s 

Runtastic harnesses the power of PhoneGap in 

order to reduce development efforts.

SNOWBUDDY
phonegap.com/app/snowbuddy

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Take one look at Snowbuddy, and convince 

yourself that svelte-looking applications can 

also be created without native code.

LOGITECH SQUEEZEBOX 
CONTROLLER
phonegap.com/app/logitech-

squeezebox%E2%84%A2-controller-2

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Harness the power of TCP/IP to take control of 

external hardware. This application controls 

Logitech’s SqueezeBox modules.

BIT TIMER
phonegap.com/app/bit-timer

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Bit Timer uses PhoneGap’s audio abstraction 

layer to the max.

 __________________________________________________________

THE WEB OPTION: 
PHONEGAP
PHONEGAP IS A MODERN CLASSIC: IT 
ENABLES WEB DESIGNERS TO CREATE 
APPS WITH MINIMAL EFFORT

If there is one product that can be credited with defining 

the cross-platform market, it most definitely is PhoneGap. 

Qt most definitely was on the market for much longer, 

while other companies might have shown technologies 

similar to the ones used by Nitobi in a small scale. 

PhoneGap changed all of that – it made the 

cross-platform development of mobile applications cool.

HOW IT WORKS

Mobile operating systems provided embeddable 

WebView controls to developers and initially, their role 

was limited to displaying HTML content which might pop 

up in an email, an instant chat conversation or in a help 

file. As time went by, these WebViews were expanded 

with possibilities to dispatch events and attributes to 

native code. A small startup called Nitobi combined a 

full-screen WebView with a set of abstraction classes for 

commonly used hardware features and a resource 

packaging solution – PhoneGap was born.

APACHE AND ADOBE TO THE RESCUE

PhoneGap’s tremendous success led to a lot of interest 

from commercial and noncommercial users. Finally, 

Adobe and Apache teamed up on the product: the latter 

handles the development of the product core and this 

was known as Cordova. 

The original trademark PhoneGap is owned by Adobe 

and refers to a combination of Cordova with a set of 

proprietary tools, such as a build server which permits 

the creation of native builds without installing the 

relevant SDKs on your machine. This is especially helpful 

if you don’t have a Mac or a Windows machine: both 

Windows Phone and iOS require the 

presence of the corresponding host 

operating system.

HOW TO CODE WITH PHONEGAP

Developers coming from native apps 

need to rethink their entire approach to 

the development process as a 

PhoneGap app is a webpage displayed 

in a dedicated browser. Thus, design 

patterns from the world of single-page 

applications must be used – stop 

PhoneGap is really easy to learn: if you 
can do JavaScript, you can use this too.

Though native-looking GUI stacks do a 
great job, controls are not truly native. 

PRO

CON

thinking about forms and start thinking about segments 

of HTML code instead.

Just like when working on a normal website, deploying 

frameworks is a helpful measure. JQuery should be 

considered a must-have, while other libraries such as one 

for data binding make for a nice extra helper.

One very important aspect of PhoneGap development 

involves the use of the device-ready event. It gets 

emitted once the initialisation of the native toolchain is 

ready – invoking PhoneGap-specific APIs before it has 

been fired leads to undefined behaviour.

document.addEventListener(‘deviceready’, this.

onDeviceReady, false);

Applications are usually deployed via an utility known 

as the PhoneGap CLI. It is a command-line-based 

application which handles the dispatching of an app to a 

phone – getting used to its idiosyncrasies is sensible as it 

accelerates your development work greatly.

WHERE’S THE GUI

Developers just getting started with PhoneGap will often 

ask themselves where the user interface stack is – the 

only correct answer to this question is that there isn’t 

actually any. Instead, developers are to populate the 

HTML part of their application with whatever they see fit: 

in theory, your GUI stack can be made up of custom CSS 

and bitmap images.

When working on real projects, deploying one of the 

various JavaScript GUI systems is a 

better alternative. JQuery’s jQuery 

Mobile can be considered a classic – its 

widgets might not look very native, but 

they have achieved recognisability 

thanks in part to their extremely 

widespread usage.

JQuery Mobile websites create a 

page consisting of two pages being 

deployed in an SPA-like fashion.

<body> 

<!-- Start of first page -->

A LITTLE SLOW...
Be aware that 
PhoneGap’s 

performance is not 
particularly high: heavy 

lifting such as the 
processing of pictures 
is better delegated to a 

native module.
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<div data-role=”page” id=”foo”>

<div data-role=”header”>

<h1>Foo</h1>

</div><!-- /header -->

<div data-role=”content”> 

<p>View internal page called <a 

href=”#bar”>bar</a></p> 

</div><!-- /content -->

<div data-role=”footer”>

<h4>Page Footer</h4>

</div><!-- /footer -->

</div><!-- /page -->

…

If native looks are required, deploying Telerik’s Kendo 

UI is an attractive alternative. The relatively pricey GUI 

stack takes great pride in the design of its widgets – 

running an app on various operating systems leads to 

visually distinct appearances.

NATIVE PLUG-INS AND MORE

Another pro-PhoneGap argument is the presence of the 

above-mentioned abstraction layer. It makes accessing 

various native features of the phone’s hardware easy – 

snapping a picture can be accomplished like this:

navigator.camera.getPicture(onSuccess, onFail, 

{ quality: 50,

destinationType: Camera.DestinationType.FILE_

URI });

function onSuccess(imageURI) {

var image = document.getElementById(‘myImage’);

image.src = imageURI;}

function onFail(message) {

alert(‘Failed because: ‘ + message);}

Should a problem exceed the possibilities of the 

abstraction layers already found in PhoneGap, 

developers can extend the product with native plugins. 

They provide a relatively simple API permitting you to 

access native APIs from JavaScript – just be aware that 

an application which consists of native plugins and a bit 

of JavaScript often would fare better as a native app.

INSTALL PHONEGAP 
INSTALL THE CLI
Using the PhoneGap CLI requires the presence of 

NPM and git. If these two utilities are already installed, 

These go on to deploy the PhoneGap application with 

a single command. Be aware that a few native 

modules will be compiled in the process – developers 

using a portable computer should plug it in and 

provide some extra energy.

tamhan@tamhan-elitebook:~$ sudo npm install 

-g phonegap@latest

FIX MISSING DEPENDENCIES
In some cases, NPM forgets to deploy some important 

components – this is shown by the throwing of the 

module.js error. It can – usually – be fixed by installing 

the missing module using the instructions shown in 

the code accompanying this step.

tamhan@tamhan-elitebook:~$ sudo phonegap 

help

module.js:340

throw err;

^

Error: Cannot find module ‘bplist-parser’

at Function.Module._resolveFilename (module.

js:338:15)

at Function.Module._load (module.js:280:25)

sudo npm install -g bplist-parser

CREATE AN APPLICATION
Deploying a new application starts out by creating a 

new project skeleton with the phonegap create 

command, which can even take optional parameters 

modifying the generated structure. Be aware that 

PhoneGap CLI requires an active internet connection 

to download the Hello World project’s skeleton.

INSTALL DEPLOYMENT ASSISTANT
Adobe has recently improved the PhoneGap 

developer experience by providing a ‘loading caddy’. It 

is a simple app which obtains the content of a web 

app from a web server, thereby accelerating 

deployment. Install it onto a handset of your choice.

SET UP LOCAL DEPLOYMENT
With that, it’s time to make our code available to the 

application on your handset. This can be 

accomplished by entering the command in the code 

accompanying this step – please be aware that it will 

work only if the phone and workstation are on the 

same local network.

phonegap serve

ADD A PLATFORM
By default, a newly created PhoneGap project does 

not contain the resources necessary for a stand-alone 

compilation process. This problem can be remedied 

via the platform add tool, which takes a single 

parameter describing the operating system that is to 

be added to the folder.

PHONEGAP ALTERNATIVES
IF PHONEGAP ITSELF IS NOT ENOUGH, THEN TRY SOMETHING ELSE

First of all: be painfully aware that many, if not most 

of the products gracing this list, tend to use 

PhoneGap internally in one way or another. Sencha 

Touch is one interesting alternative – it combines 

PhoneGap’s runners with a high-quality GUI stack, 

thereby simplifying the creation of attractive-

looking applications. By and large, Ionic takes a 

similar approach in that it bundles up a group of 

interesting libraries along with an alternative 

command-line deployment utility. 

For example, a button can be created with code 

similar to this snippet:

<button class=”button button-stable”>

button-stable

</button>

Using an alternative framework is not necessarily 

a sensible move: Ionic, Appcelerator et al have 

significantly lower market shares than vanilla 

PhoneGap and/or Cordova. This means that getting 

help can be harder if a problem arises.
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THE CROSS-PLATFORM 
OPTION: QT
LINUX DEVELOPERS KNOW ALL 
ABOUT QT, BUT IF YOU’VE NEVER 
HEARD OF IT BEFORE THEN READ ON

Qt can be considered a staple of Linux development: 

the entire KDE desktop is based on this proven and 

well-established technology. Qt’s dominance was shaken 

up when the smartphone giant Nokia acquired the 

product to try to unify its then-confusing OS landscape.

Native C++ toolchain greatly simplifies 
embedding of native APIs.

Steep learning curve as you need to 
know two languages and two GUI stacks.

PRO

CON

A SOLID ARCHITECTURE SOLVES MANY PROBLEMS

Qt’s core tenet is its three-staged build pipeline. The first 

step to the build will involve the use 

of a tool called qmake, and this will 

analyse the PRO files describing the 

structure and the contents of the 

artefact to be built. It will then output 

a set of makefiles, which will make it 

all understandable for the native C++ 

toolchain of the target platform.

In the next step, a utility called moc 

is run. Its job is the translation of 

Qt-specific constructs into general, 

standard-conforming C++. Finally, 

these transpiled files are passed into 

the actual compiler, which compiles 

them like any other native application.

MULTIHEADED DEVELOPMENT

Qt is made up of a group of modules 

providing a variety of features, and 

this ranges from things like networking to database 

access layers. 

Traditionally, the user interface was provided by a GUI 

stack called QtGUI – and this stack was best known for 

its ability to be able to adapt to changing screen 

resolutions very quickly.

Sadly, its desktop-centric widgets did not work well on 

mobile phones. Due to this reason, and also due to 

pressures from the increasing number of web-based 

apps running on iPhone and other popular 

smartphones, Nokia decided to invest into a technology 

called QML instead. 

The Qt markup language is a mixture between 

JavaScript and JSON, which permits the creation of user 

interfaces by using a set of graphical building blocks. 

Their relatively easy structure makes porting easy – 

complete GUIs can be created by simply combining 

them together.

Keyframe animations were built into the product from 

day one. This led to a highly e� ective facility for creating 

animations: if you want an element to 

change shape when touched, then 

adding in an extra one or two lines of 

code is all it takes.

CONTROL CHAOS

The building block-based approach can 

lead to a variety of problems for 

developers though. Creating an 

attractive-looking user interface is made 

more complex by the large variety of 

available control libraries. 

You should take care when choosing a 

control suite to deploy: some QML ports 

don’t support the building blocks 

required for some GUI stacks. Jolla’s 

SailFish is a bad example as it doesn’t 

support most layout classes, whereas 

Android and iOS are good examples.

SPAWN A 
SECOND 
WINDOW

Qt Creator is, by 
default, more 

monolithic than other 
IDEs such as Eclipse. It 
supports multimonitor 

editing only in that 
editors can be 

spawned out into 
separate windows via 

the ‘Open in new 
window’ option.

GETTING STARTED WITH QT
The following tutorial steps will walk you through 

the creation of a program, which combines a 

QML-based user interface with a backend based in 

C++. These steps will show the passing around of 

signals and also shows some basic QML coding. 

Devs who have mastered and understood this can 

work on more complex projects, drawing analog 

conclusions from the already acquired knowledge.

QT CAN BE CONFUSING AT FIRST GLANCE, SO LEARN ABOUT ALL THE BASICS 
WITH THIS STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE 

1) INSTALL QT CREATOR
The first step to Qt bliss is the downloading of the IDE. 

Visit qt.io/download-open-source to obtain an online 

installer which allows you to fetch required 

components from Digia’s servers as they are needed. 

Make sure to install at least a recent version of Qt for the 

desktop – we will do our experiments on desktop 

operating systems.

2) CREATE A PROJECT
Qt Creator o� ers a variety of project skeletons: we will get 

started with Application Qt Quick Application. When the 

project skeleton is done, the file main.qml will be opened. 

Its code, which accompanies this step and the full code 

for this feature on FileSilo, creates a Window containing a 

label and a MouseArea which takes click events.

3) LONG AND RECTANGLE!
GoRemy’s Classic can also be applied to QML. Let us 

start out working with it by modifying the content of 

main.qml to create a button-like trinket floating in the 

middle of the screen. The structure for this button is 

actually quite simple: we create two rectangles inside of 

one another, and we then assign them a few properties 

to make the element look better.

4) MAKE IT WIGGLE!
PropertyAnimation will enable you to create animations 

which can be triggered on demand: their execution is 

then delegated to the framework. 

The properties and the attributes will also enable you 

to assign the target conditions – in our case, these 

conditions will involve the colour of the inner part of the 

element being changed as and when the mouse is 

pressed and released.
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Web skills for web apps

HOW HTML & QT WORK TOGETHER
QML IS ALMOST A WARPED VERSION OF JSON AND 
JAVASCRIPT, FIND OUT HOW TO USE IT

This concept is best explained via a button analogy 

made up of two rectangles inside one another: the top 

rectangle is assigned an ID property in order to make it 

accessible to other QML components.

Look at the width and height properties of the inner 

rectangle to find one important attribute of the 

framework: properties can be made up of constants or 

of computed values which are computed at runtime 

from other properties:

import QtQuick 1.1

Rectangle {

width: 400

height: 200

color: “darkgrey”

radius: 20

id: mRect

Rectangle

{

x: 2

y: 2

color: “lightgrey”

width: mRect.width-4

height: mRect.height -4

radius: 20

} }

WHERE IS THE JAVASCRIPT?

Computed properties show but a 

small part of the power of QML. Its 

main strength involves the use of 

JavaScript as a runtime language: 

small-scale event handling can be 

handled via embedded JS code:

Rectangle {

id: rect

width: 100; height: 100

MouseArea {

anchors.fill: parent

onClicked: {

rect.color = Qt.rgba(Math.random(), Math.

random(), Math.random(), 1);

} } }

This example is interesting as it shows the direct 

embedding of JavaScript: the onClicked property of the 

MouseArea is provided with a bit of code to be run as an 

event occurs. Developers can also embed functions 

directly, which can be invoked from embedded handlers.

ADVANCED CODE REQUIRES C++

JavaScript tends to hit limits as code complexity rises. Qt 

will enable you to mitigate this problem via C++ 

embedding: QML elements are first-class 

members of the signal and slot system 

powering Qt.

This means that events can be sent 

into the C++ code to be handled there. 

Well-designed application logic can be 

connected to a newly designed QML 

code with minimal e�ort, invoking 

complex events where the results are 

then displayed in the user interface.

Small events must be handled under 

JavaScript at all expense – if you find 

yourself passing along a lot of data, then 

your application structure is most likely to 

have been messed up.

DESIGN WITH 
PHOTOSHOP

QML-based user 
interfaces contain a lot 

of bitmaps. Digia 
provides exporter 

utilities which permit 
you to transform 

multilayer images into 
forms that can be 
loaded into QML.

5) EMIT AN EVENT
QML classes are a first-class member of the signal-slot-

system which defines Qt. Exposing events to C++ code is 

best accomplished by declaring a signal and this can be 

invoked from the JavaScript part of the code if the event 

is to be raised. 

Parameters should be declared as var to simplify the 

implementation on the C++ side.

6) ADD A HANDLER OBJECT
Signals need to be connected to slots. The above-

mentioned structure of Qt is critical to this step in that 

slots should be in QObject-derived classes – as our 

project skeleton currently does not contain such a class, 

we can start out by declaring a header file with the 

content shown in the code that accompanies this step 

on FileSilo.

7) ADD A METHOD BODY
Implementing the required code is as easy as creating 

a method body with a name corresponding to the one 

used in the header file. Our method limits itself to 

emitting some information into the debugger console.

8) WIRE STUFF UP
With that, its time to connect the signal in the QML file 

to the C++ slot. This is best accomplished right inside 

the main() function that handles program startup.

9) RUN YOUR APP
Finally, run the application by clicking the Play or the 

Debug buttons at the bottom-left corner of the screen. 

The button on top of the sector opens a window that 

permits you to select the build configuration and the 

target configuration of your project.

RESOURCES
QT DOCUMENTATION
doc.qt.io

--------------------------------------------------------------------

The best way to learn about creating with Qt 

involves actually reading the main source of 

information. Visit the Qt Documentation portal 

in order to get loads of information right from 

Digia’s experts – if you are interested in a topic, 

the official documentation of the framework is 

the place to be.

QT EXAMPLES
doc.qt.io/qt-5/qtexamplesandtutorials.html

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Some people prefer to learn by looking at 

working examples. Digia provides a large batch 

of more or less complex programs 

demonstrating a large variety of aspects 

related to the framework: if you want to see 

one of the APIs in action, why not download an 

official example?

ANDROID KICK-OFF 
RESOURCE
doc.qt.io/qt-5/androidgs.html

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Android development requires a batch of extra 

resources. Digia provides a nice step-by-step 

guide which instructs you of the downloading 

the relevant components – getting started 

could not be easier than that.

ANDROID EXAMPLES
doc.qt.io/qt-5/examples-android.html

--------------------------------------------------------------------

This part of the Digia documentation provides 

some excellent Android demos to be inspired 

by. It contains a batch of mobile-optimised 

applications for you to take a look at and these 

are all ready and waiting to be let loose on your 

handset of choice.
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RUBY ON RAILS EXPERTS LEO ALLEN AND SAM MORGAN REVEAL A COLLECTION OF 
MUST-KNOW TECHNIQUES FOR POWERING UP YOUR PROJECTS

15 EXPERT TIPS
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Back in the days of Rails 3, you could get a swift overview 

of your models and their attributes by checking the /app/

models directory. But this is no more the case: as of Rails 

4, much of the model logic has been refactored to 

elsewhere in the system. 

To best keep an eye on the model development, you 

should have the /db/schema.rb permanently at hand: not 

only will this provide you with an insight into the 

application’s developing structure, you will also be able to 

keep an eye on your database relations at the same time. 

Database-driven development may be dead, but it’s not a 

bad idea to take a hint from your schema.rb when you 

might need to extract a class.

The schema.rb will update on-disk every migration, 

too: so there’s no need for you to reload the file. It’s a 

great on-going reference as to the current state of your 

model layer.

USE SPRING TO SPEED 
UP YOUR WORKFLOW
One of the complaints that can often be 

heard about Rails is how slow it can be to work with 

– you’ll notice whenever you run a rake or rails 

command such as rake db:migrate or rails server 

there is a delay of a few seconds before the 

command is run. 

Fortunately Spring, a RubyGem that now comes 

bundled by default with Rails, solves this speed 

problem for us. It creates special versions of the rake 

and rails commands stored in our bin directory, 

which can be run by typing bin/rails or bin/rake from 

the command line. The first time that you run these 

commands you won’t notice any speed di� erence, 

but every subsequent run will be almost instant. This 

is because Spring caches your entire Rails 

application in-memory, avoiding the main cause of 

those frustrating delays. 

RAKE ROUTES
One of the most useful commands – 

particulary for debugging – is bin/rake routes. 

When you first encounter a new Rails project, or you are 

lost about how everything in your current Rails project 

fits together, running this will give you an immediate 

overview of the di� erent URLs in your app, all the 

controllers and all the actions in your controller. The prefix 

at the beginning of the table lets you know the prefix you 

need to add to the path view helper to get a URL for the 

route in your views – so if the prefix says edit_product, call 

edit_product_path(1) to get back the URL /products/1/edit.

Content management systems enable users to edit 

application data through a user interface (clickable 

buttons, typeable forms and the like). They’re very tough 

to build. Fortunately, open-source engine Rails Admin 

(github.com/sferik/rails_admin) does 90 per cent of the 

work for you. Rails Admin is a decent CMS, that is 

basically free. 

Let’s start by adding rails_admin to your Gemfile. Then 

use bundle install, run ‘rails g rails_admin:install and visit /

admin. All of your data should now be editable through a 

tasty user interface.

Rails Admin is supereasy to configure with 

authentication frameworks such as Devise, so you can 

limit access to administrative users. It comes with an 

initialiser, so you can customise data to be viewable/

editable, and in what format through a really handy 

domain specific language (DSL).

User access
You’ll want to ensure that 
only the right people can 

access your data. Rails 
Admin plugs into Devise 

enabling you to only give 
access to authenticated 

users. If (as is likely) you only 
want to allow access for 

users with certain roles or 
privileges, you can plug Rails 

Admin into CanCanCan, for 
example, and only enable 

those considered admins to 
access these pages.

Flexible CMS
Rails Admin gives you a decent CMS for your app, it only 
requires installing as a Gem and minor setup. Once 
installed, it lets you create, read, view and update data via 
an easy-to-use interface that can connect to relational 
databases and non-relational databases like MongoDB.

Easy data entry
Populating data into your production database can get 
fiddly when adding data to tables with numerous 
columns/relations. With Rails Admin you can quickly 
enter your data into a form and use ‘Save and add 
another’ if you need to create multiple rows.

Read corresponding data
Since Rails Admin uses models to populate its input forms, 
it can read from the model’s relations such as belongs_to 
and has_many, which you’ve defined in your models. It pulls 
in data from the corresponding table, so you can add a 
relation based on title, rather than having to look up its ID.

“ Spring caches 
your entire Rails 
application 
in-memory ”

01

02 03
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“ If you’ve ignored the test folder in your 
Rails apps then you’re failing to take 
advantage of the power of testing ”
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UNDERSTAND HOW THE MODEL-VIEW-
CONTROLLER (MVC) WORKS

You are probably already aware that Rails is 

a model-view-controller (MVC) framework, 

but it is important that you get a decent 

grasp of this concept and understand why 

this type of framework is absolutely essential 

for a Rails applications. 

Essentially, the idea of it came about as a way of 

moving beyond the mess that applications become 

when everything is lumped together – epitomised in web 

applications by PHP websites built in the bad old days 

with code for fetching data from a database embedded 

right within the HTML. This entire process was a 

complete mess and near impossible to understand or 

debug as your website grew and became more complex 

in nature.

MVC is a software architectural pattern that takes a far 

more elegant approach, and is what the structure of Rails 

is based on. Applied to websites, it splits views (the part 

that generates the HTML we actually view on the page) 

apart from models (the part that fetches data from a 

database or an API) with controllers existing to pass data 

from models to the view.

This process makes building dynamic websites much 

more manageable, but even when writing our models, 

views, and controllers in Rails, we have to remain vigilant 

to stop mess appearing in our code. 

Always ensure that you are reviewing your code, and 

ensure that you are keeping in mind which part of your 

application goes first. For example, you should only have 

HTML and things relating to generating that HTML in 

your views, your models should contain your logic for 

fetching and saving your database away from your 

database, and your controllers should have as little logic 

as possible in them as they act only as a ‘dumb waiter’ 

taking information from your models and passing them 

to your views. 

For example, if you notice too much logic creeping 

into your controllers, move them into the model where 

they belong, or even create your own Ruby objects for 

handling your logic and put them in your lib folder.

As the diagram 
indicates, in the MVC 
pattern the user 
uses a controller to 
manipulate a model, 
which in turn 
updates the view 
which is presented 
back to the user

One of the most important techniques in 

software development is of test-driven 

development (TDD). If you’ve ignored the test 

folder in your Rails apps then you’re failing to take 

advantage of the power of testing. When working in 

software development, you’ll probably have noticed how 

what slows you down the most is bugs. You can race 

through building almost an entire feature, and spend 

hours trying to track down the one bug you need to get 

the feature working. Studies have proven that writing 

automated tests leads to bugs being caught earlier and 

with a greater regularity. Though tests seem like they can 

slow you down when you want to move quickly, often the 

time lost writing them is more than made up for in the 

time saved hunting for bugs. Test-driven development is 

a way of writing code that takes advantage of these 

benefits, whilst ensuring we don’t avoid writing tests for 

our code by forgetting to write tests. It encourages us to 

write our tests – whether they’re feature tests that 

simulate a user interacting with our application in the 

browser, or unit tests that test smaller chunks of our 

application in isolation – before we write any code. We 

write the test, run it to ensure it fails, then write just 

enough code to make it pass.

Writing tests makes your application more 
stable and improves the design and quality of 
the code you write. Above is an example unit 
test from a Rails application

USING RSPEC 
INSTEAD OF 
DEFAULT TESTING 

Rails’ built-in testing framework 

(ActiveSupport::TestCase) lacks decent formatting, 

and comes with a fairly basic set of assertions. We 

prefer RSpec, the behaviour-driven testing 

framework for Ruby. To generate a Rails app using 

RSpec instead of ActiveSupport, create the app 

using rails new -T. This initialises the app without a 

testing framework. Add rspec-rails to your Gemfile 

(in the test/development group) and bundle install. 

Then run ‘rails generate rspec:install’ from the 

command line. RSpec now lives in /specs, and you 

can run your RSpec tests using rspec.

USE SCOPES
Often when querying the database, you will 

find yourself needing to chain a number of 

ActiveRecord commands together to build up your 

query. However, not only can this look messy, it’s often 

hard to tell what you are trying to do with your query. 

Scopes enable us to instead write our queries inside of 

the model, tidying up our code and clearly labelling 

what we are trying to do, such as:

class Shirt < ActiveRecord::Base

scope :dry_clean_only, -> { joins(:washing_

instructions).where(‘washing_instructions.

dry_clean_only = ?’, true) }

This enables us to call Shirt.dry_clean_only to get rails to 

generate the query above in a cleaner way.

07

05

08

06 TEST YOUR APPLICATION
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KEEP AN EYE ON 
YOUR DOMAIN 
MODEL, VISUALLY

Want an overview of your current domain model? 

Schema.rb is your friend – it gives you a great 

picture of your data structure. Add rails-erd to your 

Gemfile (in the development or test environments, 

then bundle install it. Install Graphviz so you can 

generate the graphs: using brew with ‘brew install 

graphviz’. Run ‘bundle exec erd’ from the command 

line. An entity relationship PDF (erd.pdf) is now 

sitting in the root of the project. Let’s watch our 

Ruby files with Filewatcher, and update our erd.pdf 

every time something changes. Add filewatcher to 

your Gemfile (put it in test or development, since we 

don’t need it in production). Use bundle install and 

on the command line, run ‘filewatcher “**/*.rb” 

“bundle exec erd”’.Every time you 

generate something new, it’ll update 

your ERD diagram. You could ask 

it to generate in a folder shared 

with your client (like a Dropbox 

folder), so they can watch you 

build out their app in real-time.

PRECOMPILE 
ASSETS
Chasing down a 

production asset bug in development? Well you can 

view production-type assets by precompiling the 

contents of your /app/assets directory to the /public/

assets directory so you can snake around them in a 

text editor. Put ‘RAILS_ENV=production bundle exec 

rake assets:precompile’ in the root of your project. 

Then navigate to /public/assets and your 

production-compiled assets will be there. Notice the 

long string after the asset name? That’s called a 

digest, and it di� erentiates between asset sets. When 

you update your app, it doesn’t ditch the old set of 

assets – they’re kept, and an updated group (along 

with an updated digest) is pushed to the /public folder. 

Simultaneously, helper methods, eg javascript_

include_tag, append the new digest to any files that 

they have referenced – updating your users’ asset files 

in one swoop. If you’re using Sprockets, the above 

command will also generate a .sprockets-manifest file, 

it gives your app explicit guidance as to which 

uncompiled asset matches which compiled one.

MODEL IN 
LIB, DATA 

ACCESS IN 
APP/MODELS 
It’s awfully tempting to make all your model classes 

via generators. That is: when you need to add a new 

feature, make a new table, generate a new model and 

pop in some convenience methods. This is a recipe 

for pain: in no time at all, your models will grow out of 

all proportion, filled with both ActiveRecord cruft and 

more model-type methods. So what’s the solution? 

Start by building a Plain Old Ruby Object (PORO) in 

lib with the same name as the intended model name, 

and keep the contents of app/models as a 

collection of data access objects, known as 

DAOs. DAOs are mainly responsible for 

reading from and writing to a data 

store. That is you can feel free to use 

models for data persistence, but 

make sure that that is the very last 

step in your design process.

Lib is very easy to ignore in Rails 

apps because it sits outside the app 

folder proper. But really, it’s a great place 

for isolating more complicated logic for 

your app. First you can hand-build a class in lib, 

with methods that describe what you want to do. 

Then you can refactor to find the smallest thing. 

Nothing is permanent here, nothing needs rolling 

back: you can tease out smaller and smaller classes 

in relative safety.

In other words, you are modelling the domain. In 

lib. Once you’re content with your class structure, run 

model generators to create ActiveRecord models in 

app/models. These models should do nothing more 

than contain the methods which communicate with 

the database that you call from the objects that 

you’ve built in lib.

It might seem strange to have your models 

declared in two places, but what you’re practising 

here is a separation of concerns. Database 

communication should really be separate from 

application-level behaviour, because you might need 

to change databases during a project. If your model 

layer and DAOs are joined in a single class, you’ll have 

a much harder time tying a new data storage layer to 

your application.

Test-driving this process is utterly necessary – as 

your classes are now distributed across multiple files 

(and multiple directories!) you need to verify their 

behaviour at every step of development. Your tests, 

which also act as thorough documentation for all the 

classes in your application, will quickly show up any 

bugs developing across multiple files, and guide you 

as to where you need to focus your debugging 

attention when fixing problems.

Rails is bundled with a powerful set of 

internationalisation tools. People often neglect this part 

of Rails, putting all of their language-specific code 

directly into their views on the assumption that they’re 

never going to translate their app. In reality, Rail’s 

internationalisation features are not just for when you 

need to serve your website in multiple languages. 

They also let you keep content-specific parts of your 

app in one place, making it easy to hand o�  content 

generation to non-technical members of your team.

USE SECRETS.YML
Working with API keys, passwords and 

other such sensitive data means you’ve got 

to keep it secret. Fortunately, since Rails 4.1, Rails has 

provided a built-in way to keep secrets safe. Enter the 

secrets.yml file. If you’ve used similar key-hiding 

libraries – such as Dotenv – you’ll be right at home. 

The contents of secrets.yml are serialised to a 

globally accessible ENV hash, so you can hide stu�  

like this: ‘my_secret_key = “$123enjoymysecrets!”’ in 

this sort of manner: ‘my_secret_key = ENV[‘MY_

SECRET_KEY’]’. Just remember to add the secrets.yml 

file to your .gitignore if you’re committing things to 

public repositories – otherwise you’ll leave all your 

secret data out in the open.

EVEN IF YOU’RE NOT 
PLANNING ON 
TRANSLATING, UTILISE 

INTERNATIONALISATION

Here we’re declaring an ActiveRecord model with a 
data-retrieval scope (lower pane), and reopening it in a 
convenience method above, in lib

View the 
domain model

You can read a data structure, 

and then you can convert it to a 

conventional entity-relationship 

diagram by making use of 

Schema.rb.
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“ Helper methods 
append the new 
digest to any files 
that they have 
referenced ”
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Database migrations essentially act as a 

commit history for your database. There 

are quite a few ways to interact with them, and most 

of these are handled via rake db. The top ones are 

rake db:migrate, rake db:rollback, rake db:create, 

rake db:drop, rake db:schema:load, rake db:setup 

and rake db:reset

UNDERSTANDING RAKE DB TASKS
Let’s break them down. Migrate looks inside your 

db/migrate directory for any migration files (that is, 

classes that inherit from ActiveRecord::Migration), 

and runs them. Rollback does the opposite, one step 

at a time: it undoes your last migration. Create 

manufactures databases using information from 

config/database.yml, and drop removes databases 

with names indicated in that file. Schema:load looks 

for db/schema.rb file, and creates tables according 

to the schema there. Setup runs create, schema:load, 

and seed together (seed will execute any code in the 

db/seeds.rb file, which can be used to populate an 

empty database with seed data). Finally, reset runs 

drop followed by setup. Simple!

14

Adjusting a product name or user email in the database 

does not require you to implement a fully featured user 

interface (even if you do make use of the remarkable 

Rails Admin). 

Likewise, you also don’t really need to jump into your 

database language of choice (like SQL) to modify the 

contents of the database column directly. You can use 

rails console to do it instead.

Start o�  the rails console with bin/rails console (or 

you can use bin/rails c if you’re supere� icient). Your 

entire set of models should now be available. This is irb 

(or pry), but with your whole app already loaded.

As an example to help you understand rails console, 

let’s change a name on one of our Makers Academy 

Cohorts and take a look at how we have done this in 

the image and annotations below.

PLAY WITH 
YOUR DATA 

VIA THE RAILS 
CONSOLE

15

Look at data 
from your app

 if you want to play with or 

analyse data from your Rails 

application, but you don’t want to 

risk modifying anything, you can 

run ‘bin/rails console 

--sandbox’ instead.

Time saver
Don’t forget to start 
up your console 
using bin/rails c 
rather than just rails 
c so you can take 
advantage of Spring 
and the quicker 
boot-up time this will 
give you. Although it 
only saves a few 
seconds, this can 
quickly add up when 
you’re using the 
console regularly.

Auto updates
Here we’re loading 
the last Cohort 
model into the 
console, and then on 
subsequent lines 
changing the name 
to ‘Test Team 2016’ 
and saving it back in 
the database. By 
doing this in the 
console, we can let 
Rails handle the 
updating of the 
database for us.

Easy debugs
We don’t have to 
worry about SQL, 
but the console 
prints out SQL that 
Rails generated for 
us. This is useful 
when debugging – if 
we have a tricky 
database issue, 
taking that SQL and 
running it against a 
database to see what 
returns can enable 
quick solutions.

Featureful pry
Pry is like IRB but 
completely 
customisable, with a 
stackload of extra 
features available out 
of the box. If you add 
pry-rails Gem to the 
development group in 
your Gemfile, Rails will 
automatically use Pry 
instead of IRB in the 
Rails console.

Distinguishable code
Pry provides colour in the output of the Rails console. This 
provides the same use as syntax highlighting does – by showing 
di� erent parts of the console with di� erent colours you can 
quickly see what’s going on.
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THE COOLEST KIT TECH TEARDOWNS HOW TO GUIDESBUYING ADVICE

EXPLORE THE TECH INSIDE
w w w . g a d g e t d a i l y . x y z

SCIENCE EXPLAINED

Siphon R-Evolution

£70 | $65
moleculargastronomy.com

A full do-it-yourself kit aimed 
at any would-be culinary 
whipper. It comes with various 
whipping agents, so you can 

start experimenting with airs 
and foams of your own 

the second it arrives.

HOW DOES FOAM WORK?

Without an emulsifier added to the mixture, 
air and water just won’t mix – there is 
nothing between the particles that will 
enable them to bind
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Use Webpack to bundle up a client-side app and all of its 
dependencies into one nice, asynchronously deliverable package

Bundle your web 
apps with Webpack, 

Babel and NPM
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eb apps are more powerful than 

ever. Thanks to all of the wonderful 

web APIs we have access to, the list of 

things that a native app can do and 

that a web app can’t is getting smaller and smaller. With 

more power comes more complex code and 

dependencies. Entire apps are being written and 

delivered to the client-side with JavaScript, now that we 

can do so much, it can be hard to keep our code from 

getting too complex to maintain or even understand. 

Naturally, developers can take steps to reduce the 

complexity and load of their code by creating tools like 

Browserify, gulp, Bower and others to enable us to create 

modular apps that can be built and deployed for a 

production environment. 

Webpack is the newest of these module bundlers. 

Unlike its slightly older brethren, it enables the 

synchronous and asynchronous require of modules, and 

enables us to require and read static assets as we need 

them. In this tutorial, we’re going to create a real-time 

Markdown-to-text parser and deliver with Webpack.

1. Set up directory structure 
Let’s set up the directory structure we’ll be needing for 

this project. Create a new folder for this entire project, and 

inside of the folder create two more ‘src’ and ‘dist’. The 

folder that we’re in now, we’ll refer to as the ‘root’ of your 

project. As for the two folders we’ve just created, src is 

where we’ll write all of the code we’ll want to deploy, and 

dist is where our build process (via NPM, Webpack and 

Babel) will put our built files.

2. Create the simple converter app 
Open up the src folder and create three files: index.html, 

styles.css and index.js. Index.html and styles.css are just 

plain old HTML and CSS files, nothing fancy is going to 

Developer tutorials
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W

Left

Without any JavaScript to make our app do something, 
our markup will still render our simple, but efficient 
Markdown converter design

Top left 

This is how the folders and files should be saved relative 
to your project root. We’re using relative paths when 
bundling, so everything needs to be in its proper place

Top right

This is the basic process Webpack takes when bundling 
our apps, including grabbing assets, handing them to 
loaders, bundling responses and writing files to /dist

Where to get modules
There is no special module repository that we 
install modules from. So long as the module 
you’d like to use is written with common JS, you 
can use any tool or to install it. 

go on with them; index.js will be the file that makes up 

the core of our project. From there we’ll require the 

Showdown module and write the logic to parse 

Markdown input to HTML.

3. Populate index.html 
Our index.html file is a very simple one. We simply have 

two <div>, each we’re calling a ‘pane’ and will take up half 

of the screen. The left pane will be where we type our 

Markdown and the right pane will be where our HTML 

generated from our Markdown will be displayed. Notice 

in the final <script> tag that we’re including bundle.js. This 

is not a file that we’ll ever create, but it is the file that 

Webpack will make for us once we’ve configured it.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang=”en”>

<head>

<link rel=”stylesheet” href=”/styles.css”>

<title>WDM Webpack Markdown</title>

</head>

<body>

<main> 

<div id=”md” class=”pane” 

contenteditable=”true”></div>

<div id=”output” class=”pane”></div>

</main>

<div id=”logo”> <img src=”assets/images/

logo.png” width=”200”/> </div>

<script src=”./bundle.js”></script>

</body>

</html>

4. Grab the other assets 
Now would be a good time to grab the rest of this 

project’s static assets from FileSilo. Simply download the 

ZIP file and extract it into the src folder. There will be a 

styles.css file and an assets folder that will contain an 

image folder. These are the assets that we’ll need to 

make our project look good in addition to working well.

5. Install Webpack
Now it’s time to install Webpack. We’re going to install it 

globally because it’s a little easier to get started with, but 

you can also install Webpack as a project dependency if 

you want to do some scripting with it. To install Webpack 

simply run ‘npm install webpack -g’. The -g is the bit that 

installs Webpack as a global node_module and allows it 

to be invoked from anywhere.
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6. Initialise NPM 
Head back to the root folder of your project and run the 

command npm init (assuming you have Node/NPM 

installed). This will create a package.json file in your folder. 

This isn’t important right now, but we’ll need it later on as 

we’ll be triggering Webpack as part of an NPM script.

7. Install dependencies 
When we install dependencies with NPM, the modules 

installed are usually used with a Node.js app, but that’s 

not what we’re going to be doing here. The 

dependencies we’re about to install are for Webpack and 

for our app. Showdown is a Markdown converter that 

takes Markdown content and returns the corresponding 

HTML, Babel is a JavaScript compiler that takes ES2015 

and turns it into ES5 that can be understood by browsers 

old and new. To install these dependencies (and save 

them in package.json for redeployment on another 

system, perhaps) run the following:

npm i babel-core babel-loader babel-

preset-2015 showdown serve --D

8. Create our app logic
It’s time to start writing the code for our app! Open up 

the src folder and create a new file called ‘index.js’. index.

js is what Webpack looks for when it’s trying to decide 

which file is the main file for our app, that is, which file 

requires and executes all of the other modules and files 

for our project.

9. Add to index.js 
Open index.js for editing and add the following:

‘use strict’;

const showdown = require(‘showdown’);

const converter = new showdown.Converter();

A couple of interesting things are going on here. Notice 

how we’ve not wrapped our code in a closure. It’s 

generally good practice to isolate our code from the 

global scope so there’s less chance of conflicting with 

other code, but Webpack will do this for us. 

10. Require Showdown
In our previous code snippet, With const showdown = 

require(‘showdown’) we include the code from the 

Showdown module for our app. If we were to run this 

code now, it would complain that it has no idea what 

Showdown or require is! If a module has been installed 

and is the the same or a child directory of our Webpack 

configuration file, it will be resolved and required 

accordingly. It may seem a little counterintuitive to write 

code that we know will fail, but the beauty of a bundler is 

that we can usually trust that everything will be there 

come runtime.

11. More for index.js
The code for our real-time markdown converter is very 

simple. Once we have showdown in our project, we 

identify the DOM elements for inputting the Markdown 

and outputting the HTML, add an event listener for 

keypresses in our window and fade out the logo that we 

display when our app first loads. Add the following to 

index.js just after converter.js, these are the handlers that 

will convert our input:

const input = document.getElementById(‘md’);

const output = document.

getElementById(‘output’);

let renderTimeout = undefined;

const logo = document.

getElementById(‘logo’);

function convert(){

output.innerHTML = converter.makeHtml(input.

Top left

Our project is small, so the output from our build process 
is minimal. however, if we constructed a larger project, 
we’d see a great deal more optimisation and compression

Top right 

By running ‘npm run serve’, you can view your project 
locally before sending it out into the world. Here, we can 
see the assets being requested by connected clients

Right

Voila, here’s our lovely bundled app converting Markdown 
into viewable HTML in real-time

Wait for the docs
When we say Webpack is the new kid on the 
block, we aren’t kidding. At the time of reading 
quite a few pieces of documentation are still 
blank pages! But don’t fret, Webpack is such a 
useful and featureful tool that there are dozens 
of examples out there. You’ll most likely find 
what you need if you go looking.
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is where we set all of the configurations options for 

Webpack like where our code is or how we want it to be 

built. Its stucture is not unlike a typical Node.js module. 

To start o� , let’s just configure Webpack to take our 

source code, bundle it and put it somewhere we specify:

module.exports = {

entry: {

app: ‘./src’

},

output: {

path: ‘./dist’,

filename: ‘bundle.js’

}

}

14. Our first build
Let’s pack it up. Right now we have a minimal setup for 

getting Webpack to work, but let’s give it a whirl. In your 

root directory run the command webpack (without the 

backticks). It should complete almost immediately. You 

should see a small text output listing the files Webpack 

packaged (the hidden module is Showdown) and you’ll 

notice there’s a new folder, dist. Open it up and take a 

look at bundle.js

15. ./dist/bundle.js 
Bundle.js is now a Webpacked bundle, it’s ready to go! If 

you include this with our HTML and CSS, it should work 

just fine. If you scroll down just past the first 40 lines of 

our file or so, you’ll see the code we wrote a little bit 

earlier, mostly, all references to modules (Showdown) 

innerText || input.textContent);

}

12. Finish off index.js 
So, when our packaged app runs, we import the 

Showdown module, identify the input and output nodes 

for our Markdown to HTML conversion and then we bind 

an event listener to our input <div> so that it our 

Markdown updates whenever we make a change, before 

finally fading out the app logo after everything has 

loaded. This next code block is the event listener and 

logo fading logic, and it completes index.js.

function addEvents(){

input.addEventListener(‘keydown’, function() 

{

if(renderTimeout !== undefined){

clearTimeout(renderTimeout);  

}

renderTimeout = setTimeout(convert, 200);

}, false);

}

addEvents();

logo.style.opacity = 0;

setTimeout(function(){

logo.parentNode.removeChild(logo);

}, 2000);

13. Configure Webpack
It’s time to start configuring Webpack! In the root of your 

project, you need to create a webpack.config.js file. This 
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have been given a reference in the bundle now instead. If 

you scroll just past our code, you’ll see the beginnings of 

Showdown, everything is together. There’s just one 

teeny-tiny problem. We’ve written our code in ES2015! It 

might not work everywhere (for now), so let’s include 

Babel as part of our Webpack process to make 

everything ES5-friendly.

16. Babel + Webpack
We’ve already installed Babel way back in Step 7, so all 

we need to do now is get it to play nice with Webpack. 

For this, we’ll use something called a loader. A loader is a 

bit of code that takes the source files for our project and 

then changes them in some way as part of the build 

process. If that sounds familiar then good because Babel 

does just that!

17. Add the Babel loader 
To add Babel into this mix, go back to webpack.config.js 

for editing and just after the output object, add the 

following bit of code:

81

Static assets
We’ve successfully 
compiled and bundled 
ES2015 for our Markdown 
web app, but with this, 
we’ve only scratched the 
surface of Webpack’s 
power and utilities. As well 
as bundling modularised 
JavaScript, with the help 
of loaders, Webpack can 
bundled static assets, such 
as CSS, Sass, JSON, 
source-mapping, Base 64 
– even raw file content can 
be included in our bundle? 
But why create this 
monolith? Well, that’s 
simple, by having only the 
one (admittedly large) 
request, we only need to 
make one request to the 
server. This is great, as it 
means we don’t have to 
worry about a large file 
blocking the loading of 
other assets, not to 
mention we don’t have to 
maintain the bundle, 
Webpack does that for us. 
We can just be concerned 
with writing modular code.
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“scripts”: {

“build”: ...,

“serve” : “./node_modules/serve/bin/serve 

dist/”

} 

Then head back to your command line and enter npm 

run serve. Your bundled app should now be viewable at 

http://localhost:3000.

21. Deploy 

Now that our application has been built and is finally 

ready to be shared with the world, it’s time to think about 

deployment. You can use any method for deployment 

that you like (Git, FTP, HTTP Tunnel and so on) to deploy 

your code, all you need to do is take the contents of the 

dist folder and then put them in the root of a public 

facing server.

82
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output: { ...

},

module: {

loaders: [{

test: /\.js?$/,

exclude: /(node_modules|bower_components)/,

loader: ‘babel’,

query: {

presets: [‘es2015’]

},

}]

}

We can use any number of loaders, but we’ll use Babel. 

Our loader is simple, ‘test’ lets us specify a string or 

pattern for the kind of files we want the transformations 

to be applied to, which is all files that end in .js; ‘exclude’ is 

enables us to omit certain directories from Webpack’s 

search for files; the ‘loader’ value is the name for this 

loader; and query makes up the options that we want to 

pass through, which is us telling Babel to use ES2015 to 

compile our code. 

18. Repackage 

Now, if you run the Webpack command again and open 

up bundle.js in dist, you’ll see that our ES2015 has been 

compiled into ES5, now it will work everywhere!

19. Add a script to bundle.js 
So, now we have our bundle being built in the way that 

we want it to. But, after the packaging has finished, our 

bundle.js file sits in the dist folder all by itself. It could use 

some company, so let’s write an NPM script to help keep 

it company. Open up package.json, there should be a 

‘scripts’ value in our object. Modify it so it looks like this: 

“scripts” : {

build” : “rm -rf ./dist && cp -R ./src/ ./

dist && rm ./dist/*.js && webpack”

} 

This script deletes any existing dist folder, copies every 

file from our src folder into a new dist folder, deletes any 

and all JS files that have made it into our dist folder and 

then runs the Webpack command, which adds all of our 

transformed and bundled JavaScript to dist. We now 

have an app that’s ready to go.

20. View our work  
To view our lovely Markdown app, quickly add another 

entry to our NPM scripts object: 

Using Webpack
Whenever a new tool 
comes along, people are 
hesitant to jump straight 
on the bandwagon. Sure, 
there are always the 
enthusiastic few who love 
to prod and interrogate 
new things just for the 
sake of it, but for those of 
us with a deadline, it’s nice 
to know that the tools we 
choose to build and 
optimise our code are 
going to be stable and 
around for a little while. 
So, should we use 
Webpack now? Well, we 
think so. Given the scope 
of what Webpack is trying 
to be and trying to solve, 
it’s no wonder the 
documentation is a little 
sparse, everybody is busy 
writing code! Despite this, 
several large organisations 
with big JavaScript 
codebases have already 
begun to migrate build 
processes and services to 
Webpack. That’s a pretty 
big vote of confidence.
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Use AngularJS, Yeoman and a backend as a service to build an 
asset manager, and understand the use cases 

of services and directives

Build an asset 
management tool
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new front-end JavaScript library seems 

to be released on an almost daily basis, 

making the role of a front-end developer 

an incredibly demanding one. Front-end 

developers are expected to understand the roles of all 

the popular JavaScript libraries, with a deep knowledge of 

where the library performs poorly and outperforms 

others. Whilst a developer needs to have all this 

knowledge, they also need to understand the 

practicalities of a library ensuring that they only use it 

when it’s the best-case scenario.

Libraries such as Ember.js come predefined with an 

opinionated approach on how tasks should be 

completed using the library, Angular however comes 

unopinionated enabling the developer to approach a task 

in the way they seem fit. This can quickly cause 

confusion, so in this tutorial we’re going to follow a 

common pattern using the two main helper components 

of Angular: directives and services.

Directives and services are pieces of functionality that 

can be decoupled from a specific section of an 

application, so that it can be reused wherever they are 

needed. Directives are associated to a DOM element and 

provide logic to this markup – a good example of this 

would be a login pop-up. Services are singleton objects 

that provide an action or logic from anywhere in an 

application for example, all AJAX requests should be 

handled by a service. 

1. Install dependencies 
First thing we need to do is install the dependencies for 

the project, we’re going to be using Yeoman generator 

and Bower to manage all required packages. Create a 

new folder and run these commands in terminal:

npm install --global yo gulp-cli bower

npm install --global generator-webapp

Developer tutorials
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A

Left 

Installing and running through the Yeoman generator 
enables full control over how you start the application, 
speeding up the time taken to get developing

Top left

The Yeoman generator quickly gets the code into a 
position of usage and starts with an example app. Take a 
look at the generators available for your next application

Top right

We’re using Browsersync to run the local server and 
control the environment we’re building in, the interface at 
localhost:3001 provides a GUI to control the environment

Javascript style
The JavaScript used to write Angular apps can 
look confusing at first but it’s just native 
JavaScript wrapped in Angular-named objects. 
You can and should use ES6 features now.

2. Build the base 
Yeoman enables us to quickly kick o�  any type of project, 

with all the libraries and folder setup we like. It uses 

generators and plenty can be found on the Yeoman 

website. Run the Yeoman generator and follow the 

on-screen instructions:

yo webapp

bower install --save angular

3. Run the app 
Along with the gulp tasks included with the Yeoman 

generator we also have Browsersync to launch and run 

the app. Run:

gulp serve

The app is then launched in your favourite browser and 

can be accessed at http://localhost:9000. Browsersync 

includes lots of options that can be configured at http://

localhost:3001.
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4. Plan the structure
It’s good to plan out a project’s structure, In app/scripts 

create new folders with the following structures: 

controllers, directives and services. Any new JavaScript 

files referenced in the index.html need to be placed just 

after this HTML comment:

<!-- build:js scripts/main.js 


5. Bootstrap the app
In main.js we need to initialise the app: 

'use strict';

var app = angular.module('assetMgr', []);

Angular needs a DOM reference to the module that is 

being used, so update index.html to bootstrap assetMgr:

<body ng-app="assetMgr">

6. Use a controller
Angular is based on the popular MVC architecture, so we 

need to create a controller for the main page logic. 

Create a new JavaScript file in app/scripts/controllers 

called ‘mainCtrl.js’:

'use strict';

app.controller('mainCtrl', ['$scope', 

($scope) => {

}]);
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To initialise this controller add a reference in index.html:

<div class="container" ng-

controller="mainCtrl">

<div class="row">

<div class="col-xs-12">

</div>

</div>

</div>

7. Get Firebase 
We’re going to be storing the data with backend as a 

service provider Firebase; head to Firebase.com and get 

a free account. Once registered add the Angular library 

to the application, and in index.html add:

<!-- Firebase -->

<script src=”https://cdn.Firebase.com/js/

client/2.2.4/Firebase.js”></script>

<!-- AngularFire -->

<script src=”https://cdn.Firebase.com/libs/

angularfire/1.1.3/angularfire.min.js”></

script>

In main.js we now need to inject the Firebase module 

into our application for future usage:

var app = angular.module('assetMgr', 

['Firebase']);

8. Build an API service
Services are singleton objects containing methods that 

can be injected into any controller, module or directive 

for shared usage. Now we’re going to set up a service 

called ‘api’ that is the interface between our client app 

and the backend. In app/scripts/services create api.js 

(and include it in index.html):

'use strict';

app.service('api', () => {

});

9. Connect to the DB
Head to the Firebase dashboard and create a new 

application. This is a development app so don’t worry 

about the name too much. For now grab the URL of the 

app and we’ll expose it to the API service through the 

Firebase-angular library:

'use strict';

app.service('api', ($FirebaseArray) => {

var DB = ()=> {

var DB = new Firebase('<your-Firebase-url>/

assets');

return $FirebaseArray(DB);

};

return {

DB : DB

}

});

10. Use directives
Directives enable us to write reuseable logic tied to a 

specific DOM element. Great for functionality or 

elements that are repeated across an application, we’re 

going to want to write the logic around assets once and 

potentially use it everywhere. Include a file app/scripts/

directives/assets.js:

'use strict';

app.directive('assets', ()=> {

Top left

The backend is going to be provided by the noSql Baas 
provider Firebase, their free and highly scalable solutions 
make them a great environment 

Top right 

Firebase provides a complete AngularJS library alongside 
an easy-to-use and understandable UI. It provides an 
intuitive experience for managing apps and their data

Right

AngularJS’s powerful templating engine, combined with 
directives, enable us to turn our applications into 
reuseable, human understandable chunks of code

The components
You’ll notice we separate all of the components 
of the app into their own JavaScript files – this is 
to make our lives easier as the code is easier to 
read and search for methods. Loading all of these 
files would be too slow in live usage so it’s 
important to have minification and concatenation 
in the build process.
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with ng-repeat. It also can be extended for start/finish 

loops too. We need Angular to update the template inline 

with the data we will be receiving:

<tr ng-repeat="item in assets">

</tr>

We will also need a row at the end of the table for adding 

new assets:

<tr ng-if="$last || assets.length === 0">

</tr>

Ng-if=”$last” only shows the element if it’s the last item or 

if there are no assets.

13. Put in Angular Forms
Adding an asset is done in the directive template, build a 

form using AngularJS’s native ng-model object, we call a 

method ‘save’ on filling the form out:

<form name="addItem" ng-model="asset">

<td>Add New :</td>

return {

restrict : 'E',

scope: true,

}

});

Restrict’ : E. requires the directive only be initialised from 

element assets and ‘scope : true’ enables the directive to 

inherit the parent scope. In Index.html add:

<assets></assets>

11. Directives need a template
In the assets.js directive we can specify a template for the 

directive to use on initialisation:

restrict : 'E',

templateUrl : 'views/directives/assets.html'

Create the assets.html file in the directory specified, in 

here we will build out the table of assets:

<table class="table">

<thead>

<th>#</th>

<th>AssetNumber</th>

<th>Title</th>

<th>Status</th>

<th>Assigned To</th>

<th></th>

</thead>

</table>

12. Add ng-repeat-start 
Angular has a brilliant templating method that enables 

looping through objects/arrays in templates very simply 
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<td><input type="text" ng-model="asset.

assetNumber"></td>

<td><input type="text" ng-model="asset.

assetNumber"></td>

<td>Checked out?<input type="checkbox" 

ng-model="asset.status" value="true"></td>

<td><input type="text" ng-model="asset.

assignedTo"></td>

<td><button type="button"  ng-

click='save(asset)'>Save</button>

</td>

</form>

14. Use the API service
We need to send the data from the form in the model 

asset to Firebase for storage. Firstly we inject the API 

service into the assets directive, and then create an 

controller function for the directive. Within this we create 

a reference to the API.DB method.

app.directive('assets', (api) => {

return {

restrict : 'E',

scope: true,

templateUrl : 'views/directives/assets.

html',

controller : function($scope){

$scope.assets = api.DB();

},

}

});

87

Utilising backend 
as a service
The term backend as a 
service (Baas) has grown 
in popularity in recent 
years, due to many 
di� erent companies 
providing the service. Baas 
providers host and 
maintain a database with 
external API that you can 
use to store your apps 
data, wherever it is 
coming from. Data is 
usually stored in noSql 
formatted JSON objects, 
and has read/write 
permissions and advanced 
query capabilities. 

Baas services let 
developers quickly build 
apps without worrying 
about the complexity of 
supporting a complete 
architecture. Baas services 
scale with the amount of 
tra� ic requested and you 
only pay for what you use, 
making these services 
cost-e� ective during build 
and highly stable during 
any growth periods.
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Developer tutorials
Build an asset management tool

15. Save data
The assets directive is now connected to Firebase via 

$scope.assets and the underlying library connects to the 

service using AJAX or WebSockets. The form now 

populates a data model object in the form of ng-

model=’assets’. OnClick fires the save() method, this takes 

the assets model and using $add saves them to Firebase.

controller : function($scope){

$scope.assets = api.DB();

$scope.save = function(item){

$scope.assets.$add(item);

}

},

16. Two-way data binding
Angular is famous for its ability to use two-way 

data-binding between models and views. It removes the 

need to read/write in a read or write action. We now have 

$scope.assets that allows us to read/write to the Firebase 

database. We can render the assets into the previous 

ng-repeat we built in the assets directive.

<tr ng-repeat="item in assets">

<td>{{ ::item.$id}}</td>

<td>{{ ::item.assetNumber }}</td>

<td>{{ ::item.description }}</td>

<td>{{ ::item.status || 'false' }}</td>

<td>{{ ::item.assignedTo }}</td>

<td>

</td>

</tr>  

17. Update records 
Add an edit button to each row in the assets directive.

<td>

<button type="button" class="btn btn-

default" ng-click='edit(item)'>

<span class="glyphicon glyphicon-pencil"></

span>

</button>

</td>

In the directive we can add this method ‘edit’:

$scope.editing = false;

$scope.edit = function(item){

if(!$scope.editing){

$scope.editing = true;

}

$scope.asset = item;

This sets a global variable of editing to true and 

populates the form with the selected rows information.

18. Save edits
AngularFire opens an interface for updating records, we 

need to update the save method in the directive to have 

two roles: one for adding new assets and one for 

updating existing records.

$scope.save = function(item){

if(!$scope.editing){

$scope.assets.$add(item);

}else{

$scope.assets.$save($scope.asset);

$scope.asset = '';

$scope.editing = false;

}

}

On save we check if editing is ‘true’ (in progress) and if 

so, we update the asset being updated using the $save() 

method then reset editing back to false.

19. Cancel the edit process
The end user needs to be able to cancel editing an asset 

without causing any data changes if need be. Add a 

button next to ‘save’ in the assets directive template:

<button type="button" class="btn btn-error" 

ng-if="editing" ng-click='cancel()'><span 

class="glyphicon glyphicon-trash"></span></

button>

We use ng-if to only show the button if editing is true, 

giving the user great feedback on what’s happening.

Add the cancel method to the assets directive to reset all 

values relying on editing.

$scope.cancel = function(){

$scope.asset = '';

$scope.editing = false;

}

 

20. Delete assets 
The last step of any CRUD (create, read, update and 

delete) process is the deletion of unrequired objects. First 

add the delete button to each row item: 

<button type="button" class="btn btn-danger" 

ng-if="!editing" ng-click='delete(item)'>

<span class="glyphicon glyphicon-trash"></

span>

</button>

Then finally add the delete method to the assets 

directive controller:

$scope.delete = function(item){

$scope.assets.$remove(item);

}

21. Next steps
You can now take some time to see where the code can 

be optimised and the UI can be cleaned up. Head back 

in and drop some standard bootstrap classes for a neat 

finish. Then head over to the Firebase documentation 

and looking at authentication, this app would need user 

accounts and security permission levels if ever leaving a 

development environment.

Top left

As we start populating the noSql database the Firebase 
dashboard instantly refreshes, giving access to underlying 
data objects, in an easy-to-understand tree structure

Top right 

Users require feedback when working with an interface – 
utilise Bootstrap’s simple components to build quick 
interfaces that work for the user

Right

Adding and editing records is common practice, but 
understanding how to remove records is just as important 
and so is understanding colour theory
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HOSTING LISTINGS

Featured host: ElasticHosts 
www.elastichosts.co.uk 
020 7183 8250

ElasticHosts o�ers simple, flexible 
and cost-e�ective cloud 
infrastructure services with high 
performance, availability, and 
scalability for businesses 
worldwide. ElasticHosts’ global team 

of engineers provides excellent 

support, around the clock by phone, 

email, and ticketing system.

About us
The company is true to its name; 

ElasticHosts servers can be resized at 

will, run any operating system, and 

they are managed through a 

user-friendly web control panel with 

instant VNC access. ElasticHosts 

o�ers ten data centre locations 

around the world – and this includes 

the UK and Europe.

•   Cloud servers – with any 
specification and operating 
system you can imagine.

•   Linux OS – Containers come 
with two advantages: 
auto-scaling to demand and 
usage-based billing.

What we offer

5 tips from the pros

Testimonials

.
•  24/7 support – Get the 
best-in-class support via 
phone, email, and ticketing 
system – for free.

•   Easy-to-use – Use the 
ElasticHosts control panel to 
configure servers in a minute. 

1. The location of the data 
centre matters
Choose a British or European hosting 
provider with data centres in the 
region. This is so your server’s latency 

is low and your customers’ data is safe 

from unwanted state surveillance.

2. Server sizing is important
Hosting providers often o�er fixed 
configurations, but these don’t always 
match your needs. Instead, use 

ElasticHosts and set the specs yourself 

to your requirements and easily change 

them at any time.

3. Test the support team
Having ‘excellent service’ and ‘expert 
support’ is easier said than done. Start 

a trial, then call or email our team at any 

time to experience the personal and 

knowledgeable service for yourself. 

4. Look for the SLA
A reliable hosting provider should 
o�er a Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
to customers. Our agreement includes 

a guaranteed 100 per-cent service 

availability as well as a generous credit 

return policy. 

5. Run a trial
You can’t judge the customer 
experience without running a trial for 
yourself first. Learn how easy it is to 

manage your servers by utilising 

ElasticHosts’ user-friendly web control 

panel right now. 

Greg Davis, NineByte Pty Ltd 

“ The moment we began our migration, we established an understanding of 

how the billing model just rocks. The VM management user interface is just 

brilliant compared to the current crop. ”

Jack Lindsay, SitelinQ  
“ The support experience I’ve had as a trial user has blown me away. You’ve all 

done everything perfectly and helped me every step of the way. ”

Jeremy Curtis, Flint IT 

“ ElasticHosts provided a UK-based cloud solution and it took minutes to get a 

server running. Being able to buy the exact capacity I need has been very useful. ”

To advertise here contact Luke 
luke.biddiscombe@imagine-publishing.co.uk
+44 (0)1202586431

Get your listing in our directory

“ ElasticHosts’ global team 
of engineers provides 
excellent support, around  
the clock ”
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Supreme hosting SSD Web hosting

Cluster web hosting

UK-based hosting Value Linux hosting

Zero carbon hosting Fast, reliable hosting

To advertise here contact Luke 
luke.biddiscombe@imagine-publishing.co.uk
+44 (0)1202 586431

Get your listing in our directory

www.cwcs.co.uk
0800 1 777 000

www.bargainhost.co.uk
0843 289 2681

www.fasthosts.co.uk 
0808 1686 777

www.cyberhostpro.com 
0845 5279 345

patchman-hosting.co.uk
01642 424 237

www.netcetera.co.uk
0800 808 5450

www.bytemark.co.uk
01904 890 890

Zero carbon hosting

CWCS Managed Hosting is the UK’s 

leading hosting specialist. They o� er a 

fully comprehensive range of hosting 

products, services and support. Their 

highly trained sta�  are not only hosting 

experts, they’re also committed to 

delivering a great customer experience 

and passionate about what they do. 

•   Colocation hosting
•   VPS
•    100% Network uptime 

Since 2001 Bargain Host have 

campaigned to o� er the lowest possible 

priced hosting in the UK. They have 

achieved this goal successfully and built 

up a large client database which includes 

many repeat customers. They have also 

won several awards for providing an 

outstanding hosting service.

•   Shared hosting
•  Cloud servers
•    Domain names

UK based and operating 24/7 from 
our dedicated UK data centres, we 
keep over one million domains 
running smoothly and ensure over 42 Cyber Host Pro are committed to 

providing the best cloud server 
hosting in the UK, they are obsessed 
with automation. If you’re looking for a 

hosting provider who will provide you 

with the quality you need to help your 

business grow then look no further 

than CyberHost Pro.

•   Cloud VPS Servers
•   Reseller hosting
•    Dedicated Servers

Linux hosting is a great solution for 

home users, business users and web 

designers looking for cost-e� ective and 

powerful hosting. Whether you are 

building a single-page portfolio, or you 

are running a database-driven 

eCommerce website, there is a Linux 

hosting solution for you. 

•   Student hosting deals
•   Site designer
•    Domain names

Formed in 1996, Netcetera is one of 

Europe’s leading Web Hosting service 

providers, with customers in over 75 

countries worldwide. Providing an 

unmatched value for your budget is the 

driving force behind our customer

service and infrastructure services.

•  Domain names
•   Cloud hosting
•  Managed hosting

Founded in 2002, Bytemark are “the UK 

experts in cloud & dedicated hosting”. 

Their manifesto includes in-house 

expertise, transparent pricing, free 

software support, keeping promises 

made by support sta�  and o� ering 

top-quality hosting hardware at fair prices.

•   Managed hosting
•   UK cloud hosting
•    Linux hosting

million emails are delivered safely 
each day. All our services can be 

managed through the award-winning 

Fasthosts Control Panel. Services 

include Domain Names, Shared Web 

Hosting, Dedicated Servers, Cloud 

Servers and Secure Online Storage.

•   Cloud Servers
•   Hosted email
•    Dedicated Servers

All-inclusive hosting

www.1and1.co.uk
0333 336 5509
1&1 Internet is a leading hosting 

provider that enables businesses, 

developers and IT pros to succeed 

online. Established in 1988, 1&1 now 

operates across ten countries. With a 

comprehensive range of high-

performance and a� ordable products, 1&1 

o� ers everything from simple domain 

registration to award-winning website 

building tools, eCommerce packages & 

powerful cloud servers.

•   Easy domain registration
•   Professional eShops 
•    High-performance servers
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Classif ied Adver t is ing 01202 586442

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

SCAN YOUR TREAT

0800 808 5450 Come Celebrate with us and 
scan the QR Code to grab 

your birthday treat!

of Hosting

TWENTY YEARS
Celebrating

Domains : Hosting - Cloud - Servers

Discover more on
fl yeralarm.com

Business cards, letterheaded paper, pens and much more: we print your stationery with your design. All at low cost, quick turnaround and in high quality.  

Note pads with adhesive binding

A6, glue binding on the top, 25 sheets, 
90gsm offset white, 4/0-colours

100 copies

£38.81 GROSS 

£32.34 NET

200 copies

£47.57 GROSS 

£39.64 NET

Business cards classic

8.5 x 5.5 cm, 300gsm matt, double-sided 
matt dispersion varnish, 4/4-colours

250  copies

£21.49 GROSS

£17.91 NET

1,000  copies

£22.99 GROSS 

£19.16 NET

Pens standard

White pen, blue ink, 
1-colour print on the clip

500 copies

£212.02 GROSS 

£176.68 NET

1,000 copies

£345.74 GROSS 

£288.12 NET

Order your stationery online at incredible prices

UK +44 (0)870 766 7756
US +1 650 378 1218
2ndquadrant.com/developersupport

If you’re developing an application or environment that’s not 
in production, don’t waste time if you’re faced with an issue. 
Our Developer Support gives you access to some of the most 
knowledgeable Postgres experts in the world – you’ll be back 
on track in no time.

Developer Support is available on a monthly subscription. Minimum term is 6 months.

Don’t waste time trouble-shooting

POSTGRES 
DEVELOPMENT 

ISSUES?
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RESOURCES   FILESILO

YOUR FREE RESOURCES
LOG IN TO WWW.FILESILO.CO.UK/WEBDESIGNER AND DOWNLOAD THE 
LATEST COLLECTION OF MUST-HAVE VIDEOS AND RESOURCES

YOUR BONUS 
RESOURCES

ON OUR BRAND NEW FILESILO 
THIS ISSUE YOU WILL FIND AN 
UNMISSABLE COLLECTION OF 
VIDEO GUIDES AND RESOURCES 
•   95 Minutes of expert CSS animation video   
    guides from Pluralsight (digitaltutors.com)

•      24 Gold and silver Photoshop textures and
7 Super smoke effects from SparkleStock 
(sparklestock.com)

•    4 HTML5 and responsive web templates 
layouts  from HTML5UP and W3Layouts

•    The Usurp font from Typodermic fonts•    The Usurp font from Typodermic fonts

TOTAL  
RESOURCES

www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner
 50

PLUS
95 MINS

 OF EXPERT 
CSS3

VIDEO

24 GOLD & SILVER PHOTOSHOP STYLES 
ADD A TOUCH OF GLAMOUR WITH THES E TEXTURES 

EXPERT CSS3 VIDEOS
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FILESILO – THE HOME OF PRO RESOURCES

The most popular downloads are 
shown in the carousel here, so check 
out what your fellow readers are 
enjoying! 

Green open padlocks show the issues 
you have accessed. Red closed 
padlocks show the ones you need to 
buy or unlock.  

Find out more about our online 
stores, and useful FAQs like our 
cookie and privacy policies and 
contact details. 

If you’re looking for a particular type 
of content like brushes or fonts, use 
the filters here to refine your search. 

Can’t find the resource you’re looking 
for in these filters? Click on More 
Options to specify exactly what kind of 
resource you want.

Top Downloads are listed here, so 
you can get an instant look at the 
most popular downloaded content. 

Check out the Highest Rated list to 
see the resources that other readers 
have voted for as the best! 

Discover our amazing sister 
magazines and the wealth of content 
and information that they provide. 

The first time you use FileSilo you’ll 
need to register. After that, you can use 
the email address and password you 
provided to log in. 

This is the new FileSilo site that 
replaces your disc. You’ll find it by 
visiting the link on the following page. 

A rapidly growing library 
Updated continually with cool resources
Lets you keep your downloads organised
Browse and access your content from anywhere
No more torn disc pages to ruin your magazines

No more broken discs
Print subscribers get all the content
Digital magazine owners get all the content too!
Each issue’s content is free with your magazine
Secure online access to your free resources

DISCOVER YOUR FREE ONLINE ASSETS
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HOW TO USE
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 
ACCESSING YOUR NEW DIGITAL REPOSITORY 

Web Designer is all about giving web designers and developers what they want. Make sure 
that you pay a visit to the Web Designer website where you will find a treasure trove of 
design and development tutorials. All the latest technologies and tools are covered 
including HTML5, CSS3, jQuery, PHP and responsive design. Plus, delve into the lives of the 
world’s biggest agencies with our exclusive interviews. Find out how they design and 
develop some of the best websites seen on the web. 

www.webdesignermag.co.uk

MORE TUTORIALS 
AND INSPIRATION?

Issue 248 of                                    is on sale  28th April 2016 from GreatDigitalMags.com                      

To get access to FileSilo, please visit www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner

01 Follow the 
instructions 

on-screen to create an 
account with our secure 
FileSilo system, or log in 
and unlock the issue by 
answering a simple 

question about 
the magazine. 
You can access 
the content for 
free with your 
issue. 

02 If you’re a print 
subscriber, 

you can easily unlock all 
the content by entering 
your unique Subscriber 
ID. You can find this on all 
correspondence from 
Imagine Publishing, 
including the clear plastic 
envelopes your 
magazine gets delivered 
to your door 
in every month.

03 You can access 
FileSilo on any 

desktop, tablet or 
smartphone device using 
any popular browser 
(such as Safari, Firefox or 
Google Chrome). 
However, we recommend 
that you use a desktop to 
download content, as you 
may not be able to 
download files to your 
phone or tablet.  

04 If you have any 
problems with 

accessing content on 
FileSilo, or with the 
registration process, take a 
look at the FAQs online or 
email filesilohelp@
imagine-publishing.co.uk.

HOW TO USE
To get access to FileSilo, please visit www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner

RESOURCES    FILESILO
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THE 10 BEST PHP 
FRAMEWORKS
Which PHP framework is best for 
your project needs?

FILTER EFFECTS 
WITH CSS
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WORDPRESS
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